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Summary
W ithin the large body of theories on branching Brownian motion (BBM) and typed branching 
diffusions this thesis presents work tha t focuses mainly on families of strictly-positive additive 
martingales and changes of measure, and further develops and uses the recent spine approaches 
to obtain results on the £ p-convergence of these martingales as well as strong results in the large- 
deviations theory of branching diffusions. The thesis is divided into three related parts: in the 
first part we present earlier work on a classical approach to branching diffusions, where a single­
particle model inspired by the work of Harris and Williams [21] together with Perron-Frobenius 
theory are used to consider the conditions for £ p-convergence of an additive martingale for 
a finitely-typed branching diffusion. A main theme of this thesis is to show that spine-based 
techniques can give much better proofs for these questions, and in the second part of this thesis, 
after laying out a new formulation that substantially improves the existing spine approach, we 
use spines to consider the £ p-convergence of additive martingales in three different models of 
branching diffusions. In the third and final part of this thesis we apply spines to the theory of 
large-deviations for branching diffusions: in Chapter 5 we use our new formulation of the spine 
foundations to introduce a new and very general class of additive martingales for BBM and 
prove a large-deviations principle for BBM that is analogous to Schilder’s theorem for Brownian 
motion, and in Chapter 6 we prove an important lower bound for large deviations in a typed 
branching diffusion originally studied by Harris and Williams [21], and here the proof likewise 
centres on martingale estimates via the spine decomposition. The techniques tha t we develop 
here should have the added benefit of being applicable to martingales and large-deviations 
problems for a much more general class of branching-diffusion models.
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Chapter 1
O utline o f Thesis
Within the large body of theories on branching Brownian motion (BBM) and typed branching 
diffusions this thesis presents work that focuses mainly on families of strictly-positive additive 
martingales and changes of measure, and further develops and uses the recent spine approaches 
to obtain results on the £ p-convergence of these martingales as well as strong results in the large- 
deviations theory of branching diffusions. The thesis is divided into three related parts: in the 
first part we present earlier work on a classical approach to branching diffusions, where a single­
particle model inspired by the work of Harris and Williams [21] together with Perron-Frobenius 
theory are used to consider the conditions for £ p-convergence of an additive martingale for 
a finitely-typed branching diffusion. A main theme of this thesis is to show that spine-based 
techniques can give much better proofs for these questions, and in the second part of this thesis, 
after laying out a new formulation tha t substantially improves the existing spine approach, we 
use spines to consider the £ p-convergence of additive martingales in three different models of 
branching diffusions. In the third and final part of this thesis we apply spines to the theory of 
large-deviations for branching diffusions: in Chapter 5 we use our new formulation of the spine 
foundations to introduce a new and very general class of additive martingales for BBM and 
prove a large-deviations principle for BBM that is analogous to Schilder’s theorem for Brownian 
motion, and in Chapter 6 we prove an important lower bound for large deviations in a typed 
branching diffusion originally studied by Harris and Williams [21], and here the proof likewise 
centres on martingale estimates via the spine decomposition. The techniques that we develop 
here should have the added benefit of being applicable to martingales and large-deviations 
problems for a much more general class of branching-diffusion models.
Work in this thesis, joint with Dr S.C.Harris, appears also in articles [16], [17], [18], [19] 
and [20].
The m artingales and spine techniques
In most branching models a strictly-positive martingale can be defined via a sum over the 
particles alive at time t, and in general this relates closely to obtaining a strictly-positive 
solution of an associated eigenvalue problem. In different contexts these martingales have been
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considerably studied, and we note the work of Biggins [2] on Cl convergence of the martingale 
in branching random walks, Asmussen and Hering [1] on C1 and Cp (p > 1) convergence for 
general typed branching processes, Neveu [44] on Cp convergence for BBM, and more recently 
Harris and Williams [21] on Cp convergence for an interesting example of a typed branching 
diffusion.
All these above references can be said to use a classical approach, by which it is meant tha t 
the standard branching decomposition and the expectation semigroup form the main axis of the 
proofs, and in section 2.5 we present a classical proof (which generalizes the work Champneys 
et al [4] and relates very closely to the model and proofs of Harris and Williams [21]) of the 
Cp convergence of the martingale in a specific model of typed branching diffusion where each 
particle’s type is governed by a finite-state, time-reversible Markov chain.
This opening study gives us the opportunity in section 2.3 to discuss at a more abstract level 
some of the important techniques used by Harris and Williams [21] such as the single-particle 
model and their use of a change-of-measure. For this finite-state model, the related eigenvalue 
problem can be tackled with Perron-Frobenius theory and we dedicate the whole of section 2.4 
to giving new proofs regarding the behaviour of the largest eigenvalue E \  as a function of a 
model parameter A € R. Specific properties of E \  such as its convexity or its derivative turn 
out to be crucially important in determining the convergence behaviour of the martingale, as 
was already seen in the Champneys et al model, and the Harris and Williams model. As an 
adjunct to this section, giving some context to the main themes of the thesis, we also include a 
discussion of the travelling waves that are typically related to branching diffusions, and in the 
case of this finite-type model we include new proofs of an asymptotic result first proven in an 
analogous form by Harris [23] for BBM using probabilistic techniques only.
Spine techniques have already given significantly clearer proofs of C1 convergence properties 
of the martingales in different models of branching processes. Examples are the proofs of C1 
convergence for the BBM martingale by Kyprianou [35], and the analogous case for Galton- 
Watson processes proved by Lyons [40]. Other spine-based work includes Kyprianou and Sani 
[36], Biggins and Kyprianou [3].
Spines have not previously been used for proofs of Cp convergence and in chapter 4 this is 
the main focus -  we give spine proofs of the Cp convergence of martingales for three different 
models of branching diffusions (in two of these we also give proofs for a variation of each model 
tha t allows random family sizes). There are a number of reasons why we may be interested 
in knowing about the Cp convergence of a martingale: in Neveu’s original article [44] it was a 
means to proving C1-convergence, whilst Harris and Git [25] and Asmussen and Hering [1] have 
used it to deduce the almost-sure rate of convergence of the martingale to its limit. Of equal 
importance are the techniques tha t we use here, and similar ideas will be developed in the final 
part of this thesis in the context of the large-deviations theory of branching diffusions.
However, before embarking on these proofs for Cp convergence, in Chapter 3 we present our 
improved version of the spine approach which not only successfully repairs a weak point in the 
approaches based on the Lyons et al papers [40, 34, 41] -  namely, we show how to build three new 
measures which are all probability measures, whereas the Lyons et al configuration produced
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only one -  but which also brings out many more relationships between the three change-of- 
measure martingales, since we use different filtrations rather than different underlying spaces 
as has previously been the case.
This new formulation gives substantial improvements to both the Harris and Williams single­
particle approach and the previous spine approaches (exemplified in Lyons et al [40, 34, 41]), 
since it combines them into a a single and more powerful object which can be interpreted from 
either point of view. In the first instance this gives us the correct formal basis in which to 
express the relationship between the single-particle martingale £a and the additive martingale 
Z \  tha t we used in Chapter 2. This same idea will work in more generality to give us a 
consistent methodology for developing new martingales for branching diffusions th a t can be 
very powerful in proving large-deviations results, as we explore fully in Part III.
A new and interesting aspect of our formulation is the relation th a t becomes clear between 
the spine and the ‘Gibbs-Boltzmann’ weightings for the branching particles, which can be seen 
as conditional expectations of spine events. This is further developed to show how such condi­
tional expectations can obtain a new and very useful interpretation of the additive operations 
previously seen within the context of the Kesten-Stigum theorem and related problems. Fur­
thermore, as a consequence of the Gibbs-Boltzmann weightings we obtain a substantially easier 
proof of an improved version of the Many-to-One theorem used by Harris and Williams [21].
Large deviations results v ia spines
In the third part of the thesis we present another new application of spine techniques in the 
area of large deviations for branching diffusions.
Large-deviations principles for a single diffusing particle have been known for a long time, 
Schilder’s theorem being the example for Brownian motion. As far as branching Brownian 
motion is concerned, the natural generalization of Schilder’s theorem would be to give an 
exponential rate of the decay of the probability tha t at least one particle follows a certain 
path. In fact, for an upper-bound of this probability a simple estimate against an expectation 
calculation gives the result (this uses our improved Many-to-One theorem), but in general the 
lower-bound is more difficult since classical techniques cannot easily force one of the BBM 
particles to follow a chosen path, which is a common change-of-measure technique in large 
deviations.
Tzong-Yow Lee [37] proved such a large-deviations principle for BBM but for the lower 
bound relied heavily on Freidlin’s work on rescalings of solutions of reaction-diffusion equations 
-  it could actually be said tha t most of the work was already contained in Friedlin’s results. 
In contrast to this, the spine approach is very natural since we immediately have the change 
of measure required to force the spine itself along a path, and we give a very clear spine-based 
proof of the full large-deviations principle for BBM in chapter 5. An important part of our proof 
consists in obtaining an upper bound for the growth of the martingale under the new measure 
(where it becomes a su&martingale), and we do this using Doob’s submartingale inequality 
along with spine techniques developed from those used in the chapter on £ p-convergence.
In Harris and Git [25] a result is stated for a model of typed-branching diffusion regarding 
the almost-sure number of particles a t large space-type locations, which required a difficult 
large-deviation lower bound on the probability that at least one of the diffusing particles in the 
branching process will be near a specific large space-type location at some fixed time, given 
tha t the original ancestor started at the space-type origin. In Chapter 6 we give a spine proof 
of the difficult lower-bound for a large-deviations event -  the martingale ideas that we used 
for the branching Brownian motion case are here substantially improved and combined with 
applications of Varadhan’s lemma to obtain an upper bound on the exponential growth rate 
of a new martingale for this model. Through a change of measure with this martingale we 
obtain the lower bound for the large deviations, and briefly discuss how we could expect to 
also obtain an upper bound using spine ideas in terms of the Many-to-One theorem. Again, 
the spine techniques th a t we develop have the benefit of offering a consistent approach to 
large-deviation problems and it should be possible to apply them  to more general models of 
branching diffusions. Furthermore, through the exact spine decomposition of the martingale 
they give a methodology for avoiding the difficult non-linear calculations th a t were necessary 
in the estimates used for the classical approaches such as Harris and Williams [21]
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Part I




A typed  branching diffusion
In Champneys et al [4] a 2-type model of branching diffusion was considered, and they gave 
proofs regarding the Cp-convergence of an additive martingale defined in terms of the branch­
ing diffusion. In this chapter we consider a generalization of their model and use techniques 
tha t have also been effectively used by Harris and Williams [21] to deal with the issue of 
£ p-convergence of the martingale. Briefly, these ‘classical’ approaches (in contrast to our spine 
approaches in later chapters) are based mainly on a useful inequality stated in Neveu [44] which 
combines with a ‘Many-to-One’ idea of converting expectation calculations over the whole col­
lection of branching particles to an appropriately up-weighted similar expectation involving only 
a single ‘typical’ particle. To carry out these single-particle expectation calculations, we then 
use the idea of Harris and Williams [21] to change the measure via a single-particle martingale 
closely related to the additive martingale for the whole collection of branching particles.
In section 2.6 we present some work on the relationship between branching diffusions and 
a class of partial-differential equations known as FK PP equations. This body of work, carried 
out using the classical approaches, is offered as an adjunct to the main themes of the thesis 
to give context and show some new results tha t were obtained as part of earlier work on the 
finite-type model.
2.1 The m odel description
Suppose tha t for a fixed n  G N we are given two sets of positive constants a ( l ) , . . .  ,a (n ) and 
r ( l ) , . . . ,  r(n). Consider a typed branching diffusion in which the type of each particle moves as 
a finite, irreducible and time-reversible Markov chain on the set I  := { 1 , . . . ,  n} with Q-matrix 
6Q (6 is a strictly positive constant that could be considered as the temperature of the system) 
and invariant measure 7r =  (7r ( l ) , . . . ,  7r(n)). The spatial movement of a particle of type y  is a 
driftless Brownian motion with instantaneous variance a(y), so tha t if (X u(t),Yu(t)) e R x /  
is the space-type location of individual u  at time t then we have
d X u( t ) = a ( Y u(t))dB t
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for a Brownian motion B t . Fission of a particle of type y occurs at a rate r(y) to produce two 
particles at the same space-type location as the parent.
We define J  R x I, and suppose that the configuration of this whole branching diffusion 
at time t is given by the ./-valued point process X t =  { (X u(t) ,Yu (t)) : u  G N t } where N t is the 
set of individuals alive at time t. Let the measures { P x<y : (x ,y)  € R2} on the filtered space 
oo) (^t)t>o) be such tha t under P x,y the initial ancestor starts a t (x,y)  and X t becomes 
the above-described branching diffusion -  tha t is, we are supposing th a t (Ft)t>o is the natural 
filtration generated by the point process X t .
Throughout this thesis we use the de Finetti notation in which a measure symbol P  will 
stand both for the probability measure and the expectation operator; see [49] for a clear dis­
cussion of this.
This branching diffusion is a generalization of a 2-type model studied in Champneys et al [4], 
which itself was inspired by a similar but more complex model laid out by Harris and Williams 
[21] in which the type process moves as an Orstein-Uhlenbeck process on R with the diffusion 
and fission coefficients a(y) and r(y) being quadratic functions of the type y. This model will 
be considered in section 4.4 and later in chapter 6 .
It should be noted tha t the condition of time-reversibility on the Markov chain is not 
absolutely necessary, and is really just a simplifying assumption th a t gives us an easier C2 
theory for the matrices and eigenvectors. If we were to drop this assumption we would still 
have an C2 theory since we are working with finite vectors, but it would not be so immediate.
D efinition 2.1.1 For two vectors u ,v  on I ,  we use the invariant measure ir to define an inner 
product:
n
{ u , v ) n := ^Ui V iTT i ,
1 = 1
which gives us a Hilbert space of vectors on I  which we refer to as C2 (7r) .
An alternative way of writing this inner product is:
(u , w )n = uTUw,
where II is the diagonal matrix diag[7Ti, . . . ,  7rn]. The time-reversibility assumption is entirely 
motivated by the following simple result
Theorem  2.1.2 The matrix 6Q is self-adjoint with respect to (•, •) .
Proof: Because (Qg, h) = gTQTHh = gT (HQ)T h, the self-adjoint property holds if and only 
if (UQ)t  =  IIQ, and this means:
T^ iQij ~  ( n Q'jij = (IIQ)jj =  'KjQjii 
which is exactly the condition of time-reversibility. □
We gather together the constants as n x  n  matrices:
A  := d iag [a(l),. . .  ,a(n)], R  := d iag [r(l) ,. . .  ,r(n )],
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and because they are diagonal we can immediately deduce the following corollary:
Corollary 2.1.3 The matrix 2A + 6Q +  R  is self-adjoint with respect to (•, ■) .
2.2 M artingales for the branching diffusion
Via generators we show below that for any A 6  I ,  any function (vector) v \  : I  —> R and any 
number E \  G R, the expression
Zx (t) := v , (Y u(t)) (2 .1)
ueNt
will be a local martingale if v \  and E \  satisfy:
( ^ \ 2A  + 9Q + R ) v i = E xvx , (2.2)
which is to say th a t v \  must be an eigenvector of the matrix ^A2A-\- OQ + R, with eigenvalue 
E \.  We suppose that the eigenvector v \  is normalized so th a t :=  =  1 .
The fact tha t the matrix |A 2A  + 0Q + R  is self-adjoint is enough to guarantee the existence 
of eigenvectors in £ 2(tt), but the fact that we are dealing with a finite-state Markov chain means 
tha t we also have the Perron-Frobenius theory to hand, which allows us to suppose th a t v \  is a
strictly positive eigenvector whose eigenvalue E \  is real and the farthest to the right of all the
other eigenvalues. Perron-Frobenius theory is discussed in detail in section 2.4.
After we have developed some more theory, we shall in section 2.3 show that Z\( t)  is actually 
a true martingale when condition (2.2) holds, not just local. For now we state this as a theorem 
but here prove only the local martingale property.
T heorem  2.2.1 For each A g K,
Za(« )=  X )  »A(y.W ) e AX- <‘)_E*‘ . (2.3)
u£Nt
defines a strictly positive (and hence a.s. convergent) martingale, where E \  is the (real) largest 
eigenvalue andv \  is the corresponding normalized, strictly positive eigenvector of the self-adjoint 
n  x n matrix
^A 2A + 6Q + R.
Proof: The state space of the branching diffusion can be identified with the set
S : =  |J  ( M  x R n x I n ) ,
n >  1
so that the state of the process at a time t is described in terms of the array 
(|JV,|,X(t), Y (0 ) := (|JV,|; (X„(t) : u e  N,)\ (K,(<) : u e  Nt))
On this space the formal generator Q for the branching diffusion can be written as:
Q =  Qa +  Gq +  Qr -,
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where for n > 1 , x  G Rn and y € I n we have (for F  : S  —► K)
GAF { n , x , y ) =
k=1 k
n
g QF ( n , x , y ) =  0 J 2  Q ( y k J ) { F (n >x >sk , j ( y ) ) - F { n , x , y ) } ,  
k=l j^Vk 
n
gRF  (n, x, y) = ^ 2 r (yk) { F ( n + l , ( x , x k) , ( y ,y k)) -  F (n ,x ,y ) } ,
k=l
where sk J (y) := (y i , . . . ,  yk-.x, j, yk+i , . . . ,  yn) and (x , x k) := (® i,. . . ,  x n, x k), etc.
The following well-known result can be found in Rogers and Williams [51]):
L em m a 2.2.2 I f  F  : [0,oo) x S  —» M, then F(t, iVt ,X (t), Y ( t ) )  is a local martingale i f  and 
only if  F  is in the kernel of the operator (space-time generator) d /d t  + g :
( d t  + &)F (t ’n ’x ’y) =  0 (n > l , x  e R n,y 6 I n). (2.4)
An application of this lemma implies that the additive expression Z \ ( t ) defined at (2 .1) will 
be a local martingale if the relation (2.2) is satisfied. Perron-Frobenius theory guarantees 
the existence of v \  and E \ ,  and therefore we have shown that Z \  is a strictly-positive local 
martingale (which in fact immediately implies tha t it is a supermartingale). Remark: As 
mentioned, the proof tha t it is a true martingale will be completed at Corollary 2.3.4.
□
Taking the martingale property as stated, we can be sure th a t the limit
Z a ( o o )  : =  lim Z x {t)t—>oo
exists and is finite P x,y-almost surely. It is typical to have a ‘0-1’ situation for the limit 
variable Z \ ( oo); the following proof was stated by Harris and Williams [21] but will apply to 
many models including our own:
T heorem  2.2.3 For all A G M,
P x,y(Z \ (oo) =  0) =  0 or 1 .
Proof: First we note th a t for A € IR,
P*-y (Zx (oo) =  0) =  P 0,y(eXxZ\(cc)  =  0) =  P°-V(ZX(0o) =  0) =: g(y).
Thus it is clear th a t the probability is independent of the spatial starting position. Moreover, 
for all t >  0 , y € R,
g(y) = P°'y (Zx ( x )  =  0 ) =  P ° ’“ (P(Z*(oo) =  0|;F,))
/|W(«)I \
=  i 30'* !  I I  9 ( ^ W ) j  < P ° ' t (9(Yi(t))).
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Hence g(Yi(t)) is a bounded submartingale which therefore converges. Since Y\ is recurrent, 
this convergence implies that g {-) must be constant on the state space I  and hence, because of 
the equality with a product above, g(-) =  0 or 1 :
for any A g R , P x,y(Z \{oo) =  0 ) € {0 , l} .
□
Thus the martingale Z\( t)  either converges to a strictly-positive limit Z \{ oo), or it converges 
to 0 .
In the case tha t the limit Z \ ( oo) is strictly positive, the question of which further conditions 
on the model might be required to ensure th a t this convergence also occurs in Cv for some p > 1 
has been addressed in a number of different branching models. We shall see tha t for our model 
the condition
p E \  — Epx > 0 , for some p e  (1 ,2], (2.5)
will be sufficient to guarantee tha t the martingale is £ p-convergent. In fact, for this finite-type 
model we show in section 2.4 tha t the eigenvalue E \  is a strictly-convex function of A, and this 
translates to mean tha t there is a bounded, open interval about 0 such tha t for each A within 
this interval we can be sure tha t there is always some pG  (1 , 2] (and therefore many) such that 
condition (2.5) holds. Thus we deduce tha t for all A inside an open, bounded interval about 0 
the martingales Z\( t)  are convergent in C1 to a strictly-positive limit. On the other hand we 
shall be able to show that for all A outside this interval the martingale limit is null; we note 
tha t our proofs will not cover the boundary points where different techniques are needed based 
on ‘derivative’ martingales (see Kyprianou [35] and Harris [23] for examples). This is a typical 
feature of a branching diffusion and can most easily be seen as relating to the fact tha t there is an 
upper bound to the velocity at which a branching diffusion spreads out over R in the long term, 
or equivalently tha t travelling-waves defined from the martingales have a minimum possible 
speed; see section 2.6  for details of the relationship between branching-diffusion martingales 
and travelling waves.
2.3 The Single-Particle M odel and M an y-to -O n e  theo­
rem
The use of a single-particle model was a key ingredient in the proofs of Cp-convergence of the 
martingale in Harris and Williams [21], and depended on two im portant ideas: a many-to-one 
lemma which reduced expectation calculations to the single-particle model, combined with a 
change-of-measure technique.
The proof tha t we give in section 2.5 of the O '-convergence of the martingale Z\( t)  (for 
certain p) follow very much in this spirit and therefore we too define a separate single-particle 
model:
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D efinition  2.3.1 (T he single-particle m odel) We suppose that a process (£t,Vt) exists on 
J  such that under a measure P it behaves stochastically like the branching-diffusion particles 
of Xt except that no branching occurs. Precisely, this means that r)t is an irreducible, time- 
reversible Markov chain on I  with Q-matrix OQ and invariant measure ir =  {7Ti,. . .  , 7rn}, whilst 
moves as a Brownian motion with zero drift and diffusion coefficient a(y) > 0 whenever rjt 
is in state y:
d& =  a(rk)b dB t , (2.6)
for a P -Brownian motion B t ■ We note that the formal generator of this process (£t,Vt) is:
1 cftF
H F (x ,y )  = - a ( y ) ^  + 9 Y , Q ( y J ) F ( x , j ) ,  (F  : J  —* M). (2.7)
ie /
We suppose that Qt is the natural filtration of the single-particle process and define Q^
to be the smallest a-algebra containing each of the Qt'-
Q c » = c r ( ( J g , ) .  (2.8)
t> 0
We remark that it is therefore implicit that P is a measure defined on Q^.
The existence of such a measure P can be deduced from the standard theorems on the construc­
tion of probability measures; in this case we could build P via the desired finite-dimensional 
distributions of our single-particle process. For instance, Rogers and Williams [51] contains a 
full discussion of these matters.
T heorem  2.3.2 (M any-to-O ne theorem ) For any measurable function f  : J  —> M we have
p z' » ( Y ,  / ( ^ . w . n w ) )  = v x'y {eS°R{''-) i ‘m w n t ) ) .
u£Nt
For two important reasons we do not prove this Many-to-One theorem immediately, but wait 
until Section 3.6.3 where we give a spine proof: firstly the spine proof is much easier, and
secondly the proof of Harris and Williams (which is also found in Champneys et al [4]) is
based on resolvents and the Feynman-Kac formula and thus can deal only with functions of 
the current space-type locations of the particles -  this is the term f ( X u(t) ,Yu(t)) in Theorem
2.3.2 -  whilst the spine proof can cope the most general functions that may even depend on 
the complete history of the particles. Our improved version is found at Theorem 3.6.5.
2.3.1 A single-particle martingale and measure change
We now show by direct methods that
Ca(0 :=vx(yt ) e ^ R^ dseXCt~Ext, (2.9)
defines a martingale for each A 6  M, with respect to the natural filtration (Qt)t>o for the 
single-particle model (&,%)■
The following proof was actually given by Champneys et al [4], and we include it here for 
completeness with slightly more detail.
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T heorem  2.3.3 For each A € M, Ca is a martingale.
P ro o f: An application of Lemma 2.2.2 with the generator (2.7) shows that £a is a local 
martingale, and the aim of the following is to show that supa< tC\(s) is integrable for each 
t > 0 , whence it dominates Ca ( s ) on the time interval [0 ,t] and the dominated convergence 
theorem applies to give tha t £a is actually a true martingale.
We first note th a t if A < 0 then
C-a (t) =  vx (r)t )eS<^ R(r,s)dsex(-U )-E,t
since u_a =  vx and E - X =  E x . Then because — has the same law as £*, it is clear tha t £a(t) 
has the same law as C-a(£)- Consequently, rather than deal with all A G R we need only prove 
th a t £a is a martingale for all A < 0, which we now go on to do.
It is useful to separate Ca as:
U t )  = Wx ( t ) x e x* \  (2 .10)
where W x (t) := vx (r]t)e^o r(ri=)d3e~Ext depends only on the Markov chain. Having done that 
we note th a t in the finite-type model, we have an immediate almost sure bound on W x (t):
W x (t) < K i(y , t ) ,  PI,y-a.s., where K\{y, t) := supuA(?7t)e-/° rCns)dae-E xt (2.11)
t> o
Just from this bound and (2.10) it follows that
. . . f K i(y , t )  if A =  0 1 __ „ . .
supCa(s) < < , ' , } Px’y-a.s. (2.12)
s<t [ K i(y ,  t) exp(A infs<t £s) if A <  0 J
The case A =  0 is therefore done already; we assume from now on tha t A < 0.
Because of (2.12), if we can show that Px,y exp(A infs<t £s) is finite then it will follow that 
Px’y (sups<t Ca ( s ) )  is finite. The proof in Champneys et al [4]  for the two-type model does this 
by getting an estimate of the left-tail of the distribution function of infs<t tha t clearly shows 
tha t exp(A infs<t £s) is integrable, and we follow this line here.
Doob’s supermartingale inequality says tha t for any a  > 0
P*-»(sup<„(*) > « ) <  =  a-'tvfoje"*. (2.13)
S< t
We can use (2.13) to get an estimate on Px,y(infs<t CM ^  ~ u)> where (for reasons tha t become 
clear at (2.18)) we assume that y  < A; simple rearrangements give:
Px’y(inf ^  < - u )  = Fx’y ( e ^ nf^ t is ) > e~^u)
= Px,y(3s € [0,t] : WM(s )e ^ s > WM(s )e " ^ ) .  (2.14)
It is clear tha t for any s G  [0, t],
WM(s )e ^ s' > Wli(s)e~liU implies supC^(s) > Wtl{s)e~tJ‘u,
s < t
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whence continuing from (2.14) we have
Px,y (inf £s < - u )  = Px’y (3s e  [0,t] : supCM(s) > WM(s)e"^u)
s < t
< Px,y (supC^s) > sup Wn(s) x e-/xu) (2-15)
s< t s< t
<  P*'»(sup<M >  K 1{y,t)e-I"‘) (2.16)
S< t
We now apply the inequality (2.13) to (2.16) to get
P*’v(inf 6  < ~u) < K f \ { y ) e ^ xe^u = K 2(x ,y , t)e^u, (2.17)
8< t
where we are defining K s(x ,y , t)  := K f 1vfi(y)eflx. Using this bound and integrating by parts:
f o
Px,y (exp(A inf £s)) < K 3( x ,y , t ) eXzFx’y (inf £, e  dz)
s<t J-oo s^ f
ro
= K 3{ x ,y , t ) /  AeA*Px,y (inf < z)dz
J - o o
P O O
< K , ( x ,y , t )  /  e<A-" )‘ dz
Jo
< oo.
Returning to (2.12) we see that this shows sup3<tCa ( s ) G £ 1(Px,y). We note tha t from (2.18) 
it is clear why we chose p < A. □
C o ro lla ry  2.3.4 Z\( t)  is a true martingale
P ro o f: We know that Z\( t)  is a submartingale, and Theorem 2.3.2 gives Fx,yZ \(t)  = Px'yC\(t), 
from which it is immediate that Z\(t)  is in fact a true martingale. □
The idea of changing the measures is absolutely central to the new spine approaches, and the 
Lyons et al papers [40, 34, 41] used a martingale corresponding to Z \  as the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative. However, measure-change arguments were also extensively used in the Harris and 
Williams paper [21]; the difference is that they used the martingale as the derivative, and 
consequently were dealing with new measures only for the single-particle model. In our new 
formulation of the spine approach laid out in Chapter 3 we unify these two measure changes. 
For now, we introduce the new measures only for the single-particle model:
D efin ition  2.3.5 For each A € K we define a new measure P^ for the single-particle model,
d l f y  C a ( * )  p  / r\ -i o \
"dP =  0 (0 ) °n 6,1 (218)
(the term Ca ( 0 )  ensures that P* has a mass of 1).
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Palmowski and Rolski [48] give an interesting account of such changes of measure -  they call 
them exponential changes of measure. Just in case the reader is concerned about questions of 
the existence of such a measure Pa, we have included a brief discussion of the measure-theoretic 
issues in a paragraph at the end of this section.
We deduce how the process behaves under Pa by looking at its generator.
T h e o re m  2.3.6 The generator of the single-particle model (£t,Vt) under the measure Pa is
1 cftF
H \ F ( x , y ) =  - a { y ) - ^ + a { y ) \ — -\-0 '^2 Q x {y , j )F (x , j ) ,  (2.19)
je i
where QQ\ is an honest (stochastic) Q-matrix defined, with V\ := diag[va(1), • • • ,v\(n)], as:
QQx = V^'OQVx + - - A  + R  — E \ ,  (2.20)
that is,
^ { , 3)   ^ 6Q(i,i) + % a ( i ) - E x + r(i)  i f i  = j.
P ro o f: The proof is based on the standard result for changes of measure given by an h- 
transform. Details can be found in Rogers and Williams [51]. □
Thus when rjt is in state y, is moving like a Brownian motion with diffusion coefficient 
a{y) and a drift of Xa(r]t), whilst r)t remains a Markov chain but with the tilted Q-matrix 6Q\.
The fact th a t 0Q is self-adjoint with respect to the inner-product (•»•) means that we can
easily identify the invariant measure:
T heorem  2.3 .7  The invariant measure of 6Q\ is given as: ir\(y) =  v \(y )2n(y).
Proof: Because 6Q is self-adjoint (see Theorem 2.1.2), we can write 6Q =  n _ 10QTIL Now we 
have, for any vector z
Q>.z =  V ^ ^ j - A  + eQ + R - E x ^ V i z
= v ; ' n - l ( j A  + 6QT + R - E f \ n v xz
= (KA2n )-‘K ( y A  + 6Qt + r  -  Ex') V 7 W n )*
=  ( v 2 n ) - lq % (v ;n )z .
We also know Q aI =  0, and so it must be that = 0, which is to say tha t 7Ta oc v^n.
Furthermore, when we chose v \,  we insisted tha t Yli  ^A(*)2?r(*) =  1, and this now forces 
equality: 7T\ = v^n. □
Harris and Williams [21] noted tha t for their branching-diffusion model, changes of measure 
are particularly useful when combined with the Many-to-One theorem. This is true in general,
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and we remark tha t in their specific work they introduced a new a priori known martingale for 
Orstein-Uhlenbeck processes to do this. In fact it can be shown that this apparently different 
change-of-measure martingale is in fact equal to their single-particle martingale Ca(^ )> and in 
general it is the single-particle martingale that should be used as we show below.
The following results are the main reasons for using the change of measure on the single­
particle model.
T h e o re m  2.3.8 Let f  be a measurable function on I  and choose a fixed A G R. Then for all 
V € I,
p o .y f  J 2  f ( Y u(t))ex x ° W - EA  (2.21)
P roo f: An application of the Many-to-One lemma immediately reduces the expectation to a 
single-particle calculation,
P °’y (  f ( Yu(t))eXXu{t)~Ext]  = P °'y (^f(r]t)eJ'oR( ^ d3ex^ - E^
u£Nt '
which can easily be tackled by the change of measure to arrive at
P °’y (  J 2  f(Yu{t))eXXu(t)~ExtS) =F ° 'y (f(Tlt) e t i R{T1°'>dsext t - E^
' ueNt '
= v M *  - ( / $ g x £ g )
= v\(y)  P
□
C o ro lla ry  2.3.9 For each f  and each X there is an upper-bound K ( f ,X )  such that
/ ( n ( i ) ) e “ - (1)- ' >1)  < K (/.A)
u€Nt
for all y € I  and for all t G R .
P ro o f: Since we are working with a finite-state Markov chain, it is trivial that for each y e / ,
jo,y (  fx u
and this implies the result. □
sup[uA(y)Pjy( —(77t))l < 00, 
t m 1
A re m a rk  on  th e  ex is ten ce  o f new  m easu res
To be entirely proper, Definition 2.3.5 should have been phrased as a theorem concerning the 
existence of a measure PA such that equation (2.18) holds. The issue here is tha t whilst (2.18) 
can be correctly used to define the measure PA on each of the cr-algebras Qt for each finite time
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t, it is not possible to therefrom deduce the existence of a measure Pa on the cr-algebra Q 
defined at 2.8  as the smallest cr-algebra containing each of the Gt-
However, Theorem 2.3.6 can be used to resolve the issue in a simple way. At Definition
2.3.1 we supposed the existence of the single-particle measure P as a probability measure which 
makes (£t,Vt) a Markov process with generator given at equation (2.7); here we can use exactly 
the same ideas to directly suppose the existence of the measure Pa on Goo such th a t the single­
particle process (£t,fjt) has the generator stated at equation (2.19).
2.4 Perron-Frobenius Theory for \)?A  +  OQ +  R and E\
In section 2.5 we shall use a generalization of the proof of Champneys et al [4] to show that, 
dependent on A, the Z \  martingales are either £ p-bounded or converge to zero. For both the 
classical and spine approaches the proofs rely importantly on certain properties of the function 
A i—► in the classical proofs the properties of the matrix ^A2A +  6Q +  R  are also crucial. 
In this section we consider these features, which follow mostly from a combination of Perron- 
Frobenius for the matrix ^A2A  + 6Q + R  and the well-known (Rayleigh-Ritz) representation 
(2 .22 ) for the largest eigenvalue of a self-adjoint matrix.
In Harris and Williams [21] they were able to explicitly determine the algebraic form of 
E \ ,  from which convexity and other properties followed easily. In general this is difficult to 
determine, but in our finite-type model we are able to prove convexity in Theorem 2.4.8 and find 
explicitly the value of the derivative in Theorem 2.4.9. Then, in Theorem 2.4.11, we prove the 
existence of a global minimum for the associated function ca, which determines the minimum 
possible speed of travelling waves in later chapters.
Some of the analysis and matrix results of Champneys et al were generalized to deal with 
the n-type case in a paper by Crooks [11] which also relies on Perron-Frobenius theory and 
presents alternative proofs to our Theorem 2.4.8 and the differentiability property in Theorem 
2.4.9.
The main reference is Seneta [53], where we are interested in his Perron-Frobenius theory for 
the matrix ^A2 A  +  6Q -f R. We are assuming the type Markov chain to be irreducible, which 
according to Norris [45] (page 1 11 , Theorem 3.2.1) can be taken to be defined as
D efinition  2.4.1 A (continuous-time) Markov chain with Q-matrix Q = [qij] is said to be 
irreducible i f  and only if  for each pair i , j  of states,
9 i o i l 9 i l » 2  ' ’ ' Q i n - l i n  ^  0
for some states io , i i , . . .  , i n with io = i and in = j .
On the other hand, Seneta gives an alternative definition of irreducibility, first only for non­
negative matrices:
D efinition  2.4.2 An n x n  non-negative matrix T  =  [tif\ is irreducible if  for every pair i , j  of
f f n )  ( yy i)its indices there exists a positive integer m  =  m (i , j )  such that t\j > 0, where [tj - '] := T m .
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To give a definition of irreducibility to matrices like ^A2A + 9Q + R, which are non-negative off 
the diagonal but possibly contain negative values on the diagonal (he calls these ‘ML matrices’), 
Seneta observes tha t for any given ML matrix B,  we can always find a / i 6 ® such that
T := f j . I  + B
is a non-negative matrix. This allows him (on page 46) to define irreducibility for an ML matrix:
D efinition  2.4.3 An ML matrix B  is called irreducible i f  the matrix T  is irreducible, for some 
fj, large enough to make T  non-negative.
As a m atter of fact, it is not difficult to show that these alternative definitions 2.4.1, 2.4.2 and
2.4.3 are equivalent (this is Theorem 1.2.1 in Norris [45]), and we can therefore apply Seneta’s 
Perron-Frobenius theorem for irreducible ML matrices (Theorem 2.6, page 46) to ^A2A+0Q+R.  
We mention only the results th a t interest us and refer the reader to Seneta [53] for the details 
and proofs:
T heorem  2.4.4 The matrix ^A2A  +  6Q + R  has a real eigenvalue E \  (which we will refer to 
as the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue,) such that E \  > Re r  for any other eigenvalue r .  With 
E \  is associated a strictly positive right-eigenvector v \  unique up to constant multiples, and 
furthermore E \  is a simple root of the characteristic equation.
We always suppose that v \  is normalized with =  1 .
Many positivity properties of a non-negative, irreducible matrix relate closely to the size of 
its Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue: in Section 2.5.2 we will need to show that a certain matrix of 
the form I  — T  (where T  is non-negative irreducible) has a strictly non-negative inverse, and a 
result from Perron-Frobenius theory can deal with this. In Seneta this is Theorem 2.1 page 30 
and Corollaries 1 and 2, which here we present as a single theorem:
T heorem  2.4.5 I f T  is a non-negative, irreducible matrix and Ap f ( T )  < 1 , where Ap f ( T )  is 
the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue o fT ,  then the inverse (I  — T ) -1  exists and is strictly positive 
-  ie. all its elements are strictly positive.
When we use this theorem we shall also need the following monotonicity property that holds 
for non-negative irreducible matrices -  part (e) of Seneta’s Theorem 1.5:
T heorem  2.4.6 I f T  is a non-negative, irreducible matrix and 0 < B  ^  T, then each eigen­
value (3 of B  satisfies (3 < Ap f ( T ) .
Remark: We are using an ordering notation for matrices found in Seneta: for a matrix T  =  [tij] 
he writes T  > 0 if and only if tij > 0 for all i , j \  if it is further true that tij > 0 for all i , j  then 
he writes T  >  0. Above we use an extra notation T  0 to mean Uj > 0 for all i, j  but with 
Uj > 0 for at least one choice of i and j  -  guaranteeing tha t T  ^  0 . This notation extends in 
an obvious way to expressions such as B  < T ,  for example:
T h e  eigenvalue E x
Turning our attention to E x , the self-adjoint property of | X2A + 9Q +  R  gives an alternative 
representation from which important properties follow.
T h e o re m  2.4.7
E x = sup ( ((A2/2 )A + 9Q + R ) v , v )7', ( 2 .22)
since it is the rightmost eigenvalue (see Kreyzig [33]).
This supremum is attained at the eigenvector v\:
E x = ({(X2/2 )A  + 9Q + R) v x , v x ) „ , (2.23)
and we can now show th a t E x is a strictly convex function of A throughout R:
T h e o re m  2.4.8 A i—> E x is strictly convex on R.
P ro o f: Suppose tha t Ai, A2 £ R are distinct, and 0 < p,q < 1 such tha t p + q = 1 . We wish to 
show th a t E (p \ i  + qX2) < pE{X\)  +  qE(X2 ).
The following inequalities hold:
two inner products attain  their maximum at vXl and vX2 respectively. Note tha t the first
R em ark : The above proof depends on the representation of E x given by (2.22), but we
E (p X i+ q X 2) +9*2 )*■
pE(  Ai) +  qE( A2).
firstly because A A2/2  is strictly convex and A  is positive definite, and also because the
inequality would not be strict if it happened tha t vpXl+qX2 = 0 , but this is excluded by the
Perron-Frobenius theorem which states tha t the eigenvector is strictly positive. □
note tha t a paper by Cohen [10] shows tha t the convexity of E x would hold even if the matrix 
was not self-adjoint -  Cohen shows tha t the lead eigenvalue of all so-called essentially non­
negative matrices (which Senata calls ML matrices) is always a convex function of the diagonal 
elements. This is also the approach found in Crooks [11], Lemma 3.7 page 23, which in fact 
uses this result by Cohen.
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Another simple use of the representation (2.22) is to see tha t E(0) > 0: (below 1 is the 
vector with all entries 1)
E (0) =  sup ((6Q + R )v ,v )
\\v\\n=l
> ((6Q + R) 1,1),,.
n
=  ^ r fc7rfc> 0 . (2.24)
A := l
Being a convex function, we immediately know th a t the left- and right-derivatives E'_{A) 
and E'+(A) exist everywhere, and that in fact they must be equal almost everywhere with 
respect to Lebesgue measure on R (see Tiel [54], Theorem 1.6 page 4). Actually, since we are 
dealing with a finite-dimensional vector space, the Perron-Frobenius theorem 2.4.4 can be used 
which states that E{A) is a simple root of the characteristic equation, and it therefore follows 
from the Implicit Function Theorem th a t it is actually a C°° function of A -  i.e. the left- and 
right-derivatives are equal everywhere. Because of the representation (2.22), calculating the 
derivative is also quite straightforward.
T h e o re m  2.4.9 The eigenvalue E{A) is infinitely differentiable on R, and its derivative is 
given by:
e { \ )  = \ ( A v i , v x ) , .  (2.25)
P roo f: Because the eigenvalues of (A2/2 )A + 6Q + R  are just the zeroes of a polynomial 
(the characteristic equation) whose coefficients depend continuously on A, it follows tha t the 
eigenvalues are (branches of) analytic functions possibly having analytic singularities (see pages 
63-64 of Kato [27]). However Theorem 2.4.4 states tha t for any real A the rightmost eigenvalue 
E (A) is always finite, and is a simple root of the characteristic equation. Thus E{A) must 
actually be analytic, and therefore is an infinitely differentiable function of A e R.
If we use the shorthand fx(-) =  (((A2/2 )A + 6Q -I- R )•, -)ff then
E ( \  + e ) - E ( \ )  = f x +£(vx+e) -  fx(vx)
> f \ + e { v \ )  -  f \ ( v \ )
E 2
= Xe{Avx,vx)lT +  — (A vx , vx)^.
It therefore follows that
E ’+( \ ) > \ { A v x ,v>.\.
Similarly,
E ( X ) - E ( X - e )  = fx(vx) -  fx -e(vx-e)
< f x {vx )  -  f x - e M  
£2




Since we have already shown that E  is differentiable, it follows th a t E'+( \)  =  E'_{A) and so 
E '{ \)  = X ( A v x , v x ) 7t.
□
D efin itio n  2.4.10 We define the speed function c : (—oo,0) —> R as:
E x
cX := (2.26)
We refer to the function cx as the speed function since it relates to the asymptotic speed of 
the travelling waves associated with the martingale Z x {t)\ see section 2.6 for details of the 
relationship between branching-diffusion martingales and travelling waves.
Throughout the thesis we only allow the parameter A to vary over (—oo,0], but by simple 
arguments of symmetry all results can be generalized to cover the whole of R -  it is only a 
question of convenience tha t we do not consider positive A. In particular, if we write
. . .  if  and only i f  A E (A(0), 0],
it is to be understood as meaning
. . .  if  and only if  A € (—|A(0)|, +|A(0)| ).
The figure below is a schematic picture of the graph of E x , where we can see cx geometrically 
as (—1 times) the gradient of the ray connecting the origin O to the point (A, E x) on the curve. 
We have drawn in two such rays OA  and OB.
0A, A;
Because of the geometric interpretation, it is immediate th a t cXo = cXi, since they both 
share the same ray OA, and tha t on the negative half-line cx reaches a minimum at the point 
A(9) where the ray OB  becomes a tangent to E x . This is the content of the following theorem:
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T heorem  2.4.11 On (—oo,0) the function c\ is differentiable, has just one minimum at a
single point A(0), and is strictly increasing to +00  as A [ —00 or as A |  0.
Proof: As A |  0 it is clear tha t c\ —> 00 , because E (0) > 0 as shown at (2.24). On the other
hand, since E{A) can be written as a supremum, it follows that
n
£ (A )> < ((A 2/2 )/l +  0Q +  f l ) l , l > .  =  £
fc =  l
where 1 is the vector with all entries 1 (trivially || 1 =  1). Consequently,
c\ > J 2  ( ^ r ak + y ) 7rfc’
fc=i '  A
showing tha t c\ —> 00 as A j  —00 . Therefore c\ has at least one minimum on (—00, 0).
Since E (A) is differentiable it follows tha t c\ is too, and
, \ E ' { \ ) - E { \ )  /(A)
CA A2 ’ A2 *
Then /'(A ) =  \ E " { \ )  < 0 on (—00, 0), since E (A) is strictly convex on (—00, 0). Consequently, 
/  is strictly decreasing on ( —00, 0) and since /(0 ) =  —E (0) <  0 we conclude tha t /(A ), and 
therefore dx , has exactly one zero on (—00, 0).
Thus c\  has exactly one minimum on (—00, 0), when cx^  = —E'(\(0)).
□
D efinition  2.4.12 We give the name c{6 ) to the value of the minimum of c\ on the negative 
half-line:
~<6) :=  jn f cA =c-x(e).
For later proofs, the following corollary importantly lays out the behaviour of the eigenvalue
E x :
Corollary 2.4.13 For each A 6 (A(0),O] there is some p > 1  such thatpEx — Epx > 0; on the 
other hand, i f  A < A(6 ) there is no such p > 1.
Proof: If A =  0, then pEo — Eq > 0 for any p € (1,2], since Eo ^  0. Otherwise, the fact that
p E x  -  E px =  pX(cpx -  cx) 
together with the properties of cx given in Theorem 2.4.11 imply the result. □
A2
2 ® k “I" Tk ) 7T k,
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2.5 A first proof of Cp convergence
Having covered the essentials of Perron-Frobenius theory and the single-particle model, we can 
prove the following theorem which explicitly shows how the further convergence properties of the 
branching-diffusion martingales Z\{t)  are dependent on the behaviour of the lead eigenvalue 
E \.  We shall later give spine proofs of this same theorem th a t are significantly better, but 
include the following ‘classical’ proofs from our earlier work for comparison and completeness.
We remark th a t these following proofs of both parts are closely based on the inequalities and 
ideas used by Champneys et al [4] (and also are similar to the proofs of Harris and Williams 
[21]), but where the Champneys et al proofs rely on specific algebraic and m atrix results for 
their explicit functions and matrices, here we have had to formulate proofs using the more 
general Perron-Frobenius theory laid out in section 2.4.
Theorem  2.5.1 We remember that for each A G R, Z \ ( t ) defines a strictly positive martingale 
which under P  converges a.s. to a finite limit Z\(oo).
1. I f  A G (A(0), 0], then there is some p G (1,2] such that p E \  — Ep\  > 0, and for this same 
p it follows that Z \( t)  is convergent in Cp.
2. Conversely, i f  A < A(6 ) then Z \( t)  —» 0 a.s.
Note th a t throughout this thesis we do not deal with the critical case A =  A(0) since this 
requires different techniques using ‘derivative’ martingales -  see Kyprianou [35] or Harris [23] 
for examples in the case of branching Brownian motion.
2.5.1 Part 1: A G (A(0),O]
By Doob’s theorem it is only necessary to show that Z \  is bounded in Cp on order to deduce 
tha t it is convergent in Cp.
The conditional form of Jensen’s inequality implies tha t Z \  is a submartingale if p  € (1,2], 
and since t h-> P x,y(Z \( t)p) is therefore non-decreasing and always finite, the only way to have 
unboundedness in Cp is to have
lim P x’y (Zx (t)p) = oo. (2.27)t—>00
Consequently, we will show that the limit (2.27) cannot be infinite. The following lemma used 
by Champneys et al [4] was originally stated by Neveu [44] and is the im portant starting point 
for this:
Lem m a 2.5.2 Let p G (1,2]. For any finite sequence W \ , . . . ,  Wn of non-negative independent 
variables in Cp and any sequence l \ , . . . ,  ln of non-negative real numbers, we have
(n  \  n< Y , lw w k),
k=i /  fc=i
where ip(W) := P {W P) -  P {W )P for W  e C p.
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We make the usual branching decomposition:
Zx(s + t) = J2  exp{\xu(s) -  E xs jW ^ i t )
u€Na
where W°'Vu(t) behaves like the branching process with one particle started at (0,y u) where 
Vu =  Yu(s). Applying the above lemma conditionally on T s gives:
P x'v (Zx(s + t ) p \ T s )  - Z x {s)p < Y  eXpX^ - pEx3 {P (W ° 'yp{t)p\Ps) -  P ( W ° ’y-( t) \P s)p}
u£Na
= 5 Z  eXpXu{s)- pEx3 {P°'y- ( Z x (t)p) -  P°'Y^ 3\ Z x (t))p}
u€Na
< exPx »(a)-PE** p ° ’V«(Zx (t)p).
u € N b
= ( Y  ft(Yu(s))eXpX^ - E^ sy - ^ - E ^ 3 (2.28)
ueNa
where f t (y) = P °’y (Zx{t)p).
In section 2.3.1 we considered expressions like the bracketed term above, and from Corollary 
2.3.9 we can deduce that for each fixed t there is some K  £ R such that
p x ’y [ Y  ft{Yu{s))eXpX^ s)~E < K,  for all s G [0,oo).
u£Na
Thus if we fix t >  0 and take expectations of (2.28),
P x’y(Zx (s + t)p) -  P x’y(Zx (s)p) < P x’y (  Y  f t (Y u(s))eXpX^ - E>»sy - ( p E * - E ^ 3
u&Na
< Ke~^pEx~EpX>s.
At this point it is clear th a t the behaviour of pEx — Epx will play a significant part in the rest 
of the proof. As explained in Corollary 2.4.13:
• If A =  0, then
pEo — E q > 0
for any p G (1,2], since E q ^  0.
• If A G (A(0),O), then for p sufficiently close to 1
pEx -  Epx = —p\(cx -  cpx) > 0, 
since p  is strictly increasing on (A(0),O) as we proved at Theorem 2.4.11.
In either case, for any A G (A(0), 0] we can find a p > 1 such that for any t > 0 and s > 0 and 
some number k > 0:
P x'y (Zx {s + t)p) -  P x'y{Zx {s)p) <  tfex p (-K s). (2.29)
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This result is telling us tha t as s —► oo, over a time interval [s,s + 1] our Z p changes by ever 
decreasing amounts tha t decay at some exponential rate. The idea of Champneys et al is to 
now string these intervals together:
P x'y (Zx ((n + l)s  + t y - Z x (s + t)p) = ^ 2  P x'y (Zx ((m + l)s  + t)p - Z x { m s  + t y )  (2.30)
m < n
and each of the terms in this sum can be bounded using (2.29) to give
P x,y (Zx((m + l)s  +  t)p — Zx{ms  +  t)p) < K 'e~ Kt exp(-Kras).
Thus
□
P x'y {Zx{(m + l)s  + t)p -  Z x (ms + t)p) < K 'e ~ Kt £  exp(-Km s)
m < n  m < n
The sum on the RHS converges as n —> oo, and so choosing t = s = 1 in (2.30) we arrive at:
P x,y(Zx(n  +  2 )p) < K ,  for all large n,
hence (2.27) is impossible, and so Zx is bounded in Cp.
Corollary 2.5.3 The martingale Zx is uniformly integrable whenever A G (A(#),0].
Proof: Since the condition pEx — Epx holds for some p > 1 whenever A € (A(0),O], it follows
that the martingale Zx is C1 convergent whenever A G (A($),0], This implies the equality:
P ™ Z X( oo) =  P*'»ZA(0) =  e**vx {y). (2.31)
At the same time, the branching decomposition says that
P(Zx(oo)\E3) = Y  ex x ^ ~ E^s P°’Y«(°)Z3 X'U{oo),
u £ N a
where, conditional on E s, Z x u(po) are IID copies of the original Zx(oo). Consequently, from
the equality (2.31) we have P °’Yu^  Zx’u (oo) =  ^ ( ^ ( s ) )  and so
P (Z X(oo)|P») =  £  =
u £ N s
which proves the UI property. □
2.5.2 Part 2: A < A(0)
We aim to show that
if  A < A( 6 ) then  Zx(t)  —»• 0 a.s.
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Again our proof is very closely based on tha t of Champneys et al [4], but here we need to make 
more use of Perron-Frobenius theory of the matrix |A 2A + 6 Q + R  stated in section 2.4 to 
achieve the result.
The following useful inequality was stated in Neveu [44]:
P ro p o s itio n  2.5.4 7/0 < p < 1 and u ,v  > 0 then (u  +  v)p < up +  vp.
We choose and fix p G (0,1) and let J  be the first jump time of Y\, and let T  be the first branch 
time of the branching diffusion. Just as in the Champneys et al proof, the decomposition:
7  +
4  \  ex p p K m + c v T JK Z fto o )
if J  < T, 
+  Z<3)(oo)] i f J > T ,
together with the inequality from the above proposition leads to
g(y) : = P 0'»(ZA(oo)>’)
< P 0 ’y {e ^x ' ^ +c^ l u < r ,g (Y i(J ) ) )  + 2  x P0'y(«“,X' <T)+c‘T|l( r< j)S (U (T ’))),
where a  := A p. As Champneys et al state, these expectations can be evaluated to give
, n /  9 'Z z tv  Q(y> +  2r (y)9(y) ,n OON
g{y) -  - i a 2a(y) -  acA + r(y) + 0q(y) ’ ( ' }
the denominator being positive for p near 1; furthermore, since Z \  itself is positive we imme­
diately deduce tha t g > 0 on 7. (2.32) can be arranged to give
0 < + 6 Q + R  + a c x l^ g = (Ma + a c \)g , (2.33)
where we define
M a := ~2 ~A +  QQ +  -R)
and we now use Perron-Frobenius ideas to show th a t in fact g =  0, and at this point our proof 
departs from that given by Champneys et al since they were able to rely on specific algebraic 
relationships to obtain this.
First of all we decompose M a + a c \  as follows:
M a +  otc\ — —D a \  +  E  +  F
where Da<\  is a diagonal matrix,
D a,x := diag
o?
(Y ai ~  + ri +  aC>)
and E  and F  are respectively upper and lower diagonal matrices with zeroes on the diagonal 
(note that this means that E  -f F  is just 9Q with zeroes instead of its diagonal elements).
Since va is the eigenvector, we know that (Ma + aca)va = 0, and since va is a strictly 
positive vector, it follows from this that
a 2
— ai -  Oqi +  ri +  aca < 0 , i =  1 , . . . ,  n.
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Therefore, by choosing a  close enough to A (ie. by choosing p close to 1) we can guarantee that 
the diagonal elements of the matrix D a<\  are all strictly positive, whence D ~ \  exists and we 
can write
M a + ac\ = —D atx(I  — D a x^ (E + F )).
We now aim to show that the matrix (I  — D ~ \ ( E  + F ) ) - 1  is strictly positive, so tha t M a + a c \  
must be strictly negative -  which together with (2.33) will force g =  0.
Since E  + F  is just 9Q with zeroes along the diagonal, it inherits its irreducibility from 9Q -  
see definitions 2.4.1 or 2.4.3. Therefore D ~ \ ( E  + F ) is non-negative and irreducible, and from 
Theorem 2.4.5, it follows that the matrix (I  — D ~ \ ( E  + F ))~1 exists and is strictly positive if 
Ap p { D ~ \(E  + F))  < 1. The fact that
ApF( D ^ a(E + F)) = l
is an algebraic consequence of the known result A p p (M a + aca) = 0. Also, because c\ > ca it 
follows that
DZ\(E + F ) $ D £ ( E  + F).
Consequently, because of the monotonicity property stated in Theorem 2.4.6 we deduce that
A p f ( D : \ ( E  + F ) ) < 1
and hence
( I - D - ^ ( E  + F ) ) - ' >  0.
This completes the proof that g =  0, whence P °’y (Z\(oo)p) = 0. W ith the 0-1 law stated in 
Theorem 2.2.3 this implies that Z \ ( oo) =  0 almost-surely. □
R em ark : Crooks [11] gives an alternative proof tha t g =  0 based on a theorem by Krasnosel’skii
[32].
2.6 Travelling waves and F K PP problems
We remark th a t the work in this section is offered as an adjunct to the main themes of the 
thesis, to give context and show some new results that were obtained as part of earlier work 
on the finite-type model. The notation is minimally different from that used elsewhere in this 
thesis, but is entirely consistent with th a t used by Champneys et al [4] and Harris [23], on 
which this body of work is based.
2.6.1 The FK PP equation
The Fisher-KPP (FKPP) equation
du , d2u . r.. \
a i  = k d f i + f ( u ) ' (234)
has been extensively studied by both analytic and probabilistic techniques.
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The 1936 paper by Kolmogorov, Petrovski and Piscounov [31] gave some important results 
on the FK PP equation, among which:
1. with simple conditions on / ,  they showed that from arbitrary bounded initial conditions 
0 < u(0,:r) <  1, the equation (2.34) will always develop a solution u(t,x )  tha t remains 
bounded for all time: 0 < u(t, x) < 1 for all t > 0.
2. In the long-term, solutions with Heaviside initial conditions will progress along R a t a 
fixed speed c and will take on a limit shape: u ( t , x + ct) —> v(x), where v satisfies
du , d2u . 
cd i  = k d ^ + n v ) ’
and vanishes for x  = —oo and approaches 1 for x  =  +oo -  in other words, these solutions
converge to the travelling waves solution which has speed c.
R em ark : In the sequel, whenever we refer to travelling waves, we will implicitly suppose 
th a t the wave vanishes at x  = — oo and approaches 1 for x  =  +oo, though we use the term 
monotone travelling waves to emphasize this asymptotic behaviour when it needs to be made 
clear. This is not to say that other types of non-monotonic travelling waves do not exist or are 
not interesting, but just tha t they do not form the object of this work.
2.6.2 Relation to BBM  and the McKean Representation
One particular example of the FK PP equation with an /  that satisfies the conditions (1)
imposed by KPP is the following:
du 1 d2u o
d i  = 2 W + U ~ U' (2'35)
and its connection with Branching Brownian Motion (BBM) was first laid out in the 1976 paper 
by McKean [42]. In much the same way tha t solutions to the heat equation can be expressed 
as an expectation of a single Brownian motion, solutions u(t, x) of (2.35) can be represented by 
expectations taken over all the particles in a BBM: if we suppose th a t there are N {t ) particles 
alive in the BBM at time t, and tha t there spatial positions are ,Xw(t)(t), then the
McKean representation is just an expectation of a product over the particles -
u(t,x) = E*{«(*!(«)) •••s (* w (t)(9)}
=  E°{<)(Xi(i) +  x) ■ ■■g{XNil](i) +  x )},
where u(0,x) =  g(x) are the initial conditions, and under the measure Px (with expectation 
operator E1) the BBM starts with a single particle located at x.
W ith the McKean representation established we can immediately see the probabilistic sig­
nificance of the Heaviside initial conditions: if
. . . 0  if x  < 0
9{x ) — S V M  i f x > 0
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then
u(t,x) = P°(X i(t) > - x , . . . , X N(t)(t) > - x )
= P °{Lt > - x )
where L t is defined to be the position of the leftmost particle in the BBM at time t. Conse­
quently, when combined with the second KPP result above, the McKean representation proves:
T h e o re m  2.6.1 I f  L t is defined as the position of the leftmost particle in the BBM  at time t, 
then
u(t,x )  := P°(Lt > —x ) 
is a solution to the FKPP equation (2.35) with Heaviside initial conditions, and
lim P°(Lt > —x — V2 1) - w/~(x)t—» 00
where w ^  is a (monotone) travelling wave solution of (2.35) of speed \/2  -  ie. w ^  a solution
of the travelling wave equation
0 =  ^w "  +  cw'c + wl -  wc, (2.36)
with speed c = y/2 .
The BBM approach not only allowed McKean to offer a simplified proof of the K PP results, 
it also gave improvements in various directions. For the purposes of this thesis, the following 
is particularly relevant:
T h e o re m  2.6.2 If, for fixed 0 < b < y/2, the initial conditions g[x) satisfy the asymptotic
lim ebx(l — g(x)) =  a (2.37)
2 —>00
then the limit
lim u ( t ,x  +  ct) =  wc(x)
t —too
exists and wc is a travelling wave solution with speed c =  1/6 +  ^6.
In his article McKean also briefly mentioned a martingale which (adapted for our different 
notation) we can write as
N ( t )
Zx (t) := eAXfcW " ^ A2+1)t , (2.38)
fc=i
and gave a brief proof that this can be used to define the travelling waves wc, for c \ — 1/A +  |A , 
via
wc(x) = E ° (e -eXxz(°o)).
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2.6.3 FK PP system s for the finite-type model
For the finite-type model from earlier sections, with types 7 =  { l , . . . ,n } ,w e  arrive at a FKPP 
system of equations:
§£ = ^ 0 + « ( / 2 - / ) + w . (2'39)
where /  is a vector-valued function from [0, oo) x l t o R " ,  and A  and R  are the n x n  diagonal 
matrices A  := d iag [a(l),. . . ,  a(n)j and R  := d iag [r(l),. . . ,  r(n)], as they were in Chapter 2. 
The McKean representation takes a modified form:
T h e o re m  2.6.3 (T h e  M cK ean  re p re se n ta tio n )  I f  u satisfies the system (2.39) with 0 < 
u < 1 on [0, oo) x l x l  and with initial condition
u(0 , x , y ) =  f { x ,y )
then u has a McKean representation:
N ( t )
u(t,x,y) =  E™ n / ( * * ( 0 , n ( t ) ) -
fc= 1
A proof of this in the case n  =  2 can be found in Champneys et al [4]
Using this representation, we later give an explicit (probabilistic) characterization of solu­
tions with Heaviside initial conditions, and also prove tha t a certain class of solutions of (2.39) 
converge to travelling waves.
2.6.4 Martingales and Travelling Waves
A solution to (2.39) of the form f { t , x ) =  w(x — ct), where w : R —> Rn, is said to be a travelling 
wave of speed c, in which case it must be that
+  cw' + R(w 2 — w) +  6 Qw =  0. (2.40)
A subset of these are the monotone travelling waves of speed c that connect 0 to 1, which along 
with being a solution to (2.40) have w(x, •) —► 0 as x  —*• —oo, w(x, •) —> 1 as x  —> oo, and 
wf(x , •) > 0 for all i 6 R .
N o te  for ty p o g ra p h ic a l c la rity : w is defined as an Rn-valued function of a single, real 
variable rr, and we use w (x ,y ) to we mean the yth component of w(x).
The following theorem, a corollary of Theorem 2.2.2, shows the close connection between 
martingales for the branching diffusion and travelling waves for the FK PP equation.
T h eo rem  2.6.4 1. For any C 2 function on R x I ,  the sum
N ( t )
Y / h(Xk(t) +  ct,Yk(t)), (c € R) (2.41)
f c = l
is a local martingale if and only i fh  satisfies the so-called linearized travelling wave system:
T^Ah" + ch' +  R h + 6 Qh =  0. (2.42)
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2 . Similarly, if  w is a C 2 function on R x I , then the product
N ( t )
Y l  w (X k(t) + c t ,Y k(t)), ( c € R )  (2.43)
k = l
is a local martingale if  and only if  w satisfies the travelling wave system:
+ civ +  R(w 2 — w) + 6 Qw = 0. (2.44)
2.6.5 Results on M onotone Travelling Waves 
E xistence o f M T W s
A proof of the following theorem for the case n  =  2 can be found in Champneys et al [4] -  it 
generalizes without any problems.
T heorem  2.6.5 For A G (A(0),O), i f  we define
w \(x ,y )  •— Ex,y exp(—Z\(oo)) 
then w \ is a monotone travelling wave of speed c\ that connects 0  to 1 .
Because of the restriction imposed on the choice of A, this particular construction cannot 
yield monotone travelling waves of speeds less than (or equal to) c(6 ). Actually there is an 
alternative construction that deals with waves of speed c{9), but since this requires different 
techniques with ‘derivative’ martingales we do not cover these cases and refer the reader to 
Harris [23] or Kyprianou [35] for examples in the context of BBM.
On the other hand, it is known that monotone travelling waves cannot exist at speeds 
strictly less than c{6 ). Therefore, with the proviso that here we are going to deal only with 
travelling waves of speeds strictly greater than c(0 ), in the next section we prove tha t the above 
construction yields the unique (up to translation) example of a monotone travelling wave. Note 
th a t the proof depends importantly on a result on the asymptotic behaviour of monotone 
travelling waves proven in section 2.6.5, which is the generalization of the main result in Harris 
[23].
U niqueness o f M T W s
The following proof is based closely on those given by Champneys et al [4] and by Harris [23], 
but is included here for completeness and to show how the asymptotic result of the next section 
(which has not been previously proved in this form) fits into the picture.
Theorem  2.6.6 The w \(x ,y )  defined in Theorem 2.6.5 for  A 6 (A(0),O) is the unique mono­
tone travelling wave of speed c\, up to translation.
Proof: If we have a monotone travelling wave w(x,y)  of speed c > c( 6 ), then by Theorem 
2.6.4 we deduce tha t
N ( t )
M (t) = l [ w ( X k(t) + ct,Yk (t)),
k=1
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defines a local martingale, which being bounded in [0,1] is actually a true martingale. Being 
positive, it a.s. converges to M(oo), and furthermore since it is bounded we know th a t it is UI 
-  so M (t) = E(M (oo)|<7rt ) and therefore importantly
w (x,y) = Ex,yM(oo).
The asymptotic result from the next section states that for any such w(x,y),  there is some 
A £ (A(0), 0) and some i e K  such tha t cx — c and
1 -  w(x, y) ~  vx {y) eA(x+x) as x  —> oo.
Bearing in mind tha t — lnuify, y) ~  1 — w(x, y) as x  —> oo, this means tha t for any £ > 0 there 
exists a D e M  such that
(1 — e)v\(y)ex('x+x  ^ < — Inw (x,y)  < (1 +  e)v\{y)ex x^+x\  for all x > D.
Consequently, when all the particles of the branching diffusion satisfy: Xk(t)  + c \ t  > D, k = 
1 , . . . ,  N(t) ,  we will have:
N ( t )
(1 - e ) e XiZx {t) < -  InM (t)  =  -  ^  Inw {X k{t) + ct,Yk{t)) < (1 +  e)eX£Z x (t). (2.45)
k — 1
This multiple condition on the branching particles is equivalent to a single condition: L(t) +  
cxt > D, where
L (t):=  inf X k(t),
k < N ( t )
is the position of the leftmost particle in the branching diffusion. The fact that
L(t) +  cxt —» +oo a.s. (2-46)
is a direct consequence of the a.s. convergence to 0 of all the martingales Zp with (3 £ (—oo, A(0)) 
-  the inequalities and limit
0 < exp{(3[L(t) + cpt]} < meix{vp(y)~1}Zp -» 0y € l
force L (t) +  cpt —»• oo, for each (3 £ (—oo, A(0)). Since we can also choose (3 so tha t cx > cp, 
(2.46) is true.
Hence on letting t —► oo in (2.45), we have
(1 — e)eXxZ x {oo) < — lnM (oo) < (1 +  e)eXxZ x (oo),
and we deduce tha t M (oo) =  exp(—eAlZx(°°)) almost surely (since e was arbitrary). This gives
w (x,y)  =  Ex,yM(oo) = E x+i'ye - z ^  = w x (x + x,y),
which is to say tha t the travelling wave w is a translate of the travelling wave wx from the 
previous section. □
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T h e  A sy m p to tic s  o f M T W s
As mentioned, Harris [23] first produced an entirely probabilistic proof of the asymptotic shape 
of the wavefront of travelling waves for the FKPP equation. Our proof generalizes his analysis 
to the case of finite-type BBM.
T h e o re m  2.6.7 Suppose that w  is a monotone travelling wave of  speed c >  c(9) that connects 
0 to 1. Then there exists x  € R, A € (A(#),0) such that c \  =  c and
1 — w(x ,  y)  ~  v \ ( y )  ex(x+x  ^ as x  —» oo, y  =  1 , . . . ,  n.
P ro o f: First of all, it is clear from Theorem 2.4.11 th a t there is a unique A e  (A(0),O) such
th a t c \  — c.
The proof is based on the single-particle model. If we write u(-,y) =  1 — w(-,y), then the 
equation satisfied by u  is:
-A u "  +  c \ur +  R(u  — u2) +  QQu =  0. (2-47)
On the other hand, the generator of the process (£t +  c\t, r}t ) is:
C f) \  i a2 p  a p
H  + Cxd i ) F ^ X^  =  2 a^ l W + C xf c + d ' £ ' Q (y , j ') F (X , j ') '
'  je i
Thus the Feynman-Kac formula suggests that
M t := u({t + c\t,T)t) e x p ^ J  r(r]s)(l -  u(£s + c^s, ij3)) ds^ , (2.48)
is a positive P-martingale. This is in fact true. Being positive, this martingale will converge 
P-a.s.
We now use the change of measure introduced in section 2.3.1 to derive another martingale 
from M t in which the integral term is much easier to deal with.
Setting v ( x , y )  := v \ ( y ) ~ 1e ~ Xxu (x , y ) ,  then because u ( x , y ) =  Ex,y{M t } we can write:
v ( x , y )  =  E ^ { v x i y r ' e - ^ M t }
=  E * ‘* ' { v ( 6  +  c A « , 7 7 t ) e - J ,o ^ - M € . + C A - , 7 7 . ) d -  x  M l }
= E£y {«(& + cxt, yt)e- d,}
from which we deduce that
v(& + C Xt,T1t ) e - S o rM u ( i 3+cxs,r]3)ds ^  ^
is a PA-martingale, which being positive will (PAa.s.) converge.
Below we show that the integral term in the above (2.49) is finite, but our proof relies on 
the process +  c \ t  drifting off to +oo under PA. We here state that
lim i(&  + c At) =  — Aca , (PA-a.s.)
r—►oo t
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and leave the proof until Corollary 4.3.6 in section 4.3.1. Therefore, since A e  (A(0), 0] it follows 
from the structure of c \  laid out in Theorem 2.4.11 tha t under PA the diffusion f t +  c \ t  drifts 
off to Too.
Now we show that the integral r(r]s ) u ( £ s +  c \ s ,  r]s ) ds converges almost surely under P A. 
Since a positive martingale must either converge to zero or some positive value, it follows tha t 
taking logarithms of (2.49) and dividing by f t +  c \t  gives:
lim sup (  ln ^  C X ^  -  — j — - [  r(r j3) u ( £ s +  c \ s ,  r)s ) d s l  < 0, PAa.s.
t —►oo L f t  +  C \ t  f t  +  Cxt J o  J
For each y e / ,  u ( x , y ) —» 0 as x  —> —oo; combined with the fact tha t ft +  c x t  —► +oo almost 
surely under P A we deduce that
1-  r(r]9) u ( £ s +  cxs ,T]s ) d s  -> 0, P Aa.s..
t  J o
The second term  in the lim sup above is just the product of this and the reciprocal of y (f t+  cA<), 
(which we know converges P A-a.s. to —Ac'(A)), and so in the limit it is zero and can be removed 
from the lim sup, leaving:
Um s u p h # ± f i ^ < 0> PAa.s. 
t  f  t +  Cxt
which in terms of u ( f t +  c x t , r ) t ) means
ln u (ft +  c x t ,  rjt) .lim s u p  ------------- - < A, PAa.s.
t  f t  +  c x t
Again using the fact tha t j ( f t +  cA£) —> —Ac'(A), this becomes:
ln u (ft +  cxt, T]t) , 2 / / ulim sup---------------------- < —A c (A), PAa.s.
t t
which, along with the fact that r(-) is bounded on / ,  is enough to establish that
p O O
/ r(r]s ) u ( £ s +  c x s , r ) s ) d s  < + o o  a.s. under PA (2.50)
J o
Thus the exponential term in (2.49) is finite as t  —> oo, demonstrating tha t the term we are 
most interested in,
v { £ t + c x t , r j t )
must converge a.s. under PA. The following lemma is proved in the following section:
L e m m a  2 . 6 . 8  F o r  e a c h  ( x , y )  e  E  th e  t a i l  a lg eb r a  i s  t r i v i a l  u n d e r  , a n d  t h e r e fo r e  t h e  a b o v e  
p r o c e s s  a c t u a l l y  c o n v e r g e s  to  a  c o n s t a n t  v a lu e :
v{£t +  cx t ,T ) t ) -* K  PAa .s . ,
f o r  s o m e  K  > 0.
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Hence it only now remains to prove tha t K  is non-zero. We have shown that (2.49) is a 
P^-martingale. I f  we knew that it was uniformly integrable we could write
and deduce th a t K  is strictly positive, since v(x ,y)  is.
Lem m a 2.6.9 The Q-martingale
v iC t+ c x t^ ^ e -S o ^ s M is + c s ^ d s  (2 51)
is uniformly integrable.
P roof o f Lemma: We have already shown that the term
e~ So r(T)s)u(ts+cxs,r)s)
remains bounded as t —> oo, so the UI property of this martingale really depends on the 
behaviour of v(£t +  c \ i , ?7t) •
Given the finite number of types it will follow that (2.51) is UI once we show that v ( - , y ) is 
bounded on R  for each y  €  I. We recall that v ( x , y ) :=  v \ ( y ) ~ 1e~ Xxu(x,  y)  and v (x , y )  —> 0 as 
x  —> — oo for each y  G I. Therefore we only need to show boundedness as x  —> oo, and our aim 
is to use a contradiction proof to obtain
v(x, y) —► K  as x —» oo, for each y € I. (2.52)
Therefore we start out assuming (without loss of generality) th a t v(x, 1) does not converge to 
K  as x  —» oo.
Let e > 0 be given; then because v(x, 1) does not converge, there must be a sequence of 
points {xn } such that
x n —> oo and \v(xn , 1) — K\ > e, 'in. (2.53)
As it stands, (2.53) doesn’t fit well with a probabilistic argument, so we show that in fact we 
can ‘expand’ this to intervals around each x n. We can write (2.53) as:
for each x n , either v(xn , 1) — K  > e or K  — v(xn, 1) > e
and for example suppose th a t a t some particular x n we in fact have v(xn, 1) — K  > e. Since
u(- ,y ) is a decreasing function
2 ^ 1 )  <  2 j * i )  x « x < X n , (2.54)
whence
v(x, 1) > e~x(x~Xn^v(xn , 1) > e~x('x~Xn^(K + e) if x  < x n . (2.55)
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Furthermore, since A < 0 it is possible to find some 5 =  5(A) independently of x n such that
We could have carried out a similar argument for the case K  — v (xn , 1) > e, and therefore the 
contradiction assumption (2.53) is actually equivalent to the more useful:
Intuitively this conflicts with the probability: we know th a t v(£t + c \ t ,  r/t) converges to K  as 
t —» oo (PA-a.s.), but (2.57) implies that after a finite time (with probability 1) the type process 
r]t must never again jump to type 1 whilst the diffusion +  c \ t  is in any of the remaining 
intervals (xn — 6 , x n +  6 ). We make this precise with a Borel-Cantelli-type argument.
There is always a non-zero probability (w.r.t. Pa) tha t the type of the process will change 
between the time the diffusion part £t+c\t hits x n and when it leaves the interval (xn—5, x n+S) -  
both events being guaranteed (for large enough n ) because under Pa the process £t+ c\t  drifts to 
+oo. This probability does not depend on n because the process £* + c \ t  is space-homogeneous, 
and furthermore since the state space I  of ry is finite we can define
p  : =  min P a (^  changes state before &  +  c \ t  leaves ( x n  — 5, x n +  5 )  [770 =  y, Co =  x n ) 
ye l
and know that p  > 0. If we likewise define a sequence of independent  events, for each n 6 N, 
E n := {?7t changes state between +  c t  hitting x n and leaving (x n — S, x n +  S) } 
then it is clear th a t Pa(-Eti) > P, and an application of the second Borel-Cantelli lemma gives
(2.56)
u(x, 1) — K\ > e, whenever x  € (xn — S, x n + 5). (2.57)
P a ( ^ ti, * - 0 . )  =  1 .
This contradicts the assumption (2.57), whence
v(x, y) —> K, as x  —► 00 for each y  € I.
Therefore v(x ,y )  is bounded on R x / ,  and so (2.51) is uniformly integrable.
End o f Lemma.
Thus with the UI property proven, we finish by setting x  — A-1 log K ,  leaving the required 
result:
□
A coupling p roof o f Lem m a 2.6.8
We define the following cr-algebras:
'■= v((£sS,r}ss) : s > t )  
T : = f ] t>o K
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and call T  the tail a-algebra.  We show that
lim v(& +  c \ t , 7]t),
£—►00
(which is clearly T-measurable) is actually (P^-a.s.) a constant by showing tha t T  is trivial 
under each p^1’^  -  the measure under which the process (£t,7fr) starts in some state (x , y ).
The following argument comes from Rogers [50]. Suppose th a t Z  is some bounded, T- 
measurable random variable. Then
z  =  ,1™ e a ’ (z  1*0 •
We are going to show that the conditional expectations E^’J/(Z |^7f) are constant, so th a t the 
above limit will force us to deduce that Z  is a constant RV -  which is to say that T  is trivial 
under P^’y.
First of all, because Z  is also in L°°(^rt'), it follows tha t this conditional expectation actually 
depends only on the present value of the process
E j W t) =  E j w(Z|(6,»fc)).
This right-hand side defines a collection of bounded functions on E\ if z E E  then
f t (z )  := E x'y (Z\(£t ,r]t) = z), for t <E [0,oo).
An application of the tower property and the Markov property gives the important property of 
such f t  (which Rogers calls tail functions in [50]):
f t (z )  =  E5'»(EJ’» (Z |« m.„ ^ +.))|(& ,D.) =  z) =  P , f t+,(z)  
where Ps is the transition semigroup of our Markov process, with, for z  € E
P3ft+s(z) := [  f t+s(w)Ps(z, dw),
J e
so tha t Ps(z, ■) is the corresponding transition function on E.
We can therefore write, for z and z' in E :
\ ft(z) ~  f t{z')\  = \Psf t+s (z) ~  Psft+s(z')\
= | J  f t+s{w)Ps(z,dw) -  J  f t+s(w)Ps (z',dw)\
< \\Ps( z , . ) - P s(z',.)\\ l l / ^ l l ^
Here the norm refers to the total variation norm for bounded, signed measures on the state 
space E. Thus if we can show that \\Ps(z, ■) — Ps(z', -)|| —> 0 as s —> oo then it will follow th a t 
the functions f t (-) are constant on E  -  implying tha t the conditional expectations are constant 
on E.
Since our process (£t,Vt) is made up from an ergodic Markov chain and a one-dimensional 
diffusion, it is natural to use a coupling argument to estimate \\Pt (z,-) — Pt (z ',-) ||. The idea
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is to set up two copies1 of the single-particle model (£t,Vt) and (£",77") on a single measure 
space such th a t one process starts at z and the other at z' and they meet and stick
together within some finite time: ie. for some random time S  which is P-a.s. finite we have:
(turn) = for t > S, (2.58)
The standard coupling inequality then tells us that
and from our construction we will have forced P (S > t) —> 0 as t  —► 0 0 , and so get our result.
Now we build the required processes. So let z =  (u, v) and z' =  (u ',v>) be two different 
starting points in our state space E  = R  x I.
•  1](t), an MC on I  with Q-matrix Q \,  starting in state v.
• 77'(t), an MC on I  with Q-matrix Q \,  starting in state v ' .
• B i ( t ) a Brownian motion on R starting at u.
• B 2 (t) a Brownian motion on R starting at v!.
Note tha t we here insist on independence because we know th a t independent BMs and inde­
pendent ergodic MCs couple and we can use this to our advantage.
The first diffusion is quite easily constructed by time-scaling one of the brownian motions:
and we have our first process (£t,77t).
We build the second process (£",17") in stages. First we couple the types by introducing the 
following MC on I :
where T  := inf{t > 0 : 77^  =  rjt }- Note that Pa(T  < 00) =  1. The Strong Markov Property 
guarantees tha t 77" is an MC on I  with Q-matrix Q\. We now build an ‘intermediate’ diffusion 
££ that we shall cut-and-paste in a moment to get our desired diffusion ££':
Let (A, ^ t ,P )  be a measure space on which we have four independent processes:
r][ \ i t  < T
774 if T  < t
Because the types of the two diffusions £* and are identical after time T,  we can write: if
t > T  then
6  =  £ t  +  £ 1  ( f*  a{r)s) ds) ,
(2.59)
1Note that it is not necessary for the two copies to be independent -  see Lindvall [38] for details.
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where both B\  and B 2 are independent brownian motions on R defined for example as:
B i { r ) = B i ( ^ j  a(r]s)ds  +  r  j  -  B x a(r)3) d s j .
We know th a t two independent brownian motions in R started at different points and £'T will 
Px-a.s. meet within a finite amount of time (see Rogers and Williams [52] or Rogers [50]). It 
is therefore clear tha t and £[ will also meet because the same time-scaling is applied to both 
B\  and B 2 in (2.59); tha t this happens within a finite amount of time after T  is guaranteed by 
the ergodic fact tha t (P^-a.s.):
/ ,
t
a(r]s) ds —> 0 0 , as t —► 0 0 .
Therefore we can finally define our diffusion:
£  if t < Sc" -=
1 i t  if S < t
where S  inf{t > T  : £'t = £t } is P^-a.s. finite. Another application of the Strong Markov 
Property guarantees tha t t  1—> is the right process, and our proof is complete -  we have








A new form ulation o f the spine 
approach
In chapter 4 we are going to give spine proofs of the £ p-convergence Theorem 2.5.1 that we just 
finished proving in the previous chapter; in fact we shall there carry out spine proofs of similar 
theorems for a total of three different models of branching diffusions. But before embarking on 
these proofs, in this chapter we present a new formalization of the spine approach that improves 
the scheme originally laid out by Lyons et al [41, 40, 34], and used also in Kyprianou [35] and 
Olofsson [47], to mention some more recent spine-based studies.
In the first instance our alternative formulation differs from the Lyons et al scheme where one 
of the measures they defined did not have finite mass and could therefore not be normalized 
to be a probability measure; in our formulation all measures are probability measures and 
therefore measure changes are carried out by martingales. The new relationships that follow 
from these martingales are crucial in obtaining the large-deviations results in the final part of 
this thesis.
Our earlier work, covered in chapter 2, was based on the single-particle ideas used by Harris 
and Williams [21] and also in Champneys et al [4]. There we used the martingales of the 
single-particle model and the whole branching model:
Z x(t) := J 2
ueNt
tha t were related to each other via the Many-to-One theorem. Our initial workings with spine 
ideas laid out in the Lyons et al papers suggested a closer relationship between these two and 
in fact have led us to introduce a more substantial change to the Lyons et al scheme through 
our use of sub-filtrations on the underlying space of sample trees with spines in contrast to 
their approach of marginalizing. In this way, with the sub-filtrations giving a formal basis, we 
show how the single-particle model can be incorporated into the branching particles through 
the spine, with the result th a t the relationship between the whole branching collection and the
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single-particle model is represented through the conditional-expectation operation.
This new point of view gives substantial improvements to both the Harris and Williams 
single-particle approach and the Lyons et al spine approach, since it combines them into a
this gives us the correct formal basis in which to express the relationship between the single­
particle martingale and the additive martingale Z \  tha t we used in Chapter 2. This same 
idea will work in more generality and becomes a key element to developing new martingales 
for branching diffusions th a t can be very powerful in proving large-deviations results, as we 
explore further in Part III.
A new and interesting aspect of our formulation is the relation th a t becomes clear between 
the spine and the ‘Gibbs-Boltzmann’ weightings for the branching particles. Such weightings 
are well known in the theory of branching process, and Harris [24] contains some analysis for 
a model of a typed branching diffusion that we shall be looking at in later chapters. Here we 
explain how these weightings can be interpreted as a conditional expectation of a spine event, 
and then develop this further to show how such conditional expectations can obtain a new and 
very useful interpretation of the additive operations previously seen only within the context of 
the Kesten-Stigum theorem and related problems.
Furthermore, as a consequence of the Gibbs-Boltzmann weightings we obtain a substantially 
easier proof of an improved version of the Many-to-One theorem used by Harris and Williams.
O verview  o f spine ideas
One of the central elements of the spine approach is to interpret the behaviour of a branching 
process under a new measure defined in terms of the additive martingales. Such an interpreta­
tion was first laid out by Chauvin and Rouault [8] in the case of branching Brownian motion, 
and we briefly review the main ideas on a heuristic level.
Consider a branching Brownian motion (BBM) with constant branching rate r, which is 
the branching process whereby particles diffuse independently according to a Brownian motion 
and at any moment undergo fission at a rate r to produce two particles. We suppose th a t the 
probabilities of this are { P 1 : x  G R} so tha t P x is a measure defined on the natural filtration 
(Ft )t>o such tha t it is the law of the process initiated from a single particle positioned at x. 
Suppose tha t the configuration of this branching Brownian motion a t time t is given by the 
R-valued point process Xt := {X u(t) : u e  N t } where Nt  is the set of individuals alive at time 
t. It is well known that for any A e R ,
defines a strictly-positive P-martingale, so Z \ ( oo) := lim ^oo Z \( t )  is almost surely finite under 
P x . The important contribution of Chauvin and Rouault [8] was to determine a pathwise 
construction of the measure such that
more powerful object which can be interpreted from either point of view. In the first instance
(3.1)
u € N t
dQ;\X\ Z x ( t ) (3.2)
dP* *  Z \ ( 0 ) ’
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where the term Z\(Q) acts as a normalizing factor.
T h eo rem  3.0.10 The measure Q  ^ defined at (3.2) is equivalent to the following pathwise con­
struction:
• starting from position x, the original ancestor diffuses according to a Brownian motion 
on R with drift A;
•  at rate 2r the particle undergoes fission producing two particles;
• with equal probability, one of these two particles is selected;
•  this chosen particle repeats stochastically the behaviour of the parent;
• the other particle initiates, from its birth position, an independent copy of a P' branching 
Brownian motion with branching rate r.
We briefly note tha t for the third point the concept of randomly choosing between two particles 
must imply a difference between the two particles. In our formal approach to the underlying 
probability spaces each particle will be labelled according to the Ulam-Harris scheme, and 
therefore the idea of choosing a particle is really a question of choosing between labels.
The chosen line of descent in such pathwise constructions of the measure, here Q \,  has come 
to be known as the spine because it can simply be thought of as the backbone of the branching 
process X t from which all particles are born. Although Chauvin and Rouault’s work on the 
measure change continued in a paper co-authored with Wakolbinger [9], where the new measure 
is interpreted as the result of building a conditioned tree using the concepts of Palm measures, 
it wasn’t  until the so-called ‘conceptual proofs’ of Lyons, Kurtz, Peres and Pemantle published 
around 1995 ([41, 40, 34]) th a t the spine approach really began to crystalize. These papers laid 
out a formal basis for spines using a series of new measures on two underlying spaces of sample 
trees with and without distinguished lines of descent (the spine). Of particular interest to this 
thesis is the paper by Lyons [40] which gave a spine proof of the C1 -convergence of an additive 
martingale for a branching random walk. Here the idea of using the martingale as a measure- 
changing Radon-Nikodym derivative was brought together with a previously known measure- 
theoretic result th a t allows us to deduce the behaviour of the change-of-measure martingale in 
the original measure by investigating its behaviour in the second measure, and the new spine 
decomposition of the martingale was first to be a key to using the intuition provided by Chauvin 
and Rouault’s pathwise construction of the new measure.
Similar ideas have more recently been used by Kyprianou [35] to further investigate the 
£}-convergence of the BBM martingale (3.1), and we discuss these more fully in the next 
chapter.
In this thesis we shall be using spines in a number of different branching diffusions, and therefore 
we base the presentation of our new formulation on a non-specific Markov branching model 
which is more than general enough to cover all our cases. Here, particles move independently in
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a space J  as a stochastic copy of some given stochastic process E*, and a t a location-dependent 
rate undergo fission to produce a location-dependent random number of offspring tha t each 
carry on this branching behaviour independently.
D efin ition  3.0.11 (A  g en era l b ran ch in g  M arkov  p rocess) We suppose that three initial 
elements are given to us:
• a Markov process Et in a measurable set (J , B),
• a measurable function R  : J  —► [0, oo),
• for each x  (E J  uie are given a random variable A(x) whose probability distribution on 
the natural numbers { 0 ,1 ,...}  is P (A (x)  = k) = Pk(x), and whose mean is m(x) := 
E£Lo kPk(x).
From these ingredients we can build a branching process in J  according to the following recipe:
• Each particle of the branching process will live, move and die in this space (J, B), and if  an 
individual u is alive at time t we refer to its location in J  as X u(t). Therefore the time-t 
configuration of the branching process is a J-valued point process X* := {Xu(t) : u £ 
where N t denotes the collection of all particles alive at time t.
• For each individual u, the stochastic behaviour of its motion in J  is an independent copy 
of the given process 3 t .
• The function R  : J  —> [0, oo) determines the rate at which each particle dies: given that u 
is alive at time t, its probability of dying in the interval [t,t +  dt) is R (X u(t))dt + o(d£).
• I f  a particle u dies at location x  € J  it is replaced by 1 +  A u particles all positioned at x, 
where A u is an independent copy of the random variable A (x ) . All particles, once bom, 
progress independently of each other.
We suppose that the probabilities of this branching process are { P x : x  G J }  so that under P x 
one initial ancestor starts out at x.
We shall first give a formal construction of the underlying probability space, made up of the 
sample trees of the branching process Xt in which the spines are the distinguished lines of 
descent. Once built, this space will be filtered in a natural way by the underlying family 
relationships of each sample tree, the diffusing branching particles and the diffusing spine, 
and then in section 3.2 we shall explain how we can define new probability measures P x that 
extend each P x up to the finest filtration tha t contains all information about the spine and the 
branching particles.
Since the presentation in terms of this general model can sometimes make the results look 
more difficult than they actually are, we tend to use the familiar example of the finite-type 
branching diffusion from chapter 2 to first introduce the ideas, then follow up with the general 
formulation. For example, to deal with this finite-type model we would take the process S t to
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be the single-particle process (£1, 771) described at 2.3.1, which lives in the space J  =  M x I. The 
birth rate of tha t model was given by the function R(y)  for all y  G I,  and since we only dealt 
with binary branching we would suppose tha t P(A(y)  =  1) =  1 for all y  G I.
Finally, we remark that much of the notation tha t we use for the underlying space of trees, 
the filtrations and the measures is closely based on tha t used in Kyprianou [35],
3.1 The underlying space for spines
3.1.1 Marked Galton-W atson trees with spines
The set of Ulam-Harris labels is to be equated with the set Cl of finite sequences of strictly- 
positive integers:
n  := {0} U ( J  (N)n ,
n e N
where we take N =  { l ,2 , .. .} . For two words u ,v  € Cl, uv  denotes the concatenated word
(u0 =  0u =  u), and therefore Cl contains elements like ‘213’ (or ‘0213’), which we read as ‘the
individual being the 3rd child of the 1st child of the 2nd child of the initial ancestor 0’. For 
two labels v ,u  6 Cl the notation v < u means tha t v is an ancestor of u, and |u| denotes the 
length of u. The set of all ancestors of u  is equally given by
{u : v < u} =  {u : G such tha t vw  =  u}.
Collections of labels, ie. subsets of Cl, will therefore be groups of individuals. In particular, 
a subset r  C Cl will be called a tree if:
1 . 0 €  t ,
2. if u, v G Cl, then uv G r  implies u G r ,
3. for all u G r ,  th e re  ex is ts  A u € 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  such th a t  u j  G r  if a n d  on ly  if 1 < j  < 1 + A u ,
(w here j  GN) .
That is just to say that a tree:
1. has a single initial ancestor 0,
2. contains all ancestors of any of its individuals v,
3. has the 1 +  A u children of an individual u labelled in a consecutive way,
and is therefore just what we imagine by the picture of a family tree descending from a single 
ancestor. Note that the ‘1 < j  < 1 +  A u’ condition in 3 means th a t each individual has at least 
one child, so th a t in our model we are insisting tha t trees never die out.
The set of all trees will be called T. Typically we use the name r  for a particular tree, and 
whenever possible we will use the letters u or v or w to refer to the labels in r ,  which we may
also refer to as nodes of r  or individuals in r  or just as particles.
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Each individual should have a location in J  at each moment of its lifetime. Since a Galton- 
Watson tree r  e  T in itself can express only the family structure of the individuals in our 
branching model, in order to give them these extra features we suppose th a t each individual 
u  £ r  has a mark (X u,a u) associated with it which we read as:
• au £ R+ is the lifetime of u , which determines the fission time of particle u as S u :=
£,<*<7* (with Sg, := agf). The times Su may also be referred to as the death times;
• X u : — cru ,S u) —* J  gives the location of u a t time t £ [Su — au , S u).
To avoid ambiguity, it is always necessary to decide whether a particle is in existence or not at 
its death time.
Rem ark 3.1.1 Our convention throughout will be that a particle u dies ‘just before’ its death 
time Su (which explains why we have defined X u : [5U — cru,S u) —► • for example). Thus at the 
time Su the particle u has disappeared, replaced by its 1 +  A u children which are all alive and 
ready to go.
We denote a single marked tree by (r ,X ,cr) or (r, M )  for shorthand, and the set of all 
marked Galton-Watson trees by T :
• T  := |( r ,X ,c r )  : r  £ T and for each u £ r , au £ R+ , X u : [5U — cru, Su) —* J
•  For each (r, X , a) G T , the set of particles tha t are alive at time t is defined as N t :=
G T . Su (Ju ^  t ^  Su ^ .
Where we want to highlight the fact tha t these values depend on the underlying marked tree 
we write e.g. N t ( ( r ,X ,a )) or S u((r,M )).
Any particle u 6 r  tha t comes into existence creates a subtree made up from the collection 
of particles (and all their marks) tha t have u  as an ancestor -  and u  is the original ancestor of 
this subtree.
•  (r, X , a) f ,  or (r, M ) f  for shorthand, is defined as the subtree growing from individual u ’s 
j th  child uj,  where 1 < j  < 1 +  A u.
This subtree is a marked tree itself, but when considered as a part of the original tree we have 
to remember tha t it comes into existence at the space-time location (X u (0),Su — au) -  which 
is just the space-time location of the death of particle u (and therefore the space-time location 
of the birth of its child uj).
Before moving on there is a final extension of the notation to be made: for any particle u 
we extend the definition of X u from the time interval [5U — cru, S u) to allow all earlier times 
t € [0,Stt):
D efinition 3.1.2 Each particle u is alive in the time interval [S  ^ — cru, S u), but we extend the
concept of its path in J  to all earlier times t < Su :
X u{t) i f  S u -  au < t < S u
X v (t) i f  v < u and Jv < t < Sv
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Thus particle u  inherits the path of its unique line of ancestors, and this simple extension will 
allow us to later write expressions like e-fo /(«)dx„(s) whenever u G N t , without worrying about 
the birth time of u.
For any given marked tree (r, M )  G T  we can identify distinguished lines of descent from the 
initial ancestor: 0 ,u i , t i2 ,t*3 , . . .  G r ,  in which u$ is a child of 1*2 , which itself is a child of u\ 
which is a child of the original ancestor 0. We’ll call such a subset of r  a spine, and will refer 
to it as £:
• a spine £ is a subset of nodes {0 ,u i ,U2 , W3 , . . .} in the tree r  th a t make up a unique line 
of descent. We use £t to refer to the unique node in £ th a t th a t is alive at time t.
In a more formal definition, which can for example be found in the paper by Rouault and Liu 
[39], a spine is thought of as a point on dr  the boundary of the tree -  in fact the boundary 
is defined as the set of all infinite lines of descent. This explains the notation £ € d r  in the 
following definition: we augment the space T  of marked trees to  become
• T  | ( r ,  M, £) : (r, M )  G T  and £ G c?rj is the set of marked trees with distinguished 
spines.
It is natural to speak of the position of the spine at time t, which we think of just as the position 
of the unique node th a t is in the spine and alive at time t:
• we define the tim e-t position of the spine as £t := X u(t), where u  G £ D N t .
By using the notation £t to refer to both the node in the tree and th a t node’s spatial position 
we are introducing potential ambiguity, but in practice the context will make clear which we 
intend. However, in case of needing to emphasize, we shall give the node a longer name:
• n o d e t((r ,M ,£)) := u if u  G  £ is the node in the spine alive a t time t,
which may also be written as nodet (£).
Finally, it will later be important to know how many fission times there have been in the 
spine, or what is the same, to know which generation of the family tree the node £t is in (where 
the original ancestor 0 is considered to be the Oth generation)
D efin itio n  3.1.3 We define the counting function
n t = |nodet(£)|,
which tells us which generation the spine node is in, or equivalently how many fission times 
there have been on the spine. For example, if  £* =  (0 , 1*1, 112) then both 0 and u\ have died and 
so n t = 2.
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3.1.2 Filtrations
The reader who is already familiar with the Lyons et al [34, 40, 41] papers will recall that 
they used two separate underlying spaces of marked trees with and without the spines, then 
marginalized out the spine when wanting to deal only with the branching particles as a whole. 
Instead, we are going to use just the single underlying space T ,  but define four filtrations of it 
th a t encapsulate different knowledge:
• T t knows everything that has happened to all the branching particles up to the time t, 
but does not know which one is the spine;
• T t knows everything tha t Tt knows and also knows which line of descent is the spine (it 
is in fact the finest filtration);
• Qt knows only about the spine’s motion in J  up to time t, but does not actually know 
which line of descent in the family tree makes up the spine;
• Qt knows about the spine’s motion and also knows which nodes it is composed of. Fur­
thermore it knows about the fission times of these nodes and how many children were 
born at each time.
Filtration  (T t)t>o
We define a filtration of T  made up of the a-algebras:
T i . —  (J ^ (u, Xu ,U”u) . Su ^  t , (u, Xu (s) . S  £ j t]) . t £ &u,  ,
which in words means tha t T t  is generated by all the information regarding the branching 
particles that have lived and died before time t (this is the condition Su < t), along with just 
the information up to time t of those particles still alive at time t (this is the t £ [Su — au, S u) 
condition). Each of these cr-algebras will be a subset of the limit defined as
t> 0
Filtration (Tt) t>o
In order to know about the spine, we make this filtration finer, defining Tt by adding into Tt
the knowledge of which node is the spine at time t:
T t := a (T t , node* (£)), T ^  := < r((J  T ^ j .
t>o
Consequently this filtration knows everything about the branching process and everything about 
the spine: it knows which nodes make up the spine, when they were born, when they died (ie.
the fission times S u), and their family sizes.
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F iltration  {Gt)t>o
We define a filtration of T, {Gt}t>0, where the cr-algebras
Gt := ^ (6  : 0 < s < t), Goo := ^ ( U  Gt),
t> o
are generated by only the spatial motion of the spine in the J. Note tha t the events G 6 Gt do 
not know which nodes of the tree r  actually make up the spine.
Filtration  (Gt)t>o
We augment Gt by adding in information on the nodes tha t make up the spine (as we did from 
Tt to Tt), as well as the knowledge of when the fission times occurred on the spine and how 
big the families were th a t were produced:
Gt := &(Gt, (nodes : s < t ) , (A u : u <  &)), Goo ■= ^ ( (J  Gt)•
t> o
Sum m ary
Here is a layout of the relationships between the different filtrations of T :
G tC G tC  Tt 
Tt C  Tt
Importantly, but trivially, we have G t^ T t ,  since the filtration Tt does not know which line of 
descent makes up the spine.
3.2 Probability measures
Having now carefully defined the underlying space for our probabilities, we remind ourselves of 
the probability measures:
D efinition  3.2.1 For each x  € J , let P x be the measure on (T,Too) such that the filtered prob­
ability space (T,Too, (Tt)t>o, P  ) is the canonical model for X*, the branching Markov process 
described in definition 3.0.11.
For details of how the measures P x are formally constructed on the underlying space of trees, 
we refer the reader to the work of Neveu [43] and Chauvin [7, 5].
All spine approaches rely on building a measure P x under which the spine is a single 
genealogical line of descent chosen uniformly from the underlying tree. If we are given a sample 
tree (r, M ) for the branching process it can be verified tha t a ‘harmonic’ choice of which line 
of descent makes up the spine £ implies tha t if tt e  r  then
This observation is the key to our method for extending the measures, and for this we make 
use of the following representation found in Lyons [40].
The previous approach to spines, exemplified in Lyons [40], used the idea of fibres to get a
measure did not have a finite mass and therefore could not be normalized to become a proba-
tree) is crucial in ensuring tha t we do not get an infinite-mass measure, and furthermore im-
of having martingales will later be seen in how easy it becomes under our formulation to define 
new and very powerful martingales for branching diffusions from the standard and well-studied 
martingales of single-particle diffusions. These new martingales will be crucial in proving the 
large-deviations result in the final part of this thesis.
T h e o re m  3.2.4 This measure P x really is an extension of P x in that P  =  P \r ao.
P roo f: If /  G m p t then the representation (3.4) is trivial and therefore by definition
However, it can be shown th a t YlueNt FL<u T+a" =  ^ by retracing the sum back through the 
lines of ancestors to the original ancestor 0, factoring out the product terms as each generation 
is passed. Thus
T h eo rem  3.2.2 I f  f  is a J-t -measurable function then we can write:
u€Nt
where f u is Pt-measurable.
As an example of this, in the case of the finite-typed branching diffusion of chapter 2, such a 
representation would be:
ueNt
D efin ition  3.2.3 Given the measure P x on (T, .Fqo) we extend it to the probability measure 
P x on ( T ,T {oo) by defining
(3.6)
for each f  G m T t with representation like (3.4).
measure analogous to our P  tha t could measure the spine. In their approach the corresponding
bility measure like our P. Our new idea of using the down-weighting term 1/(1 +  A v) in the 
definition of P  (which is just to say th a t we are using a harmonic measure on the underlying
plies tha t in our scheme all measure changes are carried out by martingales. The importance
□
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D efinition  3.2.5 The filtered probability space (T, Too, (•^)t>o,II) together with wdl
be referred to as the canonical model with spines.
In chapter 2 we used a separate single-particle model to evaluate some additive expectation 
calculations. Thus we had assumed the existence of a measure P and a process (ft,V t) that 
behaved stochastically like a ‘typical’ particle in the typed branching diffusion Xt . In our 
formalization the spine is exactly the single-particle model:
D efinition 3.2.6 We define the measure P on (T, Goo) as the projection of P:
V\gt '-= P l ­
under the measure P the spine process f t has exactly the same law as Et .
D efinition 3.2.7 The filtered probability space (T,Qoo, (Gt)t>o,P) together with the spine pro­
cess f t  will be referred to as the single-particle model.
3.3 M artingales
Starting with the single Markov process Et tha t lives in (J, B) we have built (X*, f t ), a branching 
Markov process with spines, in which the spine f t behaves stochastically like the given Et. In 
this section we are going to show how any given martingale ((t)  for the spine leads to a 
corresponding additive martingale for the whole branching model.
We have actually seen an example of this already. In chapter 2 we met two martingales:
Z»(t) := Y i  M i '«W )eXX'-“ )~£W, (3.7)
u&Nt
Cx (t) := e/o RM dsvx (Vt)ex^ - E^ .  (3.8)
Just from their very form it has always been clear that they are closely related, and to a degree 
this was confirmed through the Many-to-One Theorem 2.3.2. W hat we shall be demonstrating 
in full generality in this section is tha t the key to their relationship comes through the following 
^-m easurable martingale.
D efinition 3.3.1 We define an jFt-measurable martingale:
u t )  ■■= n  ( ! + y i» ) x t3-9)
The important result tha t we show in this chapter, in a more general form, is that Z \(t)  and 
( \( t)  are both projections of just conditional expectations of this new martingale
.  zx(t) = P(Ut ) \ r t), 
.  ut )  = P(Ut)\s,).
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We emphasize th a t this relationship has not previously been formalized, and that it is only 
possible because of our new approach to the definition of P  as a probability measure, and of our 
using filtrations to capture the different knowledge generated by the spine and the branching 
particles.
Furthermore, in the general form that we present below it provides a consistent methodology 
for using well-known martingales for a single-particle process £* to get new additive martingales 
for the related branching process. In the third part of this thesis we use these powerful ideas to 
give substantially easier proofs of large-deviations problems in branching diffusions than have 
previously been possible.
Suppose tha t £(£) is a strictly-positive (T , (Qt)t>o, P)-m artingale tha t is the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of a new measure P with respect to P; thus it is a ^-m easurable function th a t is a 
martingale with respect to the measure P. For example in the case of our finite-type branching 
diffusion this could be the martingale Ca(£) which is ^-m easurable since it refers only to the 
spine process
D efinition 3.3.2 We shall call £(£) the single-particle martingale, since it refers only to 
the spine £ (it is Qt-measurable). We suppose that there exists some measure P on (T, Qoq) 
such that
dP C(t) 
d p 5, <(oy
Any ^-m easurable function is immediately an ^-m easurable function and can therefore be 
used to define an .Ft-measurable function via projection according to the representation (3.4), 
as we explain below. In the case tha t we use the single-particle martingale £(£), the resulting 
^-m easurable function is an additive martingale for the whole branching process via the rep­
resentation (3.4). We recall th a t the function ra(x) is just the mean number of offspring of the 
fissions th a t occur from location x:
OO
m (x) := P (A (x)) = k P k ( x ) .
k=o
D efinition 3.3.3 Suppose that we can represent the martingale £(t) as
m  = E c.w%=«), (3.io)
ueivt
for (u(t) £ rnTt, as at (3.4). We can then define an T t -measurable additive martingale Z ( t) as
Z ( t )  := J 2  e-/o-(X u(s))fi(Xu(,))d,CuW)
u£Nt
and refer to Z ( t) as the branching-particle martingale.
For clarity we take a moment to discuss this definition of the additive martingale and the terms 
like C«(0-
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If we return to our familiar martingales (3.7) and (3.8), it is clear that
C *(t)=  E  eJ'»fl(y“<*»d*i>A(F„(i))eAX»W -E», l (e,=„). (3.11)
u e N t
The Xu terms of (3.10) could be here replaced with a more descriptive notation £a[(Xu, yu)](t), 
where
<«(<) = &[(*«, r»)](t) :=
can be seen to essentially be a functional of the space-type path (X u(t), Yu(t)) of particle u. In 
this way the original single-particle martingale is a functional of the space-type path (£t,Vt) 
of the spine itself and we could write
=&[«,»)]«= E
u e N t
This is the idea behind the representation (3.10), and in those typical cases where the single- 
particle martingale is essentially a functional of the paths of the spine as is the case for our 
Ca(0> we should just think of as being that same functional but evaluated over the path 
X u(t) of particle u rather than the spine The representation (3.10) is used as a more general 
way of treating single-particle martingales th a t perhaps are not such a simple functional of the 
spine path.
Finally, from (3.11) it is clear that the additive martingale being defined by definition 3.3.3 
is our familiar Z \(t):
Zx(t) =  E  e - / » B <y » < * » d* C A [(A r „ ,r „ )] ( t )
u £ N t
u e N t
The work of Lyons et al [40, 34, 41], tha t of Chauvin and Rouault [8] and more recently of 
Kyprianou [35] suggests tha t when a change of measure is carried out with a branching-diffusion 
additive martingale like Z(t) it is typical to expect three changes: the spine will gain a drift, its 
fission rate will be increased and the distribution of its family sizes will be size-biased. In section 
3.4.1 we shall confirm this, and now take a separate look at the martingales that could perform 
these changes, and which we shall combine to obtain a martingale £(t) th a t will ultimately be 
used to change the measure P.
T h eo rem  3.3.4 The expression
(1 + m X s v) ) e - t i rn{Za )m ’)ds
v<£t
is a P-martingale that will increase the rate at which fissions occur along the spine from R(£t) 
to (1 +m(&))J?(&).
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Such a change of measure for Poisson processes is discussed in Englander and Kyprianou [14]. 
The following type of change of measure has been extensively investigated in the Lyons et al 
papers [41, 40, 34], and was used also in Kyprianou [35] and Olofsson [47], to mention some 
more recent spine-based studies.
T h eo rem  3.3.5 The term  IIv c^  l+^fes ) a P-martingale that will change the measure by
size-biasing the family sizes born from the spine:
if  v < it , then Prob(Av — k) =   ^ .
1 +  m { i s v )
The product of these two martingales with the single-particle martingale £(t) will simultaneously 
perform the three changes mentioned above.
D efin ition  3.3.6 We define a J-t -measurable martingale as 
£(t) := (1 +  i4w)e-/ot ” <*•>*(«•>da x C(t)
v< £ t
= II i + L t  ) * II +  x< (t). (3.12)
v<£t  v v < £ t
This martingale is the general form of ( \( t)  tha t we defined earlier a t (3.9) for our finite-type
model.
The real importance of the size-biasing and fission-rate-increase operations is that they 
introduce the correct terms into £(t) so tha t the following relationships hold:
L em m a 3.3.7 Both Z(t) and £(t) are projections of i( t)  onto their filtrations: for all t,
.  Z(t) = P ( l ( t ) \ F t ),
•  <{t) = P(i(t)\s,).
Proof: We use the representation (3.4) of i(t):
m =  E n(1+'4«)e“J'o‘’n<x“(‘))fi<Xu<’))d'^wi(f.='‘)- (313>
ueNt v<u
From this it follows that
ueNt v<u
= 5 Z  e-fotm (x»(s))R(Xu(s))ds( u(t) =  Z(t),
u e N t
since P ( l ^ t=u)\Pt) = 1 (u e N t ) * I L c J 1 + ^ v )~ 1-
On the other hand, the martingale terms in (3.12) imply




3.4 Changing the measures




We have seen the close relationships between the three martingales Ca, Z \  and
Zx(t) = P ( U t )  l^ t ) ,  =  P ( L ( t ) \ S t ) ,
and in this section we show in a more general form how these close relationships mean that a 
new measure Qa defined in terms of P  as
Ca(Q 
Ca(0 )’d P
will induce measure changes on the sub-filtrations Gt and T t of T t whose Radon-Nikodym 
derivatives are given by ( \( t)  and Z \(t)  respectively.
We recall tha t in our set up we have a finest filtration (Tt)t>o associated with the measure P, 
and two sub-filtrations (Tt)t>o with measure P  and (Gt)t>o with measure P. The martingale £ 
can change the measure P:
D efin ition  3.4.1 A measure Q on (T, Too) is defined via its Radon-Nikodym derivative with 
respect to P:
dQ
dp  f t  C(o)
Precisely, this notation means that for each event F  6 T t we define Q (F) := P^C (0/C (0); •
As we did for the measures P  and P, we can restrict Q to the sub-filtrations:
D efin ition  3.4.2 We define the measure Q on (T , Too, {Tt)t>o) via
Q ■= QIj'oc-
D efin ition  3.4.3 We define the measure P on (T,Qoo, (Gt)t>o) via
P := Q boc-
A consequence of our new formulation in terms of filtrations and the equalities of Lemma 
3.3.7 is tha t the changes of measure are carried out by Z (t) and £(t) on their subfiltrations:









P roof: These two results actually follow from a more general observation that if and (i2 
are two measures defined on a measure space (fl,«S) with Radon-Nikodym derivative
P -  = f ,  (3-14)d/ii
and if S  is a sub-cr-algebra of <S, then the two measures p i := /ills  and P2 M2Is  on (^>£)
are related by the conditional expectation operation:
The proof of this is tha t if g G m S  and S  e  S  then
/ g dji2 — 9  d /^2 since g is also in m<S, and S  € <S too,
J s  J s
= J ^ g f d p  1 by (3.14),
= 9-1 (9 / 1»5) d/ii by definition of the conditional expectation,
Js
= J  g jli (/|<S) d/ii since g is tS-measurable,
=  /  ^ /ii (/|*S) d/^i since everything is in m S.
Js
Applying this general result (3.14) using the relationships between the general martingales
given in Lemma 3.3.7 concludes the proof. □
3.4.1 Understanding the measure Q
As the name suggests, we should be able to think of the spine as the backbone of the branching 
process. This is made precise by the following decomposition originally given by Chauvin and 
Rouault [8], and which now has become a standard part of most spine-based studies. We state 
this in a form taken from Kyprianou’s spine-proofs for BBM [35]:
T h eo rem  3.4.5 The measure P  on T t can be decomposed as:
d P{t ,M ,0  = dP(£)dL <*ttd)(n t) n  t t x  n  ^  « s j n d p ((T-M )D- <3-i5 >
v<£t  V v < £ t j = 1
where is the law of the Poisson (Cox) process with rate R(£t) at time t, and we remember
that nt counts the number of fission times on the spine before time t.
We can offer a reading of this decomposition, which we summarize as a lemma:
L em m a 3.4.6 The terms of (3.15) respectively represent that under P ,
1. the spine’s motion is determined by the single-particle measure P;
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2. the fission times along the spine are independent of its motion, and occur as a Poisson 
process with a time-t rate of R(£t);
S. the spine is chosen uniformly from all the rays in the family tree;
4 . at the fission time of node v on the spine, a random number A v of children are born, 
with A v being chosen independently and distributed according to the location-dependent 
random variable A(£sv);
5. each of these children gives rise to the subtrees ( r ,M )Vj ,  for  1 < j  < A v, which are not 
part of the spine and which are then determined by an independent copy of the original 
measure P  shifted to their point and time of creation.
This decomposition of Pt given at (3.15) will allow us to interpret the measure Q if we appropri­
ately factor the components of the change-of-measure martingale ((t)  across this representation: 
on T u
dQ =  ((t) dP  (3.16)
=  c m  X e -  ««•)<!* (1 +  m(Cs„))" ‘ x TT x d P
=  dP({)dL «1+"“«*»««-»(n) n II l i d P ( ( T ,M ) ; ) .  (3.17)
v  v < £ t  j = 1
Just as we did for P, we can offer a reading of this decomposition:
L em m a 3.4.7 Under the measure Q,
1. the spine process moves as i f  under the changed measure P;
2 . the birth times along the spine are independent of its motion and occur at an accelerated 
rate (1 +  m(£t))R(£t );
3. up until time t the nodes that make up the spine are still chosen uniformly;
4- at the birth time of node v on the spine, a random number A v of subtrees (t ,M ) j  (for 
j  =  1 , . . . , A V) are bom, with A v being chosen independently o f the spine’s motion and 
distributed according to the tilted distribution ((1 +fc)Pfc(£s„)/(l +  m (^Sx,)) • k = 0 , 1 , . . . ) ;
5. each of the subtrees which are not part of the spine still initiate P-multitype BBM  from  
their space-type-time point o f creation -  and in this sense being unaffected by the change 
of measure.
Such an interpretation of the measure Q was first given by Chauvin and Rouault [8] in the 
context of BBM, allowing them to come to the important conclusion th a t under the new measure 
Q  the branching diffusion remains largely unaffected, except th a t the brownian particles of a 
single (random) line of descent in the family tree are given a changed motion, with an accelerated 
birth rate -  they did not have random family sizes, so the size-biasing aspect was not seen. In 
the context of spines, size-biasing was first introduced in the Lyons et al papers [40, 34, 41].
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3.4.2 A discussion of the martingales and new measures
In the preceding sections we have stated without proof that Z (t) and ((t) are martingales, and 
we have used £(t ) to define the measure Q on (T , T ^ )  which in tu rn  has given us the measures 
Q on {f,T o o )  and P on ( T , ^ ) .
In terms of rigour there are two issues with our approach: martingales must be proven to be 
martingales, and as we discussed in the earlier classical approach to the single-particle measure 
Pa defined at Definition 2.3.5, martingales can be used as Radon-Nikodym derivatives to define 
measures on the a-algebra T t for all t < oo, but we cannot use them to define a measure on 
T 0o (since they are not in general uniformly integrable). We here explain how these both can 
be resolved easily.
First we consider the existence of the measure Q on {ft, Too). The existence of the original 
measure P  on ( T ,T 0o), defined at Definition 3.2.1 is unproblematic since standard theory can 
be used (we referenced the work of Neveu [43] and Chauvin [7, 5]). In exactly the same way, 
Lemma 3.4.7 could actually be used to define Q on (T,Too)- From decomposition (3.17) and 
(3.16) it would then follow that ((t)  is the Radon-Nikodym derivative between Q and P  on T t .
Thus £(£) is certainly a ( T ,T t , P)-martingale, and it would then follow from Theorem 3.4.4 
th a t Z (t) is correctly a (T, T t, P)-martingale -  as we initially stated in definition 3.10.
3.5 The spine decom position
One of the most important results introduced in Lyons [40] was the so-called spine decomposi­
tion, which in the case of the additive martingale
Z x (t) =  Y ,
u€Nt
from the finite-type branching diffusion of chapter 2 would be:
Qa(Za(0I£oo) =  5 3  (vsu)eHs'‘~ExSu + v\(r jt )eXit~Ext. (3.18)
u<£t
To prove this we start by decomposing the martingale as
u£Nt,u££
which is clearly true since one of the particles u G Nt must be the in the line of descent that 
makes up the spine £. Recalling tha t the a -algebra contains all information about the line
of nodes tha t makes up the spine, all about the spine diffusion (£t,Vt) for all times t, and also 
contains all information regarding the fission times on the spine, it is useful to partition the 
particles uG  into the distinct subtrees (t ,M ) u th a t were born at the fission
times Su from the particles th a t made up the spine before time t, or in other words those nodes 
in the {u < £t } of ancestors of the current spine node Thus:
Z \{t) — 5 3  UA(y'„(t))eA(A'u(^ - ^s'‘ -^£;A^ _5u)|  + v\(rit)exSt~Ext.
u<£t i'€Wt ,i’6(T,M)u
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If we now take the Q,\-conditional expectation of this, we find
Qa(Za(*)I&o) =
Y  ex^ « - E-s ~Qx ( Y ,  y x (Y J ty )e» X J l> - ^ ~ ^ E- H- s ' - ' \ g ^ y
u < i t  v e  Nt , v£( r , M)u
We know from the decomposition (3.17) tha t the under the measure Qa the subtrees coming 
off the spine evolve as if under the measure P , and therefore
Q a (  Y U A (n(<))eA(* “ (‘, - {s" , - B*(‘- S“) |& o )
veNt,ve(r,M)u
=  p (  Y t>A (n(«))ex<x“ <‘)" {s“ )“ E>(‘“ s ” ) | e » )  = « a ( i ) s . ) ,
v€Nt,v€(T,M)u
since the additive expression being evaluated on the subtree is just a shifted copy of the mar­
tingale Z \  itself.
This concludes the proof of (3.18), but before we go move on to give a similar proof for 
the general case, for easier reference through the cumbersome-looking general proof it is worth 
recalling that
and therefore noting tha t (3.18) can alternatively be written as
Q a(Z a(«)I<5oo) =  +
u<£t
Also, in the general model we are supposing tha t each particle u in the spine will give birth to 
a total of A u subtrees th a t go off from the spine -  the one remaining other offspring is used to 
continue the line of descent tha t makes up the spine. This explains the appearance of A u in 
the decomposition.
T h e o re m  3.5.1 (S pine decom p o sitio n ) We have the following sp in e  decom position  for
the additive branching-particle martingale:
®x {Z (t) |£oc) =  A u e~ f ° u m^ R^ dX ( S u) + e~
u<£t
P ro o f: In each sample tree one and only one of the particles alive at time t is the spine and 
therefore:
Z ( t)=  e~ S° m(x "(s))R(x »(s))dXu{t),
ueNt
= e~ So m(£3)ft(£s)d*£(£) ^  e~ So m(Xu(is))R(Xu(s))ds^f.y
ueNt,u^£t
The other individuals {u  € Nt ,u  ^  £t } can be partitioned into subtrees created from fissions 
along the spine. T hat is, each node u in the spine it  (so u < it)  has given birth at time Su to
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one offspring node u j (for some 1 < j  < 1 +  A u) tha t was chosen to continue the spine whilst 
the other A u individuals go off to make the subtrees (r, M )J. Therefore,
Z{t) =  e ~ f i  +  ^  e - f o u ™(zs)R{Za)ds Y  Z uj{Su]t), (3.19)
u < £ t  j = l , . . . , l + i 4 u
where for t > Su ,
Z u i(Su,t)-.=  Y ,  Ut)>
v € N t ,v€(T,M)V-
is, conditional on Goo, a P-martingale on the subtree (r, M )“ , and therefore
P { Z ^ ( S * - , t ) \ g « , )  = <(S„).
Thus taking Q-conditional expectations of (3.19) gives
Q * ( Z ( « ) i e ~ )  = e - £ “ « ■ > * < « d > C « +  Y  Y  I & o ) ,
u < £ t j = l , . . . , l + A u
u j g t
= e- / o m« .)H (€ .)d -^ )+  Y  e - f o u ™(Z°)R(Zs)dsAu(>(Su^
U<£t
which completes the proof. □
This representation was first used in the Lyons et al [40, 34, 41] papers and has become the 
standard way to investigate the behaviour of Z  under the measure Q .  We observe that the two 
measures P  and Q  for the general model are equal when conditioned on Goo since this factors 
out their differences in the spine diffusion £t , the family sizes born from the spine and the fission 
times on the spine. Therefore it follows tha t the same argument as used above applies for P  to 
give:
Corollary 3.5.2
P{Z(t)\Goo) = Au e~ m(Z’)R(Z°')ds£(Su) +  e~ d s (£(0)).
u<£t
As a m atter of fact, this above representation for P[Z{t)\Goo) has not received any attention 
in the literature, and in the context of our particular finite-type branching diffusion we can 
use it to explain a subtle difference between the spine and branching pictures. We note that 
the following remarks are not needed elsewhere in the thesis and are just to be seen as a side 
observation.
We proved at Lemma 3.3.7 th a t the martingales Z \  and (j\ are both projections of the 
martingale
Zx ( t ) = P ( Ca(t) | T t), and 
Cx(t) = P(Cx(t)\Gt).
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Given that Z{t) E m T t C m T t, it is natural to wonder if we could also have the equality
a w  =  -p(ZA(«)ie,)?
Since the algebra Gt is not a sub-algebra of T t, this is not immediately a trivial question, 
and in fact the result does not hold -  basically because the branching process conditioned on 
the spine contains more information than the spine itself. To see this we first note that Qt is a 
sub-algebra of Goo, whence by the tower property
P{zx(t)\gt) =P{P(zx(t)\ga>)\g,).
At the same time, since =  P ((\\G t), it follows tha t the equality ( \( t)  
equivalent to showing
P {(x \G t)= P {P {Z x(t)\G 00) \G t),
which by definition means showing that for all G 6 Gt we have the equality
f  a ( « ) d P =  f  P{Zx(t)\g )^dP.
J G  J G
However, just by comparing
Ca(t) =  Y l  (1 +  A v) x vx {r]t)eXit~Exi,
U<£t
with
P(Zx(t)\Goo) = v*(Vsu)eX*s"~ExSu + vx{vt)eXit~Ext
u<it
it is clear tha t P(Zx(t)\Goo) makes references to the spine’s position at the earlier times S u, 
whilst Ca(0 does not. Thus if the event G depends on the history of the spine up to time t 
then likely as not Ca(£) and P[Zx{t)\Goo) will be different, and equality will not hold.
W hat is happening here is that the births of subtrees on the spine act as a memory of where 
the spine has been in the past, so tha t conditional on knowing which particle is currently the 
spine, the algebra Tt  contains more information about the spine than Gt, and therefore
3.6 N ew  spine results
Having covered the formal basis for our spine approach, we now present some new results tha t 
follow from our spine formulation: the Gibbs-Boltzmann weights, conditional expectations, and 
a simpler proof of the improved Many-to-One theorem.
3.6.1 The G i b b s - B o l t z m a n n  weights of Q
The Gibbs-Boltzmann weightings in branching processes are well-known, for example see Chau- 
vin and Rouault [6] where they consider random measures on the boundary of the tree, and 
Harris [24] which gives convergence results for Gibbs-Boltzmann random measures. They have
= P(Zx(t)\G t)  is
(3.20)
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previously been considered via the individual terms of the additive martingale Z, but the fol­
lowing theorem gives a new interpretation of these weightings in terms of the spine. We recall 
th a t
Z ( t)=  ^  e_ £ m(* “(a>)fl<*“(a>>d*Cu(0-
ueNt
T h e o re m  3,6.1 Let u £ Q, be a given and fixed label. Then
- f t m { X u { s ) ) R ( X u { s ) ) d s C ( t \
Q ((, = u\Ft ) =  i („6Wt)---------------------  i s U
P ro o f: Suppose u E Cl, and F  G T%. We aim to show:
f  _ r  e - f t m ( X u ( s ) ) R ( X „ ( s ) )  d s C ( t \  _
J  l(^t=u) dQ (r, M , £) =  JF - - - - - - - - - - - - - W) - - - - - - - - -  ^ (T'M'
First of all we know that d Q /dP  = £(£) on T t and therefore,
LHS =  [  l i(t=u) n ( 1 +  ^ , K /» ra({-)fiK-)d>C(<) dP (t ,M A ) ,
JF v<(t
by definition of £(t) a t (3.12). The definition 3.2.3 of the measure P  requires us to express the 
integrand with a representation like (3.4):
i« ,= » ) n  c1 + yi”)e" s: da<(<)
V < Z t  
w e N t v < w
=  W , >  n d  +  Av) e - i
v < u
and therefore
LHS = f  l (. 6Wt)n a  + A . ) . - f l " < * - < - » ^ - <->, - 0 . W l ( 4. „ ,  dP(r,M,0,
F  v < u
=  J F l(«ew,)e- d P ( T , M , 0 ,
by definition 3.2.3. We emphasize th a t now this is an integral taken with respect to the measure 
P  over the cr-algebra T %, and here we know that dP /dQ  = 1 /Z ( t) ,  so:
LHS = J  l („eWt)e - 1 dQ(T,M ,0,
and the proof is concluded. □
C o m m en t
At first it may seem th a t result 3.6.1 could give rise to a paradox: suppose th a t two particles are 
a t the same spatial position: X Ul (t ) — X U2 (t ) but tha t u\ has had more ancestors. According
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to the above there is an equal conditional probability tha t either is the spine, but we know that 
under Q the spine has an increased birth rate, and might therefore expect u i to have a higher 
probability of being the spine.
The way to resolve this is to realise tha t the spine is always chosen according to the harmonic 
measure on the tree and therefore
Q(£t — wi|iVt) =  l ( Uiejvt) H  (1 +  A v) x,
V < U l
which in fact gives u \  a smaller probability of being the spine. This neutralizes the accelerated 
birth rate of the spine, and the two effects balance each other exactly.
3.6.2 Conditional expectations and the K esten-Stigum  Theorem
The above result combines with the representation (3.4) to show how we take conditional 
expectations under the measure Q.
T h e o re m  3.6.2 I f  f ( t )  G m T t , and f  — ^ ugJV( f u{t)l($t=u), with f u(t) e  m Tt then
_  - f 0t m ( X u(s) )R(Xu(s)) d s C ( t )
Q ( / ( O I ^ 0  =  £  / « ( * ) - - - - - - - - - - - 7 m- - - - - - — ■ <3 -2 1 )
P roof: It is clear th a t
q ( / w i ^ < )  =  £  u m i i t = u \ r t ) ,
u e N t
and the result follows from Theorem 3.6.1. □
A simple corollary of this is exceptionally useful, and goes an awful long way to obtaining the 
Kesten-Stigum result in very general models (see [29, 28, 30] for the classical proofs of the 
Kesten-Stigum results),
C o ro lla ry  3.6 .3  I f  g(-) is a measurable function on J  then
£  9 (X ,(t ) )e - /o * ’"(JC><*»B<x «W )d*C„(t) =  Q (9 « .) |^ ,)  x Z(t).
ueNt
P roof: It is easy to show th a t g(£t) =  S ue;vt 0C C (O )l(£ t =  u )> anc  ^ now result follows 
from the above theorem. □
In the case of BBM this particular corollary would state that for any Lebesgue-measurable 
function /  we have
£  =  Q a ( /K ,) |^ ,)  x Zx (t),
u e N t
The Kesten-Stigum theorem gives conditions under which an operation like this converge as 
t —+ oo, and in general it is found tha t when it exists the limit is a multiple of the martingale 
limit Z \{oo) -  see Lyons et al [34] for a proof of this based on other spine techniques. Our
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improved spine formulation therefore gives a previously unknown but simple meaning to this 
operation, in terms of a conditional expectation. Furthermore, this new interpretation might 
also give good grounds for alternative spine proofs of the Kesten-Stigum theorem, via a study 
of when the conditional expectation converges.
R em ark : The convergence of conditional expectations is not necessarily easy to obtain 
and has not yet been considered to any great extent in the literature. The Gibbs Condition­
ing Principle (see Dembo and Zeitouni [12]) is one useful example of a result for conditional 
expectations, and it may be possible to adapt it to this context but this is left to further 
research.
3.6.3 The F u l l  M any-to-One Theorem
Much of the work of Harris and Williams [21] and Harris and Git [25] made important use of 
a Many-to-One result, which had been proved using resolvents (see Champneys et al [4] for 
a similar proof). We recall our statement in chapter 2 of the Many-to-One theorem for the 
finite-type model:
T h e o re m  3.6 .4  For any measurable function f  : J  —► R we have
/ ( X « ( 0 ,n ( t ) ) )  = P I '” (e /« R<,*)d7 t e , ■>;.)).
ueNt
Intuitively it is clear that the up-weighting term e ti R(ris)ds incorporates the notion of the pop­
ulation growing at an exponential rate, whilst the idea of f(£t,V t) being the ‘typical’ behaviour 
of f ( X u(t),Y u(t)) is also reasonable.
The main problem with the proof given by Harris and Williams is th a t it applies only to 
functions of the above form that therefore depend only on the time-t location of the spine -  it 
does not cover functions tha t depend on the entire path history of the spine up to time t.
W ith the spine approach we have the benefit of being able to give a much less complicated 
proof of the stronger version th a t covers the most general path-dependent functions.
T h e o re m  3.6.5 (M any-to -O ne) I f  g(t) £ mQt has the representation
9 (t) = gu(t) l(£*=u), 
ueNt
where gu(t) £ m T t, then
p { E  Su(t)) =  p (e J > « -> R«'>d*9(t)).
ueNt
P roo f: Let f ( t )  be any given ^-m easurable function. Since Qt C T t it therefore follows tha t 
f( t )  is also ^-m easurab le and we can use the tower property together with Theorem 3.6.2 to 
obtain
Q ( m )  = q ( q ( / w i ^ o )  = q ( q ( / w i ^ o )
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We emphasize that this is a Q expectation of a ^-m easurable expression. Theorem 3.4.4 states 
tha t
Z(t)
d P *  m '
and therefore we conclude from the above that
Q (/( t) )  =  Z (0 ) - ‘P ( ^  /„(«)«“ / » m(X"(*))R(X“<'))<i“C»W)-
u e N t
On the other hand, since f ( t ) is C/r  measurable, Theorem 3.4.4 states that
m  
a. « 0 ) '







Q (/W ) =  C(o)-*P(/(t) x CM).
Trivially we always have Z {0) =  £(0) and thus we have shown in the first instance tha t for any 
f ( t )  e  mQt ,
P (  fu (t)e -S o M x ,(s»R (xu(s))dS(:u(t)) =  x (3.22)
ueNt
Given g(t) e  mQt , we can define
f ( t )  := e fi "*«■)*«.) d-5 (f) x C W 1,
which is clearly ^-m easurable and satisfies f ( t )  = Y lueNt /«(0Cu(0 with 
/«(*) = g u(t)eSom(x ^ R^ ^ d\ u ( t ) - 1 € m Tt.
When we now use this / ( t )  in the above (3.22) we arrive at the result to be proved. □
In the case in which g =  g(£t) for some Borel-measurable function g(-), the trivial represen­
tation
0(&) =  9 (X u (t)) l( tt=u)
ueNt
leads immediately to the weaker version of the Many-to-One result tha t was originally proven 
by Harris and Williams using resolvents and the Feynman-Kac formula, expressed in terms of 
our more general branching Markov process X t :
C o ro lla ry  3.6.6 I f  g(-) : J  —> R is B-measurable then




Spine proofs for /^-convergence
4.1 Overview
We are going to use spine techniques to consider the £ p-convergence properties (for p > 1) 
of the strictly-positive martingales for three different models of branching diffusions. It is a 
common feature of these diffusion models, where there is actually a family of such martingales 
{ Z \  : A G R}, th a t for all A within an open interval about 0 the martingale Z \  is convergent in 
£ p for some p > 1; for A outside of this interval the limit of Z \  is almost surely null. For values 
of A at the boundary of this interval, the so-called critical values, it has been conjectured (and 
in some models proven) tha t the martingales have a null limit -  we give a proof for the simpler 
first model but not for the others since they require different techniques using ‘derivative’ 
martingales -  see Kyprianou [35] or Harris [23] for examples.
The first model is branching Brownian motion (BBM), for which a proof of £ p-convergence 
was originally given by Neveu [44] using classical techniques based on the branching decom­
position. We actually deal with two variants of BBM: first sections deal with the case of 
binary-splitting where the fissions produce only two particles, and in section 4.2.3 we extend 
the model to allow the fissions to produce a random number of offspring.
The second model we look at is the finite-type branching diffusion of chapter 2 and is a 
generalization of a 2-type model treated in the paper by Champneys et al [4]. Again, we deal 
separately with the cases of binary-splitting and random family sizes, and in this second case 
allow the distribution of the family sizes to be type-dependent.
The third model has a continuous type-space where the type of each particle moves inde­
pendently as an Orstein-Uhlenbeck process on R. This branching diffusion was first introduced 
in Harris and Williams [21] and has also been investigated in Harris [22], Harris and Git [25] 
and Kyprianou and Englander [14].
We remark th a t not all the results we prove in this chapter are new, since some have 
already been proven using classical techniques: references are Neveu [44] for BBM (but not for 
the random-family sizes model), and Harris and Williams [21] for the continuous-type model. 
And of course we have already seen our classical approach for the finite-type model in chapter
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2 (but the result for type-dependent random family sizes is new). In all cases spine proofs 
offer a much simpler, more intuitive and consistent approach than the classical counterparts, 
especially for the more complex model of Harris and Williams [21]. Spine proofs for each of 
these models each run along similar lines, and it is a credit to the spine approach tha t this 
is possible. More classical techniques based on the expectation semigroup are simply not able 
to generalize easily, since they often require either some a priori bounds on the semigroup or 
involve difficult estimates -  for example, in Harris and Williams [21] their important bound of 
a non-linear term is made possible only by the existence of a good C2 theory for their operator, 
and this is not generally available.
As mentioned, there are a number of reasons why we may be interested in knowing about 
the Cp convergence of a martingale, but for this thesis we would particularly draw attention to 
the techniques that we use since similar ideas are the basis of proofs of two important problems 
in the large-deviations theory of branching diffusions in the second part of this thesis.
Briefly, to prove tha t the martingale converges in Cp for some p > 1 we use Doob’s theorem, 
and therefore need only to show that the martingale is bounded in Cp. The spine decomposition 
is an excellent tool here for showing boundedness of the martingale since it reduces difficult 
calculations over the whole collection of branching particles to just the single spine process. 
When £ p-convergence does not hold the martingale limit is almost-surely null, and we prove 
this by showing that the martingale is almost-surely not bounded in a new measure -  this 
approach relies on a measure-theoretic result given below and has become standard in the spine 
methodology since the important work of Lyons et al [41, 40, 34]. We show unboundedness 
of the martingale just by considering the contribution of the spine, which is shown to be 
unbounded.
4.2 Branching Brownian m otion
Consider a branching Brownian motion (BBM) with constant branching rate r, which is the 
branching process whereby particles diffuse independently according to a Brownian motion and 
at any moment undergo fission at a rate r  to produce two particles. We suppose tha t the 
probabilities of this are {P x : x  6 M} so tha t P x is a measure defined on the natural filtration 
{Ft )t>o such th a t it is the law of the process initiated from a single particle positioned at x.
Suppose th a t the configuration of this branching Brownian motion at time t  is given by the 
M-valued point process X* := (X u(t) : u  e  N t}  where Nt is the set of individuals alive at time 
t. It is well known that for any A 6 M,
Z x (t) := e~rtex x ^ - ^ x2t (4.1)
ueNt
defines a strictly-positive P-martingale, so ^ ( o o )  := l i m t - x x ,  Z \(t)  is almost surely finite under
p x
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4.2.1 The /^-convergence theorem of Kyprianou
We are going to use a change of measure together with the spine decomposition to determine 
the conditions under which this martingale (4.1) is £ p-convergent for some p > 1, but first 
review a recent spine-proof given by Kyprianou [35] on the question of ^-convergence.
In fact Kyprianou [35] deals with a slightly more general version of the BBM model in which 
particle fissions may produce a random number of offspring (but always at least one), with that 
number chosen independently of a particle’s position and distributed according to some given 
distribution on the integers; we look at this more general model in section 4.2.3. If we were 
only to consider the binary-splitting case, his result would be stated as follows:
T h eo rem  4.2.1 (K y p rian o u ) Let A := \fPr.
• I f  |A| < A then Z\(oo) >  0 almost-surely and Z \( t)  —» Z \( oo) in Cl {P);
• I f  |A| > A then Z \ (oo) =  0 almost surely.
The proofs for both parts of this theorem depend on a change-of-measure argument, and we 
briefly cover this now before reviewing Kyprianou’s spine-proofs of the above theorem. We 
shall use similar measure-change and spine ideas in our later work on £ p-convergence of the 
martingales.
The following measure-theoretic result explains how it is possible to deduce the convergence 
properties of a strictly-positive martingale when it is used to change measures as a Radon- 
Nikodym derivative, and sets the scene for the spine approach.
T h eo rem  4.2.2 Suppose that P  and Q are two probability measures on an underlying filtered 
space (Cl, Poo, (Pt)t>o), such that for some strictly-positive martingale Zt,
I f  we define Z^  := limsup^QQ Zt , then for any F  E Poo
Q (F) = j  ZMd P  +  Q ( F n { Z 00 =  oo}), (4.2)
and consequently,
1 . Q is absolutely continuous with respect to P  if  and only if  f n Zoo dP  =  1 i f  and only if  
Q{Zoo = oo) =  0;
2 . Q is singular with respect to P  if  and only if  P(Zoo =  0) =  1 if  and only ifQ(Zoo = oo) =
1.
A proof of the decomposition (4.2) can be found in D urrett [13], a t page 241. Thus the aim is 
to determine a measure for the BBM process X t such that
We note th a t the denominator Z\(0) is a normalizing factor, and we make it explicit that (4.3) 
means tha t for all F  E Ft we have Qx(P) ~  P X( Z F ) .
It was work originally carried out by Chauvin and Rouault [8] tha t gave a pathwise con­
struction of the measure Q* that would result in the relationship (4.3). The measure used by
Kyprianou also involves another feature of size-biasing the family distributions, but we shall 
leave th a t until the section in which we look more carefully at models with random family sizes.
D efin itio n  4 .2 .3  We suppose that is a measure such that under the point process X* 
evolves as follows:
•  starting from position x, the original ancestor diffuses according to a Brownian motion 
on R with drift X;
•  at rate 2r the particle undergoes fission producing two particles;
•  with equal probability, one of these two particles is selected;
•  this chosen particle repeats stochastically the behaviour of the parent;
•  the other particle initiates, from its birth position, an independent copy of a P' branching 
Brownian motion with branching rate r.
In this construction, the individuals tha t are selected to have a drift of A make up a (random) 
line of descent which has come to be referred to as the spine, and we refer to the diffusion 
path  th a t they generate as (£t)t>o! below we refer to the times at which the spine undergoes 
fission as (S i, S 2 , ■.., S nt), so tha t nt is the number of fissions on the spine before time t and 
is therefore a Poisson process of rate 2r under <Q>A. As shown by Chauvin and Rouault [8], we 
have the following im portant result:
T h e o re m  4 .2 .4  The change of measure is given by:
dQ l
d P a Zx(t) -  (4.4)Z \  (0)
This pathwise construction of the measure QA is equivalent to the measures we constructed in 
the previous chapter, and we mention tha t we can assume that an extended measure gives 
Xt the above behaviour and also can measure events tha t depend on the spine.
P ro o f  o f P a r t  1 o f T h e o re m  4.2.1 Suppose tha t the cr-algebra is generated by the diffu­
sion path (£t)i>o of all the particles that make up the spine and the fission times (S \, S 2 , ■. •). 
Under the measure the particles tha t are not selected for the spine behave as if under the 
original measure P, and therefore it follows that
n t
Q (Z A(i)|& o) =  J 2 e * Sk~ExSh + e * '~ E* \  (4.5)
k —1
since the contributions from the sub-trees that grow out of the spine at the kth  fission-time 
Sk on the spine are P-martingales and therefore are equal to their immediate contribution on 
being born. This is the spine decomposition tha t we discussed in the previous chapter.
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Kyprianou [35] is now able to show that when | A | < A the drift on the spine diffusion is 
such tha t
hm supQ(Z\(£)|^oo) < oo Q-a.s.,
t —>oo
and therefore with an application of Fatou’s lemma,
Q (lim inf ZA(t)|^cx>) < liminf Q(Z\(t)\Qoo)
t —► oo »oo
< l i m s u p Q | Qoo)
t —* oo
< OO.
This must imply th a t 
which is to say
liminf Z \(t)  < oo Q-a.s. (4.6)
t —*oo
liminf Z \( t ) < oo Q-a.s.
t —> oo
since l im s u p ^ ^  Z \( t)  is Q-measurable. Finally, we know th a t 1 /Z \( t)  is a strictly-positive 
Q-martingale whence it is convergent almost-surely under Q and therefore
oo >  lim infZ A(t) =  lim Z \( t)  Q-a.s.
t —*00 t—>oo
Now the first part of Theorem 4.2.2 clinches it, giving
E p Z a (oo) -  1.
In a Corollary 2.5.3 we showed how this implies tha t the martingale Z \  is actually uniformly 
integrable, and therefore /^-convergent. □
P ro o f  o f P a r t  2 o f T h e o re m  4.2.1 In order to show that the martingale limit of our Z \(t)  
is null we use the second part of Theorem 4.2.2 and therefore intend to show that
Qa (lim sup Z \{t) = ooj = 1 .
Because one of the individuals u E N t must be the spine, it is immediate that
Z\(t) =  e * X u { t ) - E x t  ■>  e A£( - E x t  _  e A£t - § A 2t - r t  
ueNt
Under the measure QA the spine has a linear drift equal to A, whence we can write
e A £ t - iA at - r t  _  e A B t+ ( iA a- r ) t
where Bt is a  Q A-Brownian motion. Thus A2 > 2r will force limsup^QQ Z \{t)  =  00 almost 
surely under Q A. W ith Theorem 4.2.2 this completes the proof.
□
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4.2.2 A spine proof of /^-convergence
We started out supposing th a t the probabilities of the BBM are {P x : x  G R}, so th a t P x is a 
measure defined on the natural filtration (P t)t>o such tha t it is the law of the process initiated 
from a single particle positioned at x. Using the process we explained in the definition 3.2.3, 
we extend these measures to P x on (T, Poo) by defining
nJK-ueNt
for each /  G m p t with representation like (3.4). This P x is an extension to the original measure: 
p x  _  p x \:Fao} and we have seen the general proof for this at Theorem 3.2.4.
Rather than using the pathwise construction of definition 4.2.3 we have seen in tha t in our 
formulation of the spine approach we can directly define via a Radon-Nikodym derivative 
with respect to P:
D efin itio n  4.2 .5  Qa is a measure on (T, Poo) defined as:
= e~Xx2nte~rteH t~ ^xH. (4 7)
dP x
From this definition it is clear tha t the martingale term ex^ ~ ^ x2t is going to give the spine 
process a drift of A under Q>. The other term e- r t2n‘ is actually a martingale term that 
will increase the rate of the Poisson process n t of fission times on the spine from r  to 2r; this 
can be seen also in Kyprianou [35].
T h e o re m  4.2 .6  I f  we define :=  Q ^ l ^ ,  then is a measure on Poo and
Zx{t)
d P 1 Tt Zx(o y
so that under Q^ (and therefore also under Q ^) the branching-diffusion point process X* has 
exactly the pathwise construction given in definition f.2.3.
There are at least two ways to prove this result: Kyprianou [35] bases his proof on a decom­
position of the measure P  as a product of measures for the spine’s motion, the fission-counting 
process n t , and measures on the sub-trees born from the spine. Because of our using filtrations 
the way we do, we have an alternative.
P ro o f  o f T h e o re m  4.2.6: We have seen in te proof of Theorem 3.4.4 th a t the change of
measure (4.7) projects onto the sub-algebra as a conditional expectation:
uV a
d px P ( e - r t2n‘e ^ ‘- ^ 2t|P t).
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Bearing in mind th a t 2n* =  ELc^t ^  we use rePresentation (3.4) we get
P { e - r t 2 n t e ^ t - ^ x H \Tt )  — P ( e ~ rt Y  x J J  2 x l (€t=ll)|^ t )
u £ N t v < u
=  e ~ ri Y  e x x ^ ~ ^ xH x Y [  2 x P ( £ t =  u \ T t )
u £ N t v < u
_  e - r t  ^  e\ x u( t ) - ± \ 2t x jQ  2 x jQ  ^  
u £ N t  v < u  v < u
= e~rt Y  ex x ^ ~ ^ xH = Z\{t). 
u £ N t
Here, the result P ( £ t = u \ T t ) =  Ilv<u \  *s t i^e case (3-3) f°r binary-splitting. Thus
e~Xx P ( e - rt2 ntex^ xH\Tt) =
Z \{ 0 )
□
W ithout loss of generality we throughout suppose tha t A <  0, since the cases are symmetrical. 
The next theorem on £ p-convergence of the martingale for p > 1 was originally proven in Neveu 
[44] by classical techniques, and clearly represents an extension to Kyprianou’s result stated in 
Theorem 4.2.1. The second part is exactly the same result as stated in Kyprianou’s theorem
and therefore we do not repeat the proof, only giving a proof of the first part.
T h e o re m  4 .2 .7  For each i e R ,  and for each p € [1,2]:
1 . The martingale Z x is Cp(P x)~convergent i f p \ 2/2  < r.
2 . Almost surely under P x , Z x (oo) =  0 when A2/2  > r.
We note th a t Neveu’s result was actually based on a birth rate of r  =  1, but the generalization 
to any r > 0 is trivial. Just before we proceed to the proof we recall a naturally occurring 
eigenvalue th a t will also appear in later models.
D efin itio n  4.2 .8  For each A € R we define E \  := ^A2 +  r.
Then Z x can be re-written as
Z x {t) = Y  ex x ^ ~ Ext,
ueiVt
and simple algebra reveals
pX2 / 2  < r  o  p E \  -  Epx > 0.
P ro o f  o f p a r t  1 o f  T h e o re m  4.2.7: We are going to prove tha t for every p 6  (1,2] the mar­
tingale Z \  is £ p(P)-convergent \ip E x — E pX > 0. Furthermore, since P x (Zx (t)) = eXxP °(Z x (t)) 
we do not lose generality if we suppose tha t x = 0, and from now on this is implicit and we do 
not use the superscript on the measures.
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Prom the change of measure in Theorem 4.2.4 or Theorem 4.2.6 it is clear that
P (Z X((T ) =  P (z> .( ty - l z x (t)) =  q  a (Za («)’ ),
where q := p — 1.
T h e o re m  4.2 .9  I f  q G [0,1] then Z \{ t)q is a Q\-submartingale.
P ro o f: If q G [0,1] it follows from Jensen’s inequality that Z \( t ) 1+q is a P-submartingale. This 
means tha t for t > s,
P (Z x (t) l+" \F.) > Z x(s)l+\  P-Z.S. 
or equivalently, for all F  G F s,
P (Z x (t) l+,,\F ) > P (Z x (s ) 1+,,-,F). (4.8)
But this inequality is exactly the same as:
for all F  G F s, Q \(Z \( t )q\F ) > QA(Z>(s)q;F ) ,
and therefore we conclude tha t Z \( t )q is a QA-submartingale. □
Our aim is to prove th a t Q \(Z \( t )q) is bounded for t G M, since then Z \(t)  must be bounded 
in CP(P) and Doob’s submaxtingale theorem will then imply tha t Z \  is convergent in CP(P).
As we have seen from Kyprianou’s proof, the cr-algebra 0 ^  gives us the very important 
spine-decomposition of the martingale Z \ :
n t
Qx(Zx(t)\G«,) = + e « .-E > ‘ ,
fc =  l
where the sum is taken to equal 0 if n t =  0. We continue with the conditional form of Jensen’s 
inequality, which says that for q G (0,1]:
Q a (2 x(()’ I5~) (4.9)
The spine decomposition is a sum, and from Neveu’s original proof we use the following simple 
inequality:
P ro p o s itio n  4.2.10 I f  q G (0,1] and u, v > 0 then (u +  v)q < uq +  vq, 
to obtain,
n t
Qx{Zx(t)\Goo)q < J 2 eqX^ - qE^Sk + e qX^ - qE^ .
1
As written this spine decomposition is made up of two terms, and since they play a central role 
from here on we name them explicitly:
n t
sp ine  te rm  := eqX^ t~qExt, sum  te rm  := eq*€sk-qE\Sk^
k=1
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Taking Q^-expectations of this spine decomposition and using (4.9),
Tit
Qy(Z x(tY )  =  Qx(Z x(t)*) <  Q j ( £  ~"E^  +
k=1
Tit
=  ^ A( 5 Z e<7^ Sfc_<?£;A5fc) + Q A (e9A6_9EAt)» (4-10)
k=1
and the proof of £ p-boundedness will be complete once we show that this RHS is bounded in t.
T h e  sp ine  te rm : Changing from P  to Qa gives the spine a drift of A, and therefore the 
change-of-measure for just the spine’s motion (i.e. on the algebra Qt) is carried out by the 
martingale ex^t~ ^x2t\
._  p ^ iK t-q E x t  x eA£t - 5A2*j,
_  e-(pEx-Epx)t p ^ eP*£t-£(pA)2t ^
= e-(pEx-EPx)t  ^ (4.11)
since the second-line term epA^ ~ ^ pA)2< is also a P-martingale, because under P  the process 
is just a Brownian motion.
T h e  sum  te rm : Under the measure Qa we know that the fission times Su on the spine occur
as a Poisson process of rate 2r. Appealing to standard results from Poisson theory (see [26] for
example) we can therefore write the sum term as an integral:
i t  eq>*sk-qExs k\  = Q x ^ f  2r eqX^ ~ qExS d s ) . 
fc=i J°
In this integral all the terms are positive and so Fubini’s theorem can be used, which along 
with the equality (4.11) above gives
nt
Q \ ( j 2 eqX*Sk~qExSk) = /  2 r ® \( e qXt° - qExS') ds
Jt=i
=  2r f  e~(pEx~EpX^ s ds
Jo
= <412>
Thus we have found an explicit upper-bound:
P (Z \( t)p) < _  2r _ [l -  e~(pEx~EpX t^'\ + e-(PEx- Ep>)*. (4.13)
p E \ — Epx L J
If p E \ -  Ep\  > 0 this clearly implies tha t P (Z x(t)p) will remain bounded as t —> oo, which
together with Doob’s theorem will complete the proof of the first part of Theorem 4.2.7. □
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4.2.3 Random  family sizes
In the binary-branching model of BBM that we just considered, at each fission time two particles 
are produced. Kyprianou [35] deals with a model in which at a fission time an individual u may 
split into a 1 +  A  particles where A  is an integer-valued random variable chosen independently 
of the position X u(t) of the individual u, with general distribution:
P (A  =  i) = P i ,  i e { 0 , l , . . . } ,
giving an average size of m  := P(A)  =  YliLo^Pi- This introduction of random family sizes 
implies a small change in the form of the branching martingale:
T heorem  4.2.11 For any A g R,
Z x ( t )  ^  g —r m t g A X u ( t )  —5 A2t  _  ^  &\ X u { t ) - E x t 
u € N t u & N t
is a P-martingale, where E \  : =  ^ A 2 +  r m .
We remind the reader th a t the filtration (Gt)t>o also includes knowledge of the sizes of the 
families produced by all fissions on the spine:
Gt =  cr(Gt , nodes(£) : s < t, A u : u < f f).
The most significant alteration for the measure change is that the distribution of the family 
sizes produced by fissions on the spine (but not off it) is size-biased:
T heorem  4.2 .12 I f  we define the measure Qf via
uVa 
d P* Zx{t) -  ~-XxZx(t),Tt ^* (0)
then it follows that under Qx the point process X* evolves as follows:
• starting from position x, the original ancestor diffuses according to a Brownian motion 
on R with drift A;
• at an accelerated rate (1 +  m )r the particle undergoes fission producing 1 + A particles, 
where the distribution of A  is still independent of the spine’s motion but is size-biased:
=  =  i e  {0,1, . . .} .m +  1
• with equal probability, one of these offspring particles is selected;
• this chosen particle repeats stochastically the behaviour of the parent with the size-biased 
offspring distribution;
• the other particles initiate, from their birth position, an independent copy of a P' branch­
ing Brownian motion with branching rate r and family-size distribution given by A  (which 
is without the size-biasing).
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This size-biasing was noted in the Lyons et al papers [40, 34, 41] , and is common feature of 
the spine approach for branching models with random numbers of offspring.
P  and Qa defined on
The theorem on the £ p-convergence of Z \  is now slightly modified to take into account the 
random distribution of the family sizes:
T h e o re m  4 .2 .13 For each x  £ R, and for each p £ [1,2]:
1. The martingale Z \  is CP(PX)~convergent i f p \ 2/2  < rm  and P (A P) < oo.
2. Almost surely under P x , Z \ ( oo) =  0 when A2/2  > rm.
The second part of this proof has been proven by Kyprianou [35], so we only here prove the 
first part of this theorem.
In fact the proof is not very different from the binary-splitting case since the spine decom­
position is different only in the sum term:
The spine term  can be dealt with as at (4.11), and the sum term can be written as an integral, 
but in order to deal with the random number of offspring we first use conditioning (without 
knowledge of the family sizes) to replace the term A f  with an expectation:
As we have seen in chapter 3, the measures P  and Qa on the Foo can be extended to P  and 
Qa on Too; or equivalently, we can define P  and Qa as the projections onto T 00 of the measures
Q a ( Z a « | ! 5 o o )  +
and therefore we go rather more quickly here. As before we can use Jensen’s inequality and 
Proposition 4.2.10 to  arrive at
Qa(Za(()’) = Qa(ZaW) < Q x ( ' £ , A l e ' < x^ - - ’E A  + e’^ - ’£A‘) .
k = 1
Q a  ( ^ A qu e qX(Ls>'-q E *Sk =  'y^JQ \{ A q)eqX^ si‘ qExSk by independence.
fc=i k= 1
n t
=  Q a ( A » )  E  e<l^Sk -qE^Sk _ (4.14)
The term Q a(A 9) is guaranteed to be finite if P (A P) is: 
L em m a 4 .2 .14 I f  P (A P) < oo then Q a^*7) < oo. 
P roo f:
OO P (A p) +  P (A q) 2 P (A p)
m + 1 m + 1
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Taking expectations of both sides of (4.14), converting the sum to an integral and then using 
Fubini’s theorem gives:
nt ft
Qx(^2AqueqHsk~qExSk) =Q\(Ag) / 2rQx(eqH°-qExS^ ds
k= 1
=  2rQA(^49) [  e~(pEx~EpX^ s ds by (4.11).
Jo
Thus the condition P (A P) < oo in the first part of Theorem 4.2.13 means th a t Q a (^ a (0 9) 
be bounded if p E \  — Ep\  > 0, and it can be shown that with E \  =  |A 2 +  rm ,
p E \  — Epx > 0  ^  p \ 2/ 2 <  rm,
completing the proof.
□
4.3 The finite-type branching diffusion
We recall the branching diffusion from chapter 2. For a fixed n  € N we are given two sets of 
positive constants a ( l ) , . . . ,a(n) and r ( l ) , . . .  ,r(n ) and consider a typed branching diffusion 
in which the type of each particle moves as a finite, irreducible and time-reversible Markov 
chain on the set I  := { l , . . . , n }  with Q-matrix 0Q (B is a strictly positive constant tha t could 
be considered as the temperature of the system) and invariant measure 7r =  (7r(l), . . .  , 7 r ( n ) } .  
The spatial movement of a particle of type y is a driftless Brownian motion with instantaneous 
variance a(y), so th a t if (X u(t),Yu(t)) € R x I  is the space-type location of individual u at 
time t then we have
d X u( t )= a { Y u( t) )dB t
for a Brownian motion B t . Fission of a particle of type y  occurs at a rate r(y) to produce two 
particles at the same space-type location as the parent.
We define J  := R x I,  and suppose that the configuration of this whole branching diffusion 
at time t is given by the J-valued point process X t = { (^u(0>^u(O ) ■ u € N t } where N t is the 
set of individuals alive at time t. Let the measures : (x,y)  € IR2} on the filtered space
(fl.^oo, (Et)t>o) be such th a t under P x,y the initial ancestor starts at (x , y ) and X t becomes 
the above-described branching diffusion -  th a t is, we are supposing th a t (Pt)t>o is the natural 
filtration generated by the point process X t .
Using the ideas laid out in chapter 3 we can further extend these probability measures 
to get the probabilities {P x'y : (x,y)  e  J }  defined on (Pt)t>o> the natural filtration with a 
spine, under which the branching diffusion X t evolves according to the description given above, 
and where the spine is chosen uniformly so tha t the space-type location (CtyPt) of the spine 
behaves stochastically like any one of the single particles in the branching diffusion -  thus r)t 
is a Markov chain on I  with Q-matrix 6 Q and £t is a diffusion on R satisfying d£t =  a(rjt) dB t 
for a P-Brownian motion B t .
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We have already given a classical proof of the following theorem, and in this section will 
give a spine-based proof.
T h e o re m  4.3 .1  Suppose that A < 0.
1 . For every p  E (1,2] the martingale Zx is Cp-bounded provided that p E \  — EpX > 0. In fact 
this inequality holds for some p E (1,2] if  and only if  A E (A(0),O] (see Corollary 2.4-13).
2. Almost surely (under P),  Z x{oo) = 0  i f  A < A(6 ).
The question of what happens at the critical A =  A(9) is not considered, but based on the work 
by Harris [23] or Kyprianou [35] for BBM, we conjecture (but do not prove) th a t the martingale 
limit Z \{ oo) is null for A at the critical value.
Our spine approach means tha t we should like to make a change of measure with Zx (t) 
as the Radon-Nikodym derivative, as we did for BBM at Theorem 4.2.6. Here a pathwise 
construction could be made analogous to the one laid out for BBM in Definition 4.2.3, but we 
have seen the better alternative:
D efin itio n  4 .3 .2  For each A < 0 we define a measure (Q>^’y on ( T , T 0Q) via
e - t i R ( r , s ) d s 2n t x  R ( m )  d s e ^ t - E x t  ^ g )g . V
d P X'V vx (y)eXxTt
This Radon-Nikodym derivative is going to introduce drift to the spine via the martingale 
term vx (rjt ) eJo R(vs)dse\z t - E xt  ^ ^  we see jn following section. The other martingale term 
e~ Jo ds2 nt js a martingale for the Cox process n t tha t will increase the rate at which fission 
times occur on the spine -  see Kyprianou [35] for more details; the terms vx (y)~1e~Xx are just 
normalizing constants. A proof like tha t for Theorem 4.2.6 with the conditional expectation 
works here to give:
T h e o re m  4.3 .3  I f  we define Q^’y :=  Qa’^ I-^ oo* then Q*’y is a measure on J-qq and
Zx(t) Z x (t)
Tt Z x { o) vx (y)eXx'
f x V
d P x<y
4.3.1 The spine process { £ t , Vt )  under Qa
In the BBM model it was clear to see tha t the spine process received a drift under the 
measure Q; something similar happens here:
L em m a 4.3 .4  Under Qx the spine process (£t,Vt) has generator:
i pp. p  pi p
n xF ( x , y )  =  2 a ( y ) - f a j  + a (^)Afo: +  (4-16)
where Qx is an honest Q-matrix:
0QX(i , j )  = <
\  6 Q(i,i) + ~  E x + r(i)  i f  i = j  
with invariant measure irx = v\ir.
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f x v
d  p x . y at v\ ( y ) t
Thus under Qa the Q-matrix (generator) of r]t is changed, and the process G M is given an 
instantaneous drift of a{rjt )X. The form of this above generator can be obtained from the theory 
of Doob’s /i-transforms, due to the fact tha t on the algebra Qt the change of measure is given 
by:
( V t )  e/o‘ R{Vs) dsex^ ~ Ext. (4.17)eAx
which as we have noted is exactly the same as the single-particle change of measure (2.18).
The long-term behaviour under Qa of the spine diffusion £* can be retrieved from the 
generator (4.16) and the form for the derivative of E x stated in Theorem 2.4.9:
T h e o re m  4.3 .5  Under Q the long-term drift of the spine diffusion is
lim t - 'Z t  = E x .
t —* oo
P ro o f: From the generator stated at (4.16) we can write:
ft =  B  (^J a(T]s)ds^j + X J  a(rjs)ds,
where B ( t ) is a QA-Brownian motion. Then by the ergodic theorem and the fact tha t nx = vx7r: 
-*■ A ^ a (y )7 rA(t/) =  A a(y)^(y)vr(y) =  \ { A v x ,vx )n = E x .
y & I  y € l
□
Direct calculation from the definition of ca given in definition 2.4.10 gives E x =  —ca — Ac'a , and 
therefore t - 1 (£t +  cxt) —> —Acx , whence we have
C o ro lla ry  4 .3 .6  The critical value A(6 ) represents a crucial difference in the long-term be­
haviour of £t + cxt:
•  + cxt drifts off to +oo i f  A € (A(0),O];
•  +  c\ t  drifts off to — oo i f  X < X(9).
This second fact will be important in showing tha t the martingale limit is null when A < A(9).
Before moving on to our proof of Theorem 4.3.1, and just to drive home the point we state the 
pathwise construction of Q A:
• starting from position x, the original ancestor diffuses according to the generator (4.16);
•  at rate 2R(rjt) the particle undergoes fission producing two particles;
•  with equal probability, one of these two particles is selected to form the next node of the 
spine;
• this chosen particle repeats stochastically the behaviour of the parent;
• the other particle initiates, from its birth position, an independent copy of a P' branching 
Brownian motion with branching rate R(-).
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4.3.2 P roof of Theorem 4.3.1
P ro o f  o f P a r t  1 o f T h eo rem  4.3.1: Suppose p G (1,2], then with q p — 1 a slight 
modification of the BBM proof arrives at
p^y{zx{ty) = Ql'y(zxm  = Qx'y(zx(t)<)
< Qx y ( Y l v^ s^ qeqX^ ~ qE"Su) + Q x y ( M v t ) qe<lXCt- qE^ )
and the proof of £ p-boundedness will be complete once we show that this RHS expectation is 
bounded in t.
T h e  sp ine  te rm . It is always useful to first focus on the spine term, since we can change the 
measure with (4.17) to get
Q l ' y (v i(n t)qeq* ' ~ qBit)  = P x* ( v i ( nt),<e‘‘X>-'>E' t x
=  ( £ - ( r „ j ) .  (4.18)
Bearing in mind th a t rjt is a finite-state irreducible Markov chain and therefore ergodic, and 
given 7TX(y) =  vx (y)2n(y), the following result is immediate,
L em m a 4 .3 .7  In the finite-type model, for any X,p G the expectation 
is positive, bounded and convergent with
,‘25. ^  ^
W ith boundedness and convergence of ensured by the above lemma, it follows
from (4.18) th a t in the long term the growth or decay of the spine term is determined by the 
term e-(pEx-EpX)t
T h e  sum  te rm . We know that under the fission times Su on the spine occur as a Cox 
process -  th a t is, conditional on knowing rj, the times occur as a Poisson process of rate 2R(rjs). 
Therefore, if we condition on Qt which knows about r)s a t all times 0 < s < t we can transform 
the sum into an integral and use Fubini’s theorem:
K,!,( E  M v s J qeq^ - - qE^ ~ )
u<£t u<£t
= <£•» [ J ‘ 2R (V.)  ds)
=  f Q l - y (2R(n, ) v ^ n, ) " e ^ - - ' E^  ds. (4.19)
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The change of measure used in (4.18) can be used on the sum term in its integral form, 
j f  ds =  {R M  ^ ( > ? , ) ) e - <pE‘ - £- i)* ds
< K (p ,X ,y ) [  e~(pEx~EpX^ s ds
Jo
where
K (p ,X ,x ,y )  x s u p Q ^ ( 2R ( r > , ) ^ { f i , j ) ,  (4.20)
M y )  s>o '  Vp\ '
is finite by a simple adaptation of the above lemma since the birth rates R(-) are clearly 
bounded.
Having dealt with the spine term and the sum term, we have therefore obtained an explicit 
upper-bound, (if p E \  — E p\  ^  0)
P*'y (Zx ( t y )  < K ( p , X , x , y ) l E ^ E  ^ [l + e - ( r ^ - E p>)t\
and hence:
p E \  — E p\  > 0  => P x'y (Z \ ( t )p) is bounded for all t.
Together with the facts laid out in Lemma 2.4.13 this completes the proof of the first part of 
Theorem 4.3.1.
□
P ro o f  o f  P a r t  2  o f T h e o re m  4.3.1: For the second part we again use the spine term as a 
lower bound to Z\(t):
Zx(t) > vx(r]t)eX^ ~ Ext = vx (^ )e A(e‘+Cxt).
We aim to show th a t under Qx this spine term is almost-surely unbounded whenever A < A (0), 
leading to the result
lim sup Z* (£) =  oo, Q^-a.s.
t—► oo
which with Theorem 4.2.2 will imply
Zx( oo) =  0 P- a.s.
It was seen th a t as a consequence of Corollary 4.3.5, +  cxt —> — oo almost surely under Qx
whenever A <  A(0), and therefore
lim supuA (^)eA^ t+CA^  =  oo
t—* oo
because > minyejvx (y )  > 0. This concludes the proof of part 2.
□
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4.3.3 Random  family sizes
As we did for the BBM model earlier, we now consider extending our typed branching diffusion 
to allow a type-dependent randomness in the number of offspring tha t each individual produces 
of its own type when it undergoes fission. Thus we suppose tha t under the probabilities ;
(.x , y ) £ J}  defined on (Ft)t>o, if a type-iu particle undergoes fission then the number 1 +  A u 
of type-u; offspring it produces is distributed like a random variable 1 +  A(w) E { 1 ,2 ,...}  with
P(A(w) = i )  =pi(w),  i e { 0 , l , . . . } ,
and mean P (A(w ))  =  m(w). For the reasons seen in Lemma 4.2.14, we suppose th a t there is 
some p > 1 such th a t for each w € / ,
P(A (w )p) <  oo.
In the spine composition below we shall need to refer to the tilted distribution Q \(A (w )q) , and 
from Lemma 4.2.14 we know what this value is:
D efin itio n  4.3 .8  For p £  (1 ,2] and q = p  — 1 , we define
:= P {A ’ M ) + P m » ) ) '
m(w) +  1
The form of the martingale is unchanged by the random offspring numbers, but the rela­
tionship between v \  and E \  is altered to account for the average family size being m(w) when 
a fission occurs for a type-u; particle:
D efin itio n  4.3.9
N ( t )
Zy(t)
k = 1
where v \  is a strictly-positive vector on I  normalized so that (v \ , v \ ) 
satisfying
^ A 2A + 9Q + m R j v x =  E \ v x , 
in which m R  is the diagonal matrix
m R  =  diag[m (l)i2(l),m (2)i2(2),. . .  ,m(n)R(n)].
We have seen in three examples tha t for the change of measure (on sub-filtration ( T t ) t > o) to 
have Z\{t)  as its Radon-Nikodym derivative, we should expect the new measure to introduce 
three changes:
• it should affect the motion of the spine (6 )^*) in some way;
• it should increase the rate at which the fissions occur on the spine;
• it should cause the distributions of families produced from the spine to be size-biased. 
These three features will be brought about by three martingales.
(4.21)
=  1, and E \  6  IR
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L em m a 4.3.10
vx (r]t) eti  rnR{v°')daeXSt- Ext
is a P-martingale that will introduce a drift to the spine’s spatial motion and will change the 
Q-matrix (generator) of the spine’s type motion r]t.
L em m a 4.3.11
e- f*m R^.)da  ( l+ m (r]sv)) 
v<£t
is a P-martingale that will increase the rate at which fission times occur on the spine from 
R(r)t ) to (1 + m(T]t))R(rjt ).
L em m a 4.3.12
-|-r 1 + Ay
is a P-martingale that will cause the family distribution on the spine to be size-biased, so that 
under the new measure
Prob(A =  ») -  t 1 +  i )p*('is») i S  {0 ,1 ,- ..} .
Therefore we change the measure P  by the product of these three martingales -  for which some 
of the terms cancel:
D efin itio n  4 .3 .13 For each A < 0 we define a measure Qx’y on ( T , T 0G) via
f t  :=  n  (! +  ■4”) * (4.22)
g , »
d P x<y
Once again, a proof using the conditional expectation of this measure-change martingale con­
firms:
T h e o re m  4.3 .14  I f  we define Q^’y := then Q^’y is a measure on T 00 and
dQx'y _  Z\{t) _  Z\{t)
dP x<y Tt z *(°) v*(y)e\ x  '
The geometry of E \  is not significantly changed by the introduction of random offspring 
numbers, although A(6 ) will now be different. In fact, as far as E \  is concerned, the introduction 
of random offspring numbers acts just like a multiplying term on the birth rates R(y).
T h e o re m  4.3 .15 Suppose that A < 0.
1. For every p  £ (1,2] the martingale Z \  is Cp-bounded provided that p E \  — Ep\  > 0 .
2. Almost surely (under P), Z \ ( oo) = 0  if  A <  A(0).
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P ro o f  o f  p a r t  1: We quickly cover the main points since they are very similar to the previous 
proof for the binary-splitting case. The spine decomposition leads us to:
P ^ ( Z x( t y )  <  Q J » ( E
By conditioning on which nodes make up the spine £ and on the spine’s motion (information 
in Qt), we can replace the term A f  by its expectation:
u<£t U<€t
= ^ 2  M q(r]su)vx(risu)qeg^ Su~qExSu.
u<£t
Taking expectations again,
Qas ( E  =QJb( E
u<Ct u<£t
The remainder of the proof now goes through as before when we write this sum as an integral,
use Fubini’s theorem and change the measure like at (4.18):
ft
f  E  A^vs(risu)<le't>^ s^~clE>'s '1) < (max M q(i)) K(p , \ , x , y )  I e-(PE\~ Er*)* ds, 
\« s ,  ; v i € J  / Jo
where
K(p,  A, x, y) := eqXx VpX^  x swpQ°$ (2R(rja) — {Vs)) < oo
v\ {y)  s>o p '  vpX J
as at (4.20). Thus if p > 1 is such that P(A(w)p) < oo for all w € I  we know that M q(w) < oo
also, whence maXj€/ M q(i) < oo, and the growth of the sum term is once again dependent on
the term  e~(pEx~Ep^ t , completing the proof of part 1 . □
P ro o f  o f  p a r t  2: The fact tha t the geometry interprets random offspring numbers much as
it would handle an increase in the birth rates is plain to see in the way tha t the Q-matrix Qx 
is defined:
L em m a 4.3 .16 Under Qx the spine process (£t,Tjt ) has generator:
1 d^P d P
H x F { x , y ) =  -a ( y ) — - + a ( y ) \ —  + '^ 2 6 Q x (y , j )F (x , j ) ,  (4.23)
2 d x 2 dx j€l
where Qx is an honest Q-matrix:
( 0Q(i, j ) Vxft\ i f  i ^  jOQxii i) =  < ,
\  6 Q(i,i) + ^-a(i) -  E x + m ( i) r ( i )  i f  i = j
with invariant measure 7T\ = v\ ix.
The proof for the binary-splitting model easily adapts:
lim supZx(t) > lim supux(77t)eA^ t+Cx^ =  oo, if A < A(0).
t —*oo t —*oo
□
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4.4 A continuous-type branching diffusion
The preceding finite-type model was originally inspired by the model tha t we now turn to,
originally laid out in Harris and Williams [21]. In this model the type moves on the real line
as an Orstein-Uhlenbeck process associated with the generator
6 /  d 2 d  \
Qo := t;( tt'o  — y-x~ ), with 6  > 0 considered as the temperature,
2 \ a y J a y  )
which has the standard normal density as its invariant distribution:
4>(y) := (27r)- 3e- ^  .
The spatial movement of a particle of type y is a driftless Brownian motion with instantaneous 
variance
A(y) := ay2, for some fixed a > 0,
and fission of a particle of type y occurs at a rate
R(y)  := ry 2 +  p, where r ,p >  0 are fixed,
to produce two particles at the same type-space location as the parent (we consider only binary 
splitting). The model has very different behaviour for low temperature values (i.e. low 6 ), but 
most studies have considered the high temperature regime where 9 > 8r. Also, the parameter 
A must be restricted to an interval (Amjn,0) in order for some of the model’s parameters to 
remain in R, where
/ g - 8 r
min ' V 4a '
Generally, unboundedness in a model’s rates is a serious obstacle to classical proofs since they 
often depend on the expectation semigroup of the branching process, and unbounded rates 
tend to lead to unbounded eigenfunctions. Here this is the case, but the existence of a spectral 
theory for their particular expectation operator allowed Harris and Williams to get a sufficiently 
good bound in particular for a non-linear term (see Theorem 5.1 of [21]), and therefore to prove 
^-convergence of the martingale.
We use the same notation as previously Xt =  { (X u(t),Yu(t)) : u E N t}  to denote the point 
process of space-type locations in R x R, and suppose th a t the measures : (x,y)  e  R2}
on the natural filtration with a spine {Tt)t>o are such tha t the initial ancestor starts at (x , y ) 
and (Xt , (£t , r]t )) becomes the above-described branching diffusion with a spine.
4.4.1 The measure change
Although there are some significant differences, this model is similar in flavour to our finite- 
type model -  it was in fact the inspiration for tha t finite model. There is a strictly-positive 




where v \  and E x are the eigenvector and eigenvalue associated with the operator:
Q„ + \ \ 2 A(y) + R (y)< 
which is self-adjoint with respect to the inner-product defined as
/OOf(y)g(y)<f>(y) dy.
-oo
The eigenfunction v \  is in C2 {<jj) and can be found explicitly as
vx(v)  =  K xe*Z‘ ’
where
w  := 5 V'«2 - » ( 8 r  +  4aA2),
are both positive for all A G  (Amin, 0), and K a > 0 is just a normalizing factor: K \  =  ||e^* y2 H^1, 
which guarantees tha t
IKIU =  L
The eigenvalue E x is given by
£ r  =  *>+«v£ = * > + « ( * - § ) .  (4-24)
and it has been shown by Harris and Williams [21] tha t just as was the case in the finite-type 
model at Theorem 2.4.9,
^  =  \ { A { y ) , v l ) (j) = X(ay2 , v l ) (t) =
We again define the speed function c f  := —E x / A, and A(0) < 0 is the unique point (on the 
negative axis) at which cx hits its minimum -  further details are given in Harris and Williams 
[21]. Another im portant parameter is := \
As for the finite-type model, we can prove
Lem m a 4.4.1 On (Amin,0 )  the function c f  has just one minimum at the single point A(6 ), 
strictly increasing to +oo as A |  0; we define c( 6 ) := as this minimum value.
Furthermore, for each A G (A(0),O] there is some p > 1 such that p E \  — Ep\  > 0; on the
other hand, i f  A < A(6 ) there is no such p > 1.
We are going to use spines to prove the result first given by Harris and Williams [21] using 
a classical-style proof similar to the one we gave in section 2.5 for the finite-type model.
T heorem  4 .4 .2  Suppose that A G (Amjn,0).
1. Let p G (1,2]. The martingale Z \  is Cp-bounded i f  both p E \  — Ep\  > 0 and ptpf < il>p\-
2. Almost surely (under P), Z \ ( oo) = 0  i f  A <  A(0).
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We note tha t the appearance of the extra condition p will be explained as relating to 
the fact that, differently from the finite-type model, here we have to deal with the unbounded­
ness tha t can result from having an continuous type space.
Once again, for each A < 0 we define a measure <Q%y on (T,P.oo) via
f x y
d P x>y
so tha t with Q a := Q aI ^  w© have
dQk
:=  - 7 J0 ^ 2 n*^(>7.)eX^ • - £» ^  (4.25)vx (y)eXx
?'y Zx(t) Z\ { t )
d P x’y Z\(0) vx {y)eXx'Tt
The similarities between this continuous-type model and the finite-type model tha t it inspired 
continue, and under Q a:
•  the spine diffusion has instantaneous drift a r fA;
• the type process r)t has generator |  (Jp- — and invariant measure with density
<t>x{y) proportional to vx (y)(f)(y), which is to say tha t it is a N ( 0 , ^ - )  distribution;
• fission times on the spine occur at the accelerated rate of 2R(r]t)',
•  all particles not in the spine behave as if under the original measure P.
4.4.2 Proof of Theorem 4.4.2
P ro o f  o f P a r t  1 : Suppose p e (1,2]. Then using the spine decomposition with Jensen’s 
inequality and Proposition 4.2.10 we find,
P x’y (Zx {tY)  <  Q l  'y ^ v x (r j sJqeyX^ - yE^  + Q x'v { y x (rH)qe<l^ * - (lExt) .
U<£t
T h e  sp in e  te rm . On the algebra Qt the change of measure takes the form
=  UA(y)- 1e-Ax efo R^ svx {r]s)ex^ - E^ \TxV
d P x>y Qt
which we can use on the spine term to arrive at
Qa y ( vx(Vt)qeq^ t - qExi) = x f ^ ^ t ) ) e -(pE .-EpX)t (4 26)
'  J vx{y) p \ v px /




_  „qXx v p x ( V ) f  ^ 0 ,
vx (y)
J ‘ (m.V . )  d s .
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Bringing together the results for the sum and spine terms, we have an upper bound
P x’y (Zx (t)p) < x
vx\y)  y p \ v px j
+  j f  Q°p? (R (t) .)  d s ) .  (4.27)
Once again the role of p E \  — Ep\  > 0 is clear, but the new condition pipx < ip^x in part 1 of 
Theorem 4.4.2 is due to the term Qp’x{R(Vs) which could potentially be unbounded.
Harris and Williams have shown in [21] that under QpX , the random variable rjs has the 
normal distribution / Q( 1 — g 2^pa.s\ v
N \e~ p,pXSy  ^ 2e ----- 1) =: N (a, (3)
and from the known form of the eigenfunctions we have the explicit result:
— (»«)) =  r  (™ 2 d«. (4.28)
'  vp\ ' J^pX v 2 iror J — OO
which will be finite and bounded for all s > 0 if pipx — il>~x — < 0 ; here the term comes
from the term (2/? )_1 in the distribution of rjs . But
P^x ~ % x ~ ^ Y =  P^x ~  K x
and therefore the condition pipx < V>*x ensures th a t the expectation (4.28) stays bounded for 
all s > 0. Thus we deduce th a t with p G (1,2] and A e (Amin ,0) ,
p E \ — Epx < 0 and pipx < i/>*A implies P x,y(Zx(t)p) is bounded for all t > 0 ,
□
P ro o f  o f P a r t  2: The proof tha t we have seen in the finite-type model will work here un­
changed, since under Qx the spatial motion is
& =  B (^J a(T]s)ds^ + Aa J  r)*ds,
and the type process r]s has invariant distribution N(0, whence
t 1£t Xa9/2p,x =  E'x .
From the fact that E'x =  — cx — Ac'x , and Lemma 4.4.1 this implies that
t _ 1 ( 6  + cx i) -» -Ac'A > 0 





A large-deviations result for 
B B M
5.1 Introduction and outline of proof
Suppose tha t under a measure P  the process (£t)t>o is a Brownian motion in R. The large- 
deviations behaviour of is controlled by Schilder’s theorem, and in order to state this we first 
define a re-scaling of the paths down to the time-interval s G [0,1]:
D efin itio n  5.1.1 I f  (£t)o<t<T is the path in R followed over the time interval t € [0,T], then 
we define (£r (s))o<s<i to be a scaled-down version of this path:
f ( s )  := T - ' i s r ,
and refer to this £T as the time-T re-scaled path.
Such a scaling of the path is effectively equivalent to supposing th a t is a Brownian motion 
on [0 , 1] with variance 1 /V T ,  and in fact Varadhan’s proof of Schilder’s theorem (see [55]) deals 
instead with a Brownian motion on [0,1] whose diffusion coefficient is e > 0 under a measure 
Pe\ thus he considers e —► 0 rather than T  —» oo and we could say heuristically tha t his e is 
our \ /y /T .  In our choice of the re-scaling approach we are following the large-deviations work 
of Git [15].
We use the label CfO, 1] to refer to the set of all continuous functions on [0,1], and without 
losing generality we can suppose tha t under P  the Brownian motion starts a t the origin.
T h e o re m  5.1.2 (Schilder) There is a large-deviation principle for Brownian motion:
• Upper bound: I f  C is a closed subset of C[0 , 1] then
lim supT -1  logP(£T G C) < — inf 1(g) ,
T — oo 9€C
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• Lower bound: I f  V  is an open subset of C[0 ,1] then




i f  g € C[0 , 1] with g(0 ) =  0 has a square-integrable derivative; otherwise we define 1(g) — oo.
Now suppose tha t the R-valued point process Xt := {Au(t) : u  £ }t> is a branching
Brownian motion with constant branching rate r and binary-splitting, where N t is the set of 
individuals alive at time t. We can likewise define a re-scaling of the paths:
D efin itio n  5.1.3 For each T  > 0 and each u E  N t  with path X u : [0, T] —* R, we define the 
function on [0,1] to be the time-T re-scaled path:
X l  : (0,1] R, XZ(s) = T - l X u(sT).
We remember th a t the particle u is born at the time S u — au, and for times earlier than this 
we interpret X u(t) naturally as the spatial position of the unique ancestor of u tha t was alive 
at time t -  see Definition 3.1.2. As in previous chapters, we suppose tha t the probabilities of 
this BBM are { P x : x  E  K }  s o  tha t P x is a measure defined on the natural filtration ( T t )t > o  
such tha t it is the law of the process initiated from a single particle positioned at x.  W ithout
loss of generality we suppose that the initial ancestor of the BBM starts out at the origin, and
henceforth use P  to mean P°.
D efin itio n  5.1.4 We use Co[0,l] to mean the set of paths g E C [0,1] with g(0) =  0 whose 
derivative is square-integrable.
In this chapter we are going to prove the following theorem concerning the probability that 
the path of at least one of the many particles in the branching diffusion stays near to a given 
continuous function.
T h e o re m  5.1.5 There is a large-deviation result for the paths of a BBM:
• Upper bound: I f  C is a closed subset of C[0 ,1] then
lim sup T -1  \ogP(3u  E  N T : X ?  E C) < -  inf S(g), (5.1)
T — oo 9 £ C
• Lower bound: I f V  is an open subset of C[0 , 1] then
lim in fT " 1 logP(3u E  N T : X l  E V”) > — inf S(g), (5.2)
T —* oo g£ V
where
S (g) .=  |  suPwe[o,i] (icT \ 9 '(s ) 2 -  r ds) if  g E  Co[0,1],
I oo otherwise.
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This large-deviations result was proven by Tzong-Yow Lee [37], but he relied heavily on Frei- 
dlin’s previous work on rescalings of solutions of reaction-diffusion equations. Our proofs are 
based on spines, and offer much clearer, neater and independent proofs th a t can be generalized 
to cover many different types of branching diffusions -  in the following chapter we develop the 
ideas to deal with the typed branching diffusion originally studied in Harris and Williams [21].
Strictly speaking the above result is not a Large-Deviations Principle in the precise sense 
-  though we occasionally use this term in the following -  since the probabilities P(3u E  N t  '■ 
Xu  G •) do not combine additively but are only sufe-additive, and therefore cannot define 
a measure on C[0 , 1], For example, if we choose a large T  > 0 and define a set function 
P t  '■ C[0 , 1] —» [0 , 1] via
w ( A )  := P(3u € Nt  : X l  € A),
then it is clear th a t this is sub-additive:
VA, A i,  A 2 G C [0 ,1] with A  c  A\  U A 2 , p t (A )  < p t { A  1) +  P t{ A 2).
To see that it is not additive, consider the two sets A\  := {# E  £[0,1] : g(l) < 0} and 
A 2 := {g E  C[0,1] : g{ 1) > 0}, for which A\  U A 2 =  C [0,1]. Then when T  is large enough 
so tha t there are many Brownian particles in the BBM, we are very likely to find at least one 
particle has a path in A \  and at least one other in A 2 , to give:
P t { A i ) +  p t { A 2 )  ^ 1  +  1 ,
whilst p t ( A  1 U A 2 ) = 1 .
The above comments are included just to make it clear that in this part of the thesis one 
must be careful when referring to so-called ‘standard arguments’ from large-deviations theory. 
To reassure the reader, in section 5.6 we are particularly careful to give full proofs of the 
topological properties th a t we use -  but the reader can verify th a t the proofs we give closely 
mirror those given by Dembo and Zeitouni [12], which in fact depend only on this above property 
of sub-additivity a t two points: corresponding to our equations (5.24) and (5.27).
We note tha t for some paths g we shall have S{g) =  0 : for example if g(s) =  As with A2 < 2r. 
The large-deviations lower bound will then suggest that there is always a probability tha t a 
BBM path of this shape s present. In fact a much stronger result has been proven by Git [15] 
which essentially states th a t almost surely we can be sure to have not just one of these paths 
with S(g) = 0  present in the BBM but an exponentially growing number.
O u tlin e  o f p ro o f
As far as the topological issues in our arguments are concerned, the main reference is Dembo 
and Zeitouni [12]. It is known that the ^-neighbourhoods make up a base for the topology of 
C[0 , 1] induced by the metric ||/ | | := supwe[0il] |/(u ;) |.
D efin itio n  5.1.6 For a given g E  C [0,1] and 6  > 0 we define
M g )  ■= { / e C [ o . i ] : | | / - s l | < f } .
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as the 6 -neighbourhood around the function g.
We aim to prove Theorem 5.1.5 in two stages. First we use spine techniques to prove the 
following local results:
T h e o re m  5.1.7 For any fixed g G C[0,1] we have
lim lim supT -1  logP(=ki G N t  : G BjG?)) =  —S(g)] (5.3)
<5—0 t ^o o
lim lim inf T -1  logP(3u  G N t  • X J  E B<s(^)) =  ~S(g). (5.4)
<5—0 T —oo
For the local upper bound (5.3) we use the Many-to-One theorem to reduce the question to just 
the spine and then use Schilder’s theorem. Our proof of the local lower bound (5.4) is based
on getting an upper-bound for a new additive martingale for BBM, and we can illustrate the
principle behind this with the BBM martingale Z \( t)  defined at (4.1): the fact tha t dQ x/dP  =  
Z\( t)  on Tt  means that for a set F  G Tt
and therefore an upper-bound on the growth of Z \( t)  under Qa, (where it is a submartingale 
as we have seen) will here give us a lower bound for the probability P(F).  The main work 
of the local lower bound is therefore to define the correct martingale to give the appropriate 
new measure and to obtain a suitable upper-bound for it under this new measure -  here the 
techniques we developed in chapter 4 are very useful, and we comment tha t without the new 
spine approach that we lay out here, such lower-bounds of large-deviation probabilities are 
notoriously difficult.
A topological-type theorem from Dembo and Zeitouni means tha t these two local results 
imply the existence of (at worst) a weak LDP -  if we use this term also for the sub-additive 
probabilities of Theorem 5.1.5; this is just to say tha t the lower bound holds in full for any 
open set V  C C[0 , 1] but tha t the upper bound requires C  C C[0 , 1] to be closed and compact. 
Once Theorem 5.1.7 has been proved, in section 5.6 we use the Many-to-One theorem with the 
concept of exponential tightness for a single Brownian motion (the spine) to improve these local 
results to the full large-deviations statement of Theorem 5.1.5.
5.2 A local upper bound
T h e o re m  5.2.1 Let g G C[0,1]. Then,
lim lim supT - 1  log P(3u  G N t  : X ^  G Bj(p)) < —S(g). (5.5)
<5—0 t^o o
P roof: We first note that a monotonocity holds:
0 > lim supT -1  logP(3u  G N t  ■ X ^  G Bs(<?)) [ as <5 j  0.
T —oo
and therefore the 6  —> 0 limit (5.5) exists (though it could potentially be —oo).
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The probability that a single particle has a path near g is smaller than the expected number 
of such particles:
P(3u € N T -.Xl  6  8 ,5(9 )) < p (  £  1 { X?  € B j(s)}),
ueNt
and an application of the Many-to-One theorem 3.6.5 gives:
P (  1 W  e  »«(«)}) =  •P(e’'Tl U T S 8 , ( 9)})
u£Nt
= erTP (£ T € 8 , ( 9 )). (5.6)
If it is the case th a t g £ Co[0 , 1], so tha t its derivative is not square-integrable, then from the 
simple fact tha t the open set B ^#) is a subset of the closed ^-neighbourhood B ^g), we can use 
the above reasoning to deduce that
lim supT -1  logP(3tt £ N t  ■ X% £ B ^p)) < lim supT -1  \ogP(3u  £ N t  ■ X ^  £ B>s(g))
T —* 00  T —+ 00
< erTP ((T e U te )),
and an application of the upper bound in Schilder’s theorem to the right-hand probability will 
give us the correct result:
lim lim supT -1  \og P(3u  £ N t  '■ X ^  £ B 5 (g)) < r  — lim inf 1(g) = —00 =  — S(g).
<5-0 T —>oo s - t 0 g & 6 (g)
Therefore we can assume th a t throughout the following proof we have the more interesting case 
of <7 £ Co[0 , 1].
The reasoning that gave (5.6) can immediately be strengthened by the simple observation 
tha t if the rescaled path is near g throughout the whole interval [0 , 1], then it must be near g 
throughout all shorter intervals [0 ,iu], and a similar argument to the above would imply that 
for all w £ [0 , 1],
P(3<* € Nt : X^ € 8 5 (9 )) <  P(3u e  NT : |X j( s )  - 9 (s)| < 5,Vs e  (0 ,H )
< p ( J 2  l{ |X j ( s )  —9 (s)| < 6, Vs € [0,u>]})
■u€ Nt
= erwTP(\Cr (s) - s ( s ) |  < 5, Vs £ [0 ,w]). (5.7)
For g £ Co[0 , 1] it is clear tha t the supremum in the definition of the rate functional S(g) will 
be reached at some point w £ [0 , 1], whence
j-W |
S(g) = - r w  + j ' -g '( s ) 2 ds.
Choosing w =  w in (5.7) gives
lim supT -1  logP(3u  £ N t  ’■ X J  £ B ^#))
T  —>00
< rw + lim supT -1  lo g P (|£ T(s) — g(s) | <  <5,Vs £ [0,15]). (5.8)
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Since the spine diffusion is just a Brownian motion, Schilder’s theorem says tha t over the 
time interval [0 ,u>], its re-scaled path £T(s) will satisfy a large-deviations principle with rate 
functional I w(g) := |  f™ g'(s)2 ds, and therefore,
1
lim lim supT -1  lo g P (|£ T(s) — g(s)\ < S,Vs G [0,w]) =  —-  / g'(s)2 ds. (5.9)
<5->0 T - > o o  2 J0
Our local upper bound for the BBM now follows directly from (5.8) and (5.9):
1 f™
lim lim supT -1  logP(3u e N t  ’■ € ®<5(^)) < rw — -  / gf{s) 2 ds
<5->0 T —+oo 2 Jo
= S ( 9 ) .
□
5.3 A new m artingale ZgT for BBM
Let g € Co[0 , 1] be a fixed path; note tha t from here until Section 5.5 we must insist that the 
derivative g' is square-integrable, since otherwise the change-of-measure martingales cannot be 
defined.
Given th a t the spine diffusion is itself a P-Brownian motion, it follows tha t on the sub­
filtration (Qt)a<t<T,
CgT (t) : = e x p { J  g'T (s)d£s -  ^  ^ ( s ) 2 ds}, (5.10)
is a P-martingale, where
D efin ition  5.3.1 for any fixed T  > 0 and any function g E C [0,1] we define
9t ( s )  •= T g(s /T )  VS £[0 ,T ]. 
to be the time-T scaled up version of g.
This martingale (5.10) is well known from the Girsanov theorem, and when used to change the 
measure it will introduce a drift to the Brownian motion.
Likewise, the process n t which counts the number of fission times on the spine up to time t 
is a Poisson process of rate r and therefore
t ^  e~ri2 nt
is a P-martingale too which will increase the rate of n t from r  to 2r  if used to change the 
measure -  see Kyprianou [35].
We use the product of these two martingales to define a new measure:
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T heorem  5.3.2 For each T  > 0 we define a measure Qt  on the filtration (Pt)o<t<T
dQ^
d P
=  e 2n‘ x { gT(t). (5.11)
f t
Under the measure Qj- we can give a pathwise construction of the branching-diffusion X* over 
the time-interval t E  [0,T]:
• the spine diffusion (£t)o<t<T starts at 0 and diffuses so — grit)  is a Q^r-Brownian 
motion over the time interval t E  [0,T];
• at rate 2 r  the spine undergoes fission producing two particles;
• with equal probability, one of these two particles is selected to continue the spine;
• the other particle initiates, from its birth position, an independent copy of a P' branching 
Brownian motion with branching rate r.
We briefly recall th a t for the third point above, the two particles produced are born at the same 
location and are therefore spatially indistinguishable, but due to our use of the Ulam-Harris 
labelling scheme they are distinguishable according to the label tha t they carry. Therefore the 
idea of choosing a particle is really a question of choosing between labels.
As we have seen before, this change of measure gives us an additive martingale over the 
branching particles:
D efin itio n  5.3.3 For each T  > 0,
Z 9T (t) := e~rt ef° ST(s) d* u (s) - 3  fo <?r(s)2ds) 
u e N t
defines an additive martingale on the filtered probability space (T , Too, {Ft)a<t<r)- 
That this is really a martingale is due to the following:
T h eo rem  5.3.4 I f  we define Q9t := QgT|^ -T, thenQgr is a measure on the filtration (Ft)o<t<T 
and
— Z  (t)
P roof: It is clear from the definition of the conditional expectation tha t the change of measure 
(5.11) projects onto the sub-algebra T t as a conditional expectation: for t E  [0,T]
cIQt
dP
=  P ( e ~ r t 2 n t ( g T ( t ) \ F t ) .
T t
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Bearing in mind that 2n‘ =  n«<£t ^  we use the representation (3.4) we get
P ( e - rt2 nt(gT(t)\Ft) = P ( e ~ rt ^  e /o S T W ^ W - l / J s r W 2^  x 2 x l (6 =u)|jFt)
U&Nt v < u
= e~rt e ^ 9T(s)dX^s)-^f^g 'T(sfds  x JJ" 2 X P ( f t = u\Tt) 
ueNt v<u
— e-rt ^ 2  efo 9 'T(s)dXu(s)-± f* g'T(s)2da X J J  2 X jQ  -
u e N t v < u  v < u
=  e ~ r t  e-/o »T (s ) d^ « ( a ) - |  /„* g'T (s )2 ds  _  Z g r ( t ) .  
u£Nt
We note tha t in this above chain we used P ( f t = u\Ft) =  fliK u §> which is the case of (3.3) 
for binary-splitting. □
5.4 The growth of ZgT under Q9T
We are going to use the spine decomposition to get a good estimate of QT(Z9T(T)a) that we 
can use in Doob’s submartingale inequality.
T h e o re m  5.4.1 For each g 6  Co[0,1] and f or each a  G [0,1],
QT (Z9T (T)a) < eaS{9)Te?a2T fo9'(s)2 ds( 1 + 2rT)' ^  12^
P roo f: Since it is only the spine tha t is affected by the change of measure, the so-called spine
decomposition in which we condition on knowing the spine’s behaviour and fission times, is
exceptionally useful for dealing with the P-martingale:
QT{ZgT {T)\Qoo) = e ~ r T e f °  s ' A 3) ^ . - ^  / 0T [</rO>)]2 +  ^  e ~ r S u e ^  a 'A 3) / 0S“ [ s t ' ( s )12 d j» ,
u < £ t
(5.13)
We recall that the filtration Goo contains all information about the spine and the fission times 
S u th a t occur along it.
By definition, := — gr(s) for 0 < s < T  is a Brownian motion under Q t,  and
substituting
=  d£s +  g'T {s)ds, (5.14)
into (5.13) we arrive at:
Q t ( Z 9t ( T ) \ G oo)  = e ^ o T 9 T ( 3)2 d 3 ~ r T e fo  P r (s ) d£> ^  e h S o ” 3 t ( 3 ) 2 d s - r S u e / 0s ” g’T (s) d£s
u < £ t
=  e ( f o  y ' ( 3)2- r d3)T et f  g'T (3) d £ s +  ^  g ( i  S0S u / T W M ] 2 - r d , ) s u ^  g'T ( s ) d L
u < £ t
<  e ( suP™e[o,i] f 0W %9 ' ( 3)2 - r d s ) T  g'T ( s ) d £s +  ^  e / 0s “ g’T (s) d£s ^  ^
U < £ t
=  e s { g ) T  ( e f o T 9'T (3) d i s  +  ^ 2  M 3) d i s j  ( 5  1 5 )
u < £ t
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In the above we note th a t g'T (s) =  g'(s/T).
From the tower property, and since Qt  =  Qt  on F t ,
Q t ( Z s t (T )“ ) = ® r(Z „ (T )° )  = Q r ( Q r ( Z ST( r ) “ | e 00) ) ,
and the conditional form of Jensen’s inequality says tha t for a  G [0,1],
Q r(Z 3T( r ) “ |5oo) < Q r ( Z s r (T )|goo) “ .
Since the spine decomposition Q t(Z 5t (T)|£oo) is a sum, we can use the following result noted 
by Neveu [44]
P ro p o s itio n  5.4.2 I f  a  G (0,1] and u, v > 0 then (u +  u)Q < ua + v a .
Continuing from (5.15) these lead to
QT (ZgT(T)a) < eaS(3)T q T (ea So srW<J{. +  ^  ea ^ u S T W 4 j (5 16)
u<£t
Under the measure Q t ,  the process ( £ t ) o < t < T  is a standard Brownian motion, and therefore
eQ/oT9'T(s)dis-h<x2 I f  g'T(s)2ds
is a Qy-martingale on t G [0, T]. Evaluating this at the bounded stopping-times (5U : u < £t ) 
gives
QT (eQ/<f“ 9T(s)d^ )  =  QT (e5Q2/oSu <?r(s)2ds) < e3a2/oT Sr(s)2ds)
whence from (5.16) we obtain
QT (Z9T{T)a) < eaS^ Te ^ a2 So d° QT (l + nT).
We know that under the measure Qt  the births on the spine occur as a Poisson process with 
rate 2r, whence the expectation grows linearly in T :
Q t(1  +  tit) =  1 +  2 rT,
and we arrive at
Qt {Z9t (T)a) < eaSM T e*a* T f t g'W*da(l + 2rT).
□
T h eo rem  5.4.3 For each e > 0 ,
sup Z9T (s) < e(s’^ )+£ T^') —> 1 , as T  —► 0 0 . (5-17)
V5 € [ 0 , T ]  7
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P ro o f: First of all, for each a  £ [0 , 1], a proof very similar to tha t given in Theorem 4.2.9 
implies tha t ZgT(t)a is a submartingale on t £ [0,T], and we now prove a probability bound 
on its growth.
The estimate (5.12) works well with Doob’s submartingale inequality: for any small e > 0 
and for any fixed T  > 0,
Q t (  sup Zx {s) > e(s(5)+£)T) = Q t (  sup Zx (s)a > ea (5 (s)+£)T) < •
Vse[0,T] '  VsS[0,T] '
Using (5.12) this gives
Q t (  sup Z 9T (s) > e (S(g)+£)T\ < e ( a t i * 9' ^ ds- e) aT (l + 2rT).
^se[o,T] '
Bearing in mind th a t f*  ^g '(s ) 2 ds is just a finite number, we can choose a  > 0 small enough 
so tha t a  f*  ^g '(s ) 2 ds — s < 0 , whence the exponential decay dominates the linear growth in 
the above, and we have proven that
Q t (  sup Z9t (s) > —> 0 , as T  —> oo.
Vse[o,T] '
□
5.5 A local lower bound
We note that in the case of the lim inf we do not deal immediately with the limit as 5 —► 0, 
since without the monotonicity tha t we had for the lim sup we do not a priori know that the 
limit exists.
T h eo rem  5.5.1 Let g £ C[0 , 1]. For any fixed 6 > 0 ,  we have
lim inf T " 1 logP(3u £ N T : £ Btf(p)) > -S (g ) .  (5.18)
T  —+oo
P roof: First we note tha t if g is not in Co[0,1] then S(g) =  oo and the result holds trivially. 
Therefore we assume that throughout we have g £ Co[0 , 1].
Importantly, the event we are considering is jF^-measurable, and on this a-algebra the 
change of measure is carried out by ZgT, as stated in Theorem 5.3.4. Therefore,
P(3u  e  Nt  : X l  e  B ,(j)) =  Q r ( — J - - ;  3u e  NT : X ?  g Bs (s )) . (5.19)
The upper bound tha t we have derived for Z g T  will now serve as a lower bound for 1 / Z 9t (T ), 
so th a t for any e > 0 ,
P(3u  6 Nt : X l  S Bjfe))
> e '(s(s)+*)-rQT ( sup z ,„(s )  < c(s,5)+' )T; e  NT : X l  6 Ks(g))
Ks£[0 ,T] '
> e - ( S { 9 )+s ) T ^ J  s u p  Z g T { s ) < e ^ ^ T - e  ^  '
Vs € [0 ,T ]
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Since — g(s) is a Q^-Brownian motion on [0,1] with diffusion coefficient l / \ /T ,  it follows 
tha t
Qt (£T € B*(p)) -> 1, as T  —> oo, 
and this combines with the result of Theorem 5.4.3 to give:
Q t (  sup Z9T(s) < e(5(5)+e)T; £T £ B5 (gj) -» 1, as T  0 0 . 
vse[o,r] 7
Thus from (5.20) we have
lim inf T -1  log P(3u  £ N T : X I  £ B ^ ) )  > - S ( g ) - e
T  —»oo
which proves (5.18) since e was arbitrary. □
C o ro lla ry  5.5.2 For each g £ C [0 ,1] we have
lim lim inf T " 1 logP(3u € N T '■ X *  € Bs (g)) = -S (g ) .  (5.21)
8—>0 T  —>oo
P roof: The case where <7 ^ Co[0 , 1] is immediate from the above, and therefore we assume that 
g £ Cq[0, 1]. We have proved Theorem 5.2.1 which can be interpreted as saying tha t for each
5 > 0 there is an £5 > 0 such that
- S (g )  + £ 5  > lim supT -1  logP(3u  £ N t  ■ £ Bs (g)),
t —KX>
with £<5 — 0 as 6  —> 0. Now a trivial inequality between the limsup and liminf combines with
this and with the lower bound of Theorem 5.18 to give
-S (g )  +£s > lim supT -1  logP(3u £ N t  : £ Bs(g))
t —* 00
> lim inf T -1  log P ( A ^ 5) > -S (g ) ,
t —* 00
which implies tha t the <5 —> 0 limit exists also for the lim inf. □
Together with Theorem 5.2.1 we have now completed the proof of the local limit result Theorem 
5.1.7.
5.6 Improving the ‘weak’ large-deviations result
As mentioned, the local results of Theorem 5.1.7 and the fact tha t the ^-neighbourhoods B ^g) 
form a base for the topology of C[0 , 1] means tha t we have at least a weak large-deviations result: 
the lower bound of Theorem 5.1.5 holds, but the upper bound is proven only for compact sets 
(as opposed to closed sets). The main ideas for the following proof of this come from Theorem 
4.1.11 of Dembo and Zeitouni [12].
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T h e o re m  5.6.1 The local results of Theorem 5.1.7 imply that the upper bound of our main 
result Theorem 5.1.5 holds certainly for all C  C C'fO, 1] that are closed and compact:
lim su p T " 1 l o g P(3u  € N t  : X% G C) < -  inf S(g),
T  —oo s e c
whilst the lower bound holds in full for all open subsets V  C C[0,1]:
lim inf T " 1 logP(3u  G N T : X l  G V) > -  inf S{g).
T —> oo g £ V
P ro o f: F irst of all we consider the lower bound. The open 5-neighbourhoods (B ^g ) : g G  
> 0 } form a base for the topology of C[0 , 1] which we shall call A.  Therefore if 
y  C C[0 , 1] is an open set then for each g € V  we can be sure that for some small enough 5 > 0 
we shall have g G Bs(g) C  V,  and therefore
lim inf T " 1 logP(3u  G N t  ■ X ^  G V) > liminf T " 1 logP(3u G N t  '• G
T  —>oo T —*oo
Furthermore, since the 5-neighbourhoods sit inside one another as 5 —» 0 we actually have a 
limit result which combines with result (5.21) to say that for each g G V:
lim inf T " 1 logP(3u  G N t  ■ X J  G V) > lim lim inf T " 1 logP(3u  G N t  '• X J  G B^(p)) =  — S(g).
T —*oo 8 —»0 T —*oo
Since this holds for all g G V  it will hold for the supremum:
lim inf T " 1 logP(3u  G N t  ■ X ^  G V) > sup —S(g ) =  — inf S(g),
T - > o o  g e y  g e V
concluding the proof of the lower bound.
For the upper bound we use a finite-covering argument: supposing th a t C C C[0 , 1] is closed 
and compact we shall cover it with a finite number of open sets from A  to deduce the result. 
Theorem 5.5 states th a t
lim lim supT -1  logP(3u  G N t  '■ X J  G  B j^ ))  =  — S(g).
5—0 T —oo
Since each open set A  G  A  contains at least one 5-neighbourhood, this result implies that 
inf lim supT -1  logP(3u G N T : X% G A) = -S (g ) ,
{ A € A , g £ A }  T —k x >
and for the following argument we re-arrange this as
sup [ - l im s u p T -1  logP(3u  G N t  ' X% G A)1 =  S(g). (5.22)
{ A e A , g e A }  L T —oo J
If we choose and fix 5 > 0 and define
S s(g) := m in{ ,% ) -  5,1/5},
then for each g G C[0,1] the above (5.22) implies tha t there is some open set Ag G A  (which 
may depend on 5) such tha t
- l im s u p T -1  logP(3u e N T : X% G Ag) > S s (g). (5.23)
T —oo
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For the given compact set C  we can extract a finite cover from the covering U ge c ^ 5 > which 
we denote {ASl, . . .  A9n }; then by the sub-additivity property discussed earlier in this chapter 
we have
n
P(3u  € JVT : X l  € C) <  £  € N t  : X l  e  A g, ). (5.24)
i= 1
Here we are dealing with a finite sum and can use a standard result of Laplace on the growth 
rate of finite sums of exponentials (see Dembo and Zeitouni’s Lemma 1.2.15):
lim supT -1  logP(3u  G N t  '■ X J  G C) < max lim supT -1  logP(3u  G N t  '■ X ^  G AgJ .
T  —>00 i = l , . . . , n  r — oo
From (5.23) we have
lim supT -1  logP(3u e N T : X l e A 9i)<  - S 5(9i)
T  —*oo
and therefore
lim supT -1  logP(3u  6  TVr : X% € C) < — min S 6(gi) < — inf S s (g).
T —>oo i = l , . . . , n  p e C
The proof of the upper bound is completed by considering the limit as <5 —> 0. □
It is clear how the compactness property was the connecting link between the local properties 
of Theorem 5.1.7 and the above weak large-deviations result. We now wish to improve this to 
get the full large-deviations result of Theorem 5.1.5, and a neat way to do this is to use a 
property of measures known as exponential tightness. This approach is particularly suitable for 
spines since the question of exponential tightness of the BBM probabilities can be reduced to 
th a t of the plain Brownian-motion probabilities, by the Many-to-One theorem.
D efinition  5.6.2 A family of probability measures { p t }  on a set X  is said to be exponentially
tight if  for each a  < oo there exists a compact K  C X  such that
lim supT -1  logp t (K C) < —a,
T  —*oo
where K  ^ denotes the set complement.
We recall without proof a standard result th a t on the set of paths C[0,1], the measures
P ( £ t€ A ) ,  for A c  C[0,1],
concerning the paths of a single Brownian motion £t  are exponentially tight; a remark to this
effect can be found on page 120 of Dembo and Zeitouni.
Theorem  5.6.3 The fact that the above path-measures of a single Brownian motion are ex­
ponentially tight implies that the (sub-additive) measures {P (3u G N t  • X £  G • ) } T>0 for the 
branching Brownian motion are also exponentially tight.
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Proof: For any set K  C  C[0,1], we have an expectation bound that combines with the Many- 
to-One property to give:
P(3u £ N t -.x Z 6 K c) < P ( J 2  6 K ° } )  =  erTP(ZT e  -KC).
whence
lim supT -1  logP(3u G TVy : G  K C) < r  +  lim supT -1  logP(£T G K C). (5.25)
T —fOO T —k x )
Let a  < oo be given. Since the spine is a Brownian motion, for which it is known that the
probabilities P (£T G • ) are exponentially tight, we can find some compact K  C  C[0,1] such
that
lim sup T -1  log P(£t  G K C) < — r — a,
T  —>oo
and therefore from (5.25),
lim supT -1  logP(3u e N T - . X ^ e K c)<  - a .
T — oo
□
Dembo and Zeitouni [12] state at Lemma 1.2.18, that when an exponentially tight family of 
measures satisfy a weak LDP then in fact the LDP holds in full. For completeness we state 
their proof as it applies to our particular context:
T heorem  5.6.4 The weak LDP result of Theorem 5.6.1 together with the exponential tightness 
proven in Theorem 5.6.3 imply that the large-deviations result Theorem 5.1.5 of this chapter 
holds in full.
P ro o f: The lower bound of Theorem 5.1.5 is exactly the same as th a t proven in the weak 
version of Theorem 5.6.1 and therefore here we are only looking to extend the upper bound of 
Theorem 5.6.1 for closed and compact sets to hold for the large class of all closed sets. That
is, we want to show th a t for each closed subset C  C C7[0,1] we have
lim supT -1  logP(3u  G N T : X j  G C) < -  inf S(g). 
r -o o  aec
From the fact th a t we have exponential tightness of the probabilities, we know that there is 
some compact subset K  C  C [0,1] such that
lim supT -1  logP(3u  G N T : X j  G K c) < -  inf S{g)\ (5.26)
T —>oo 9 & C
we point out th a t we have just taken a  — infpgc S{g) in Definition 5.6.2. The covering of C  as 
C  =  (C n  K )  u  (C  n  K c) c  (C  n  K )  u  K c, 
together with the sub-additivity property of our probabilities gives
P{3u  G N t  : X j  G C) < P(3u  G N T : X j  G C  n  K )  +  P(3u  G N T : X J  G K C). (5.27)
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Now we are in a position to apply the ‘weak’ upper bound of Theorem 5.6.1 to the compact set 
C  n  K  to obtain
lim supT - 1  logP (3u  G N t  ■ X ^  G C  n  K ) < — inf S(g) < — inf S(g).
T —too  g e C n K  g e e
Applying the simple Laplace bound (Dembo and Zeitouni Lemma 1.2.15 as mentioned previ­
ously) to this above and (5.26) we obtain the desired result:
lim supT -1  logP (3u  G N t  '■ X ^  E C n K )
lim su p T -1  logP(3u G N t  ■ X ^  g C ) <  m axi T->°° 1
t -*oo I lim supT - 1  logP(3u  G N t  ’ X ^  G K  ) J
T  —>00
< -  inf S(g).
g €  C
□
This concludes the proof of the main result of this chapter, Theorem 5.1.5. We however include
a final brief section on the rate function S(g) for BBM.
5.7 A brief discussion of S(g)
S(g) has been defined earlier as
S (g ) .=  /  suPty£[o,i] ( f o  M s)2 ”  r ds)  if 9 G Co[0,1],
I oo otherwise.
In this section we give short proofs that this S(g) is actually a so-called good rate function. 
Such facts were proven in Lee’s [37] by arguments involving more heavy analytic estimates.
T heorem  5.7.1 S(g) is a good rate function. This is to say two things:
• it is a rate function, which is defined as stating that it is non-negative and that its level
sets {g G C[0,1] : S(g) < a}  are closed subsets of (7[0,1] fo r each a;
• it is a good rate function, which means that its level sets are actually compact subsets of
C[  0, 1].
The ideas used in the following come from Dembo and Zeitouni [12].
Proof: First of all we trivially have S(g) > 0 for all g G C[0,1]. Let a  > 0 be given. If 
S(g) > a  then from (5.22) which says
S(g) = sup [— lim supT -1  logP (3u  G N t  ■ X J  G A)1
{ A € A , g € A }  *■ T -*oo -I
it follows th a t there is an open neighbourhood A  G A  of g for which
— lim sup T -1  log P (3u  G N t  ■ X ^  G A) > a.
T —too
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This would therefore imply from (5.22) tha t for each /  G A we also have 
S ( f )  > — lim supT -1  logP(3u € N t  : X J  G A) > a,
T  —*00
which is to say tha t 5 ( / )  > a  for all /  € A. Hence the set {g : S(g) > cn} is open and S  really 
is a rate function.
To prove tha t S  is a good rate function we use the lower bound of our large-deviations result 
together with the property of exponential tightness which says tha t for any given a  there is 
some compact subset K  C C [0,1] for which
lim supT -1  logP(3u e N T : X ^ e  K C) < - a .
t —oo
At the same time, since K c is an open set we can apply the lower bound to get 
lim inf T -1  logP(3u  e  N t  ■ X J  G K c) > — inf S(g).
T -»  00 g € K D
These two together force
inf S(g) > a,
g € K c
from which we deduce that [g : S(g) < a}  C K . The level set is therefore a closed subset of a 
compact set K , whence it too is compact, and whence S  is a good rate function. □
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Chapter 6
Large deviations for the H W  
m odel
6.1 Introduction and statem ent of result
We are going to use our spine techniques to prove an important large-deviations lower bound 
for the typed branching diffusion th a t we have already considered in section 4.4. We briefly 
remember tha t in this model, under a measure P, the type Yu(s) of a particle moves on the 
real line as an Orstein-Uhlenbeck process OU(0, | )  associated with the generator
0 /  d  \
Qe := 2 ( d t f  ~  Vd i )  ’ f° r S° me fiX8d 6 > ° ’
whilst the spatial motion X u(s) of a particle of type Yu(s) = y is a driftless Brownian motion 
with instantaneous variance
A(y) := ay2, for some fixed a > 0,
and fission of a particle of type y occurs at a rate
R(y) := ry2 +  p, where r ,p >  0 are fixed,
to produce two particles at the same type-space location as the parent.
The precise form of the following result is motivated by the work carried out in Harris and 
Git [25], which we discuss in section 6.2. Actually, the spine techniques we use in proving 
this theorem do naturally give a much stronger result where particles not only arrive at the 
space-type location (0t, Ky/t) at time r ,  but are known to have stayed near a specific space-type 
path throughout the whole time interval [0 ,r]. We state this stronger result as Theorem 6.3.2, 
and here give the weaker form as it is required by the work of Harris and Git [25]:
T h eo rem  6.1.1 Let r  > 0 be fixed, and let 0, k  G K with 0  < 0 be given and fixed too. Then, 
for large t, the probability that at least one of the branching particles will be near (0t, Ky/t)
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at time r  (given that the original ancestor was at the space-type origin) has a large-deviations 
lower bound: for all 6,6' > 0 ,
lim inf t -1  logP ^3u  € N T : |A u(r) — 0t\ < St, | T u ( t )  — « \/i | < S 'V tj >  —  0(/?, k ) ,
where
k2 v '6(6-8 r ) ( a 2K*+4002)
1 — T  AM '
We note that as explained by Harris and Git, and as our spine proof will make clear, this 
lower-bound of —©(/?,/c) is not exactly optimal and can be marginally improved to a rate of 
—J ( t ) ,  to be defined shortly; but anyway we would have —J ( r ) [ —Q(/3,k) as r  —► oo, and 
therefore for the work of Harris and Git there is not a real loss in the lower bound of —©(/?, k). 
As far as an upper bound is concerned, as is typically the case in large deviations it is generally 
easier to obtain than the lower bound. Here we could use the Many-to-One theorem to carry 
this out much like we did for the case of BBM in the previous chapter.
The principle behind the proof of the lower bound is to design new measures Qt for the 
branching diffusion such th a t under Qt one of the particles (the spine) will follow a specific 
space-type path to arrive at the point {(dt,Ky/i). Our theory laid out in chapter 3 will allow 
us to explicitly find the Radon-Nikodym derivatives (martingales) of these new measures with 
respect to the original measure P, and using the spine decomposition together with Doob’s 
submartingale inequality we shall show that the growth rate of these martingales under Qt is 
exactly the correct rate for the large-deviations.
In the next section we discuss the results of Harris and Git [25] in order to give a context to our 
work. The following section 6.3 contains a heuristic discussion of the large deviations for the 
model, and can be considered as the motivating arguments behind the choice of a martingale 
tha t will be used to carry out a change of measure. In section 6.4 these strictly-positive 
martingales Zt are defined in terms of specific paths that our heuristics will have suggested, 
and we use the spine decomposition to get a good upper-bound on their growth in the new 
measures Qt tha t they can define as Radon-Nikodym derivative (they become su&martingales 
for the new measure). This upper bound on Z t under Qt then gives us our lower bound for the 
P-probability of Theorem 6 .1 .1 , in the final section 6.5.
6.2 R eview  of the Harris and Git alm ost-sure result
We summarize the main results from Harris and Git [25] to show how Theorem 6.1.1 fits into 
the picture. Work on almost-sure large-deviations results for this typed branching-diffusion 
actually began in the paper by Harris and Williams [21], and are continued in Harris and Git 
[25] where they proved that if we define a counting function
N t( l)  = 1 (*«(*)< "70
ueNt
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for each 7 e  R, then the limit
lim t -1  log Nti'y) =  A (7 )
t —* 00
exists almost surely and is finite for all 0 < 7  < c(9), for the constant c(9) defined in section 
4.4 at lemma 4.4.1; in the case tha t 7  > c(9) the limit is —00 since no particles will be near 
such a spatial ray at large times. In other words, this result says tha t we almost-surely have 
exponential growth in numbers of particles following close to spatial rays tha t are not too steep. 
For later reference we state that
a (7) = Js(>“fni0){£ r  +  *7} =  P + j  -  i  v '» (« -8 r ) ( l+ 4 7 »/(«<*)),
where E ^  6  M is the eigenvalue defined at equation 4.24, and
c{9) = sup{7 : A(7) > 0 } =  ^ 2a ( r  +  p + 2^ r_+g^  ) .
The work of Harris and Git [25] aims at improving this to obtain the almost-sure rate 
of growth in numbers of particles at certain spatial and type positions at large times. They 
define the following function tha t counts how many particles occupy a particular region in the 
type-space domain:
N t ( 7 ,« )  :=  ^  - i t i Y u i t ) 2 >  K2t } .
u e N ( t )
Harris and G it’s work is directed at proving the following almost-sure result:
T h e o re m  6.2.1 Under each P x'y law, the limit
Dfiy,K) := lim t _1 logiVt (7 , k)
t —* 00
exists almost-surely and is given by
£ > ( 7 , K) = (  A ( 7 ’ k )  ^ A ( T - k ) > 0 -
1 —00 otherwise.
Here,
A ( 7 , k) =  +  A7  -  kV J } ,  (6.1)
=  p +  ^ ----------- \/Q{Q — 8r)(4a9'y2 + a2(9 +  k2)2).
6.2.1 The almost-sure upper bound
The earlier work of Harris and Williams [21] showed that there are two strictly-positive mar­
tingales Z~fi and Z *  defined as
N ( t )
k=l
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where vx and are strictly positive eigenfunctions of the self-adjoint operator ^A2A + R  + Qg, 
with corresponding eigenvalues E x < E x . The explicit form for these eigenfunctions is
v\ ( y )  = e^ y2
where ipx := |  ±  for a positive parameter fj,\, and are both positive for all A G (Amin, 0).
A common theme is to overestimate indicator functions by an exponential, since it is often the 
case th a t this will bring in one of the martingales of the model: for A G (Amjn, 0),
N ( t )  N ( t )
]P l{ X j f c ( t )  <  - 7 t ,Yk(t)2 > K2t}  <  ^ e x p { ^ f ( y rfc( i)2 - « 2t)}exp {A (A 'fc(t)-f 7*)}
i fc=i
=  e~x^ - c^ tZ i ( t ) e {E^ +x (6 .2)
(Importantly for this, the parameter i^x is positive and A is negative; the functions cx and 
are defined as cx E x / ( —A).)
The expression for A (7 , k) as a Legendre-conjugate -  see (6 .1) -  explains why A(7 , k) relates
to (6.2) above: by choosing A at the infimum we get
N t {7 ,«) < (6.3)
We remember th a t N t (7 ,«;) takes only integer values, and a separate theorem by Harris and 
Git states that
lim supe-A c^^ -CA^ZjJ'(t) < 0, for each A G (Amjn,0).  (6.4)
t—+00
Thus if A (7 , k) < 0 we deduce that almost surely
A t (7,K ) =  0, eventually,
whence lim ^ o o  t ~ l lo g A t(7 ,/c )  =  —00, as required.
On the other hand, if A(7 , k) > 0 , (6.3) and (6.4) immediately imply that
lim t~ l log At (7 , k) < A(7 , k).
t —*oo
□
6.2.2 A two-phase mechanism for the lower bound
For their proof of the almost-sure lower bound of Theorem 6.2.1, Harris and Git propose 
an explicit mechanism by which a sufficient number of particles will obtain a position near 
(7 T, ka/T) in the type-space domain at large times T. It is made up of two phases:
th e  long tre a d : Over a long period [0 , t], taking up nearly all of the time, a large number of
particles will drift spatially with speed ^0 /(6  +  k2) -  as if their type has had a modified 
occupation measure, as described by Harris and Williams [21];
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th e  sh o r t  clim b: Following this, over a short period of time [t, t +  r] with r  a fixed small
time (r  <  i), each of the particles from this group will have a small probability of further 
rushing to the large type position Ky/l whilst additionally gaining {7 /c2/ ( 0  +  k2 )} t  in 
spatial position.
They have shown th a t the combination of these two phases will present us with sufficiently 
many particles at the space-type position (7 T, kV T )  at the large time T  =  t +  r ,  concluding 
their proof of Theorem 6.2.1 -  we refer the reader to their work for further details. Theorem
6 .1.1 th a t we are going to prove makes up the short climb phase.
6.3 Large-deviations heuristics
We suppose th a t the number r  > 0 is given and fixed; all our large-deviations results in this 
chapter will be considered as occurring over the fixed time-interval [0, t]. We here present 
some arguments concerning the large-deviations behaviour of the branching diffusion which the 
reader should take just as the intuition behind our later rigourous proofs.
By definition, under the measure P  (=  P°'°) the spine (£s,r]s) satisfies
Q
dr)s = V9dBs -  -r]sds, and d£s =  y/aqa dWs,
for two independent P-Brownian motions B s and Ws. In the previous chapter we used the 
re-scaling of Definition 5.1.1 to effectively give the Brownian motion a variance of l/y /T ,  suit­
able for a large-deviations analysis. Here the scaling is slightly different since we are always 
considering processes over the time-interval [0 ,r]; observing that for any t > 0 ,
'h l = Ve
d B s e Hi. d s, and d ' k ' =  \fa 'd Ws
.V t. . y / i . ~  2 .y/t. t .y/t. . y/t .
we see tha t it is appropriate to work with the re-scaled spine (Cs/t,r)3/V t)  since in this way we 
obtain a variance coefficient of 1 /y/t on the driving Brownian motions.
D efin itio n  6.3.1 For each t > 0 we define
Cl ■= Cs/t, and rfs := r)s/V t ,  
and call (Cl^vl) the re-scaled sp ine. We note that under P  we have for s € [0,r]:
d tf  =  ^ d B ,  -  6- V‘,d s , and d £  =  ^ d W „
for two independent P-Brownian motions B s and Ws .
Suppose tha t we are given two paths: a type-path y : [0,r] —> R  and a spatial-path x  : [0,r] —» 
M. Standard theory for a two-dimensional diffusion will deal with the large-deviations of the re­
scaled spine (Cl,vl), and on a heuristic level it states tha t the probability of the type-diffusion
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rfs closely following y and the space-diffusion £* closely following x is roughly
exp( - ^ /  {i ‘ + \ v^ ds- \ S 0 s | ds) ’ (e-5)
for large enough t.
Given our work on the large-deviations principle for branching Brownian motion, one would 
make the reasonable guess that the probability th a t at least one of the re-scaled branching 
particles (X u{s)/t,Y u{s)/y/t) follows the type-path ys and space-path x s closely over the time 
interval [0 , r] is roughly
expR sx, t(f R*+R 2+iS - ^  as>- h }-
when t  is large. By standard optimization arguments (see Harris and Git [25] for example) 
this implies tha t the probability of at least one of the re-scaled branching particles being near 
the space-type position (/?, k ) at a fixed time r  (which is also the event that the non-rescaled 
particles arrive near ((3t, K y / t )  of course) should be roughly
exp{ “ “ „sX ] [ ( i  R * + R 2+^ - r!,?ds> ' H } ’ (6-6)
when t  is large, and where the infimum is taken over all paths x ,y  £ satisfying
y(0) =  0, y(r) = k , x(0) =  0, x(r) = (3. (6.7)
This is typical in a large-deviations setting: although there are many possible trajectories that 
the (re-scaled) particles could travel along to get to a position (/?, k), the dominant number will 
have followed optimal paths.
Although the preceding arguments have been presented as if one is free to choose any paths 
x  and y, we note th a t if ys =  0 when x s /  0 then a rigourous approach to these arguments
x 2may have problems with the term in (6 -6 ) ~ the heuristics are not really problematic if 
we interpret this as saying tha t the probability is e~°° = 0 . On an intuitive level this is an 
expression of the fact tha t to have ys = 0 equates to turning off the Brownian variance in the 
spatial diffusion which in turn would imply tha t no spatial progress is possible and therefore 
x s =  0 should be expected.
Harris and Git [25] state tha t for any given type-path y, the optimal space-path x  for (6 .6 ) 
under the constraint x (r) =  (3 will always be given by
x s =  A f  ay^dw , for s £ [0,r], (6 .8 )
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for some value A £ HL Briefly, their arguments rely on the fact tha t in the definition of our 
model the spatial diffusion X u(s) of the branching particles can be seen as a time-changed 
Brownian motion where the time scaling is determined by its type process Yu (s):
for a Brownian motion B(-). A measure change that introduces a linear drift of A to this 
Brownian motion will give
X u(s) = B ^ J  aYu(w)2 dw'j +  x j  aYu(w)2 dw,
where B(-) is a Brownian motion under the new measure -  this clearly relates to (6 .8 ). Linear 
drifts are the optimal path (in a large-deviations sense) for a Brownian motion to be at a given 
point at a given time, and the constraint x(r) = (3 for our problem will determine the value of 
A in terms of the type-path y :
A =  J 2 . ■ (6.9)
a J0 yi&s
Thus for the event being considered in Theorem 6 .1 .1 , the spatial-path x  is determined 
uniquely by (6 .8 ) together with (6.9). Therefore an equivalent statement of our large-deviations 
is th a t the probability of at least one of the re-scaled branching particles being near the space- 
type position (/?, k) at a fixed time r  is roughly
exp { - i n f  sup [ ( ^  ^  (ys +  ^ysf  +  ^ - y 2 -  ry2 ds^t -  pw] j ,  (6 .10)
when t is large, and where the infimum is taken over all paths y  € C^OjT] and all A € (Amin,0)  
satisfying
y(0) =  0 ,y (r) =  k, A := rf 2A • (6-11)
a Jo y» ds
Harris and Git [25] presented alternative heuristic arguments based on birth-death processes 
to arrive at the expression (6.10). Then using Euler-Lagrange techniques they showed that the 
specific path
s in h u \s  i  / „  . . , x x
s'* := K i t a W ’ s S |0 ' T] (612)
is optimal for this expression, where
V 0 ( 6 - S r - 4 a V )I* ■= ti\ = ----------- 5----------- , (6 .13)
and A €  (Amin ,0 )  is dependent on the choice of r  (which we are anyway considering as fixed 
throughout) and is chosen to satisfy
(6 .14)
a \  \ y.a 2 sinh2 y \ r '
We refer the reader to Harris and Git [25] for details of these relationships between the param­
eters, but note tha t particles staying close to this path will arrive near y(r) =  k at time r  in 
agreement with the heuristics.
As we mentioned just before the statement of Theorem 6 .1 .1 , our spine techniques will 
naturally use the path ys defined at (6 .12) together with x s defined at (6 .8 ), since they are the 
optimal paths (in a large-deviations sense) for accumulating particles near the point ((3t, Ky/t) 
a t time r. Our spine proof of Theorem 6 .1.1 will result in a proof of the following stronger 
result, from which Theorem 6 .1.1 would actually follow as a corollary.
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T h e o re m  6.3.2 Let r  > 0 be fixed. For any k G R  and A € (Amin,0) we define two continuous 
paths on [0 ,r] ,
y3 :=  KS1r ^ x s : = a \ f  y ^d w ,  s e [ 0 , r ] ,  (6.15)sinh f i \ T  J 0
and note that at time r  these paths reach the points yT = k and x T =  (3 where
Then, for large t, the probability that at least one of the typed branching particles (X u(s),Yu(s)) 
will stay near (txs,y /ty s) throughout s (E [0,r] (given that the original ancestor was at the 
space-type origin) has a large-deviations lower bound: for all 8,5' > 0 ;
lim inf t~ l logP^Bu G N T : Vs G [0 ,r] , |X u(s) — tx s \ < 5t, |l^ (s )  — V tys \ < 5 'V tj > — 0 (/?,/c).
The fact th a t our spine proofs can give such good path results, together with the work of the 
previous chapter for BBM, suggest th a t it will be possible to develop the ideas that we use in 
this chapter to proofs of large-deviations principles for many branching-diffusion models (see 
Harris and Git [25] for a discussion of such principles). This consistent spine approach can be 
applied to achieve excellent results for branching diffusions essentially because the Many-to-One 
theorem 3.6.5 and martingale estimates with the spine decomposition 3.5.1 will always reduce 
the branching problem to an issue of large-deviations for a single diffusing particle (the spine) 
which are already well studied.
6.4 M artingales and measures
Although we have already indicated a specific path at (6.12), it should be noted tha t in our 
proofs we use properties of this path only at a few points -  elsewhere the techniques can be 
applied in general to any path. Therefore the reader may suppose that y : [0,r] —» R is any 
given and fixed path, and we shall be very careful to highlight those points where we use specific 
properties of the path defined at (6.12). Also, to keep notational complexity to a reasonable 
minimum we tend not to make the dependencies of the martingales and action functionals on 
the underlying chosen paths explicit in the notation.
Estimates on a martingale can give us a lower-bound for the large-deviations events of our 
branching diffusion, and the expressions th a t we considered in the heuristics of the previous 
section can be taken as a starting point. For any t > 0 and any given y  : [0, r] —> M that is 
square-integrable along with its derivative
6XP( v l i >  ^ s + ^ Vs^ d B s~ i e  jo  ^ 3 +  ^ y^ 2ds) x e x p ( y ^ x JQ VsdW s - ^ -  r/Jds),
is a strictly-positive P-martingale over the time period w € [0, r] (see 0ksendal [46] for exam­
ple). As one part of the change of measure defined below, this martingale will introduce drift
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where we use B u(s) and Wu(s) to denote the P-Brownian motions driving the type and, spatial 
processes of particle u in the branching diffusion.
The conditional-expectation relationship between and Zt (w) means tha t Z t is the Radon- 
Nikodym derivative between the branching-particle measures Qt and P:
T h e o re m  6.4.3 We define the measure Qt on (T, T r , {Twf) as the restriction of the measure 
Qt to the algebra T r : Qt •= Q t|^T- Using a proof similar to that used in Theorem 3.4-4, it can 
be shown that for each w € [0,r],
For our proof of Theorem 6.1.1 (and its stronger version of Theorem 6.3.2) it is important to 
know how quickly Zt(r) grows under the measure Qt . Since Zt is a submartingale with respect 
to the measure Qt, we can use Doob’s submartingale inequality together with the following 
result on the exponential growth rate of Q (Z t(r)a) for a  e  [0,1].
T h e o re m  6.4.4 For the specific path y defined at (6.12), and for any a  € [0,1] we have
lim sup t -1 log Qt (Z t(r)Q) < a J ( r ) +  a 2M (r),
t—»oo
where we define
3^ := L + + t ~y2° ~ry2] ds> 6^'20^
and
M (w) := [ ^ (V s  + ^y s )2 + ^ ~ y i \ d s .  (6.21)
We emphasize that without the technology of spines the proof of this result would be excep­
tionally difficult -  witness the proofs of £ p-convergence in chapter 2 for the simpler martingale 
Z \,  where the classical approach succeeded mainly thanks to the (ad-hoc) inequality of Lemma
2.5.2 and the fact tha t we were dealing with a finite-dimensional type space. It is notoriously 
difficult to deal with operations like Z t(r)a since these martingales Zt are defined via sums,
and classical inequalities will tend to not be good enough.
In contrast to this, the spine decomposition gives us a proper methodology for reducing the 
additive structure of these martingales to essentially a single-particle problem, and since it does 
this through a conditional-expectation operation rather than with an inequality, it is exact and 
therefore can lead to tight estimates tha t are useful. Due to its length, we dedicate the whole 
of section 6.6 to the spine proof of this above theorem, and now proceed to show how this result 
can be used to obtain the upper-bound on Zt {r) tha t we require for Theorem 6.1.1.
Given Theorem 6.4.4, we can use Doob’s submartingale inequality to prove the following: 
T h e o re m  6.4.5 Let r  > 0 be fixed. Then for all £ > 0,
lim Qt f sup Zt (s) < —► 1.
°o \ , e [o,T] '
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terms into the difiusmns 77. and such that rf ~  ys and £* ~  a\y~  wher t is large, and we 
note a comparison between this martingale and the expression (6 .10) above.
The process n w which counts the number of fission times on the spine up to time w is a 
Cox process of rate R(r]s) and therefore
w *(*>.) d»2n“
is a P-martingale too (a similar martingale was used by Kyprianou [35] for BBM). We use the 
product of these two martingales to define a new measure:
T h eo rem  6.4.1 For t > 0 we define a measure Qt on the filtered space ( T ,T r , {Tw 
■ = e -W R{r>°)ds2n™ x e x p ( ^ =  (ys +  6- y s) dB s -  ^  {ys + ^ y s)2 ds)
pw n\^i f w
x exp ^  Vat A J  ys dW 3  —  J  y ^ d s j .  (6.16)
dP
We give this J-w-martingale the name C{w ) := dQ t/dP|y- . Under the measure Qt we can give 
a pathwise construction of the branching-diffusion (Xs)se[o)T]-‘
•  the spine process (£s ,r}s) starts at (0 , 0 ) and diffuses as a solution to
f a  _ a
= - ^ d B s - - { n ts - y 3)ds  (6.17)
and
dW s + aXysTil d s> (6-18)
50 that the type process rfa will be an O U (9/t,9/2) along the path y, and the spatial motion 
£s has a drift component added;
• at the accelerated rate 2R(rjs) the spine undergoes fission producing two particles;
• with equal probability, one of these two particles is selected to continue the spine;
• the other particle initiates, from its birth space-type position, an independent copy of the 
original P  branching diffusion with normal branching rate R(-).
It is by now familiar to derive an additive martingale from (6.16) by projecting it onto the
filtration of the branching diffusion particles, as laid out in Lemma 3.3.7.
D efin ition  6.4.2 For each t > 0 we define a P-martingale (with respect to the filtration 
[fFw)o<ru<r/)
Zt (w) = P(Ct(w)\FW).
Using the representation (3.4) it can be shown that
Z t { w ) =  J 2  e_r/(rYll(S)2dS~PU,eXP( ^ /  +  d B M  ~  J q  (?/s +  ^ ) 2 d s )
u£Nw
pw n\2+ rw
x exp(p/aiX J  ys dWu( s ) ----—  j  ya d s j ,  (6.19)
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P ro o f: For a given e > 0 and for any a  G [0.1], Doob’s inequality combines with our estimate 
of Q t { Z t ( T ) a )  to give
Qt (  sup Z t (s) >  <.<•'«+*>*) =  Q, (  sup Zt( , y  > e-^M + O A  <
s€[0,r] '  s€[0,t] '  eaW<T>+e>*
From Theorem 6.4.4 we know th a t for each a  G [0,1] and for all large t we have 
Q t (  sup Zt (s) > < e^M -e )at
s€[0,t] '
For any a  G (0,e /M )  this is a decaying exponential and so it follows that
lim Q tf  sup Zt (s) > e^J T^^ +£^ N) —» 0.
*-oo Vs€[0,r] '
□
For the specific y defined at (6.12), it can be shown that
j ( t)  =  Jq [^{Vs  +  ^ys)2 +  ^ y 2s- r y j } d s  =  \ p  +  K2(^  +  ^ c o t h f i XT),
where we recall that this A G (Amin,0) was specifically determined by (6.14). In fact, Harris 
and Git [25] explain tha t this choice of A was optimal in that
+  *2 ( i  +  2^ C°th ^ AT) =  sup{ 7^ +  k2 ( i  +  2Q coth ^ r ) }  ‘ (6-22)
On the other hand we can find a similar representation for the parameter ©(/?, k): if we define
T , P20 ( 9 - 8 r ) , K2y /0 (0 -8 r )
A := \ , 9.,4 , so that =a2K4 +  AaOfi2 ’ ™ 2 ^ + 4 O ^ ja
then
0 (/?, k) =  XP + k24>£ =  ^lim ^sup^/? +  /c2Q  +  ^  coth/i7 r^  j ,  
where we recall that
i!>$ := -  +  — •4 20
In this way it can be deduced from (6.22) that
J (t ) j  ©(/?,«),
which in tu rn  implies the following corollary to Theorem 6.4.5:
C oro lla ry  6.4.6 Let r  > 0 be fixed. Then for all e > 0,
lim Qt (  sup Zt (s) < e<©(/».«)+e)A -> 1 . 
t-oo \ 5€[o,t ] /
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6.5 Proving the large-deviations lower bound
Barring the proof of Theorem 6.4.4 which we cover fully in section 6 .6 , we now have all the 
information required to prove the large-deviations lower-bound for the short-climb event of 
Theorem 6.1.1, which we recall as stating tha t for large t, the probability th a t at least one of 
the branching particles will be near (/?£, Ky/t) at time r  (where r , /?, k G R with f3 < 0 and r  > 0 
are given and fixed) has a large-deviations lower bound: for all 5 , 5 '> 0 ,
lim inf logP^Elu G N T : |X u(r) — {3t\ < St, |Tu(t)  — ny/t\ < S'\/Pj > —Q((3, k).
Noting th a t this event is T t -measurable since it depends only on the branching particles and 
does not refer to the spine, it follows tha t on this event the change of measure is carried out 
by Zt, as noted in Theorem 6.4.3. The upper bound that we have derived for Zt at Corollary 
6.4.6 will serve as a lower bound for 1 /Z t (r) in this change of measure, and will combine with 
the fact th a t under the measure Qt (for large t) we know that the spine will carry out the 
large-deviations behaviour that we want.
Throughout this proof we are focussing on the specific path
sinh
Vs '■= K ~ r ~ r  . s € 0 , tsinh h\ t
where A G (Amjn,0) satisfies
= k2 f cothfjtxr_________ t \
a A \ fi\ 2sm h2 n \T '
as discussed at (6.14). We define the event th a t the space-type location (Xu(s), Fu (s)) of a 
particular particle u remains near (aXt f °  y \  dw, yftys) throughout the interval s G [0, r]:
A t{u) := (\/s G [0 ,r] , |X„(s) -  aXt J  yl,dw \ < 5, |Tu(s) -  V ty s \ < 5 '),
where 5,5' > 0 are given and fixed. Then for any e > 0,
Pt G N t such that A t (u)j = Qt ^u € N T,A t (u)^
> Q . ( ' ^ T ;3 u e JV T, _4,(u); sup Zt (s) <
T) sg[o,r] '
> e- ( ® ( M + e ) tq f3 u e N T iA t^ .  sup Z t(s ) < e(0(/?,K)+e)A 
'  se[0,r] '
> e-W 0'«)+ e)*Q jA t(Zy, sup Zt (s) < e^W,K)+e)t\ (6.23)
'  se[0,r] '
Given (6.17) and (6.18), standard theory says th a t under the measure Qt (with t large) the 
re-scaled spine will tend to stay close to the space-type paths (aX f*  y^ dw ,ys) over the
whole time interval [0 ,r]:
£ ~ a X  [  y2w dw, and rfc ~  y„  
Jo
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by which we mean tha t for a fixed r  > 0 and any S,S' > 0,
tlhn Q t( |£ $  ~ a ^  J  V w d w \ <  W s  “ 2/s | <  5/>for a11 s e  [°»r ]) !.
which can equally be written as:
-  aXt J  yl>dw\ < St, \rjs -  ysVt\ < S'y/t, for all s G [0 , r ] j  —> 1 , 
which is exactly the statem ent that
lim Qt (At (0 )  =  1-t —*oo
Corollary 6.4.6 says,
lim Q t(  sup Z t {s) < e^e ^ ' K^ +s^  =  1 ,
t_+0° s€[0,r] '
and since e > 0 was arbitrary, it follows from (6.23) tha t for all M ' > 0 ,
hm inf i _1 logP^=3u,Vs G [0 ,r ] , |X u(s) -  aAt J  yl>dw\ < S,\Yu(s) -  V ty s \ < S'^ j > - 0  (/?,«),
which gives the proof of the stronger version at Theorem 6.3.2. The constraints of (6 .11) state 
that for the particular y  and A we chose above, we have
y/ty{r) =  K\ft, and aXt / y2s dw =  (3t,
Jo
and therefore we can also deduce the weaker result to complete our proof of Theorem 6 .1 .1: 
lim inf t~ l logP^ikt € N r , |X u ( t )  — /3t\ < 6, \Yu(r) — Ky/t\ < > —©(/?,«)•
This completes the proof of the short-climb large-deviations lower bound. □
6.6 A spine proof of the m artingale upper-bound
In this section we use the spine decomposition of the martingale Z t to prove Theorem 6.4.4. It 
is Jensen’s inequality tha t immediately allows us to concentrate on the spine decomposition:
Q t(Z t (r)a) < Q t(Q t(Z t (r ) |£oo)a ) ,  since cc G [0,1].
The spine decomposition of Zt {r) is
Q t ( Z t ( T ) \ Q o o )  =  e ~ r J° d s ~PTe ^ x J° v t * * ] + [ j g  So ( * • + & • ) * & . - ■ &  f * ( y . + % y a)2 ds]
_l_ ' Y ^ e ~ r f ° k ri s d s - P s i ' e ^ X f ° k y ° d W s ~ z £ -  J a k y « ds l + [ 7 ^  f o k ( y s + 5 y , ) d B s - ±  / 0Sfc(ys + f  ys )2 ds] 
k= 1
We consider the two parts of this spine decomposition separately -  the sp in e  te rm  and then 
the sum  te rm  -  and aim to show that they both have exponential growth of the same order.
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D efin itio n  6 .6 .1  We define
• x —r f T 7)2 ds — o t /V7~ y a d —sp in e  te rm  := e Jo ^TeLV Jo for y s ds ] + [ ^ S  f f ( y ,  + % y a ) d B a- ±  / 0T(ys +  f y s ) 2 ds]
and
su m  te rm  :=
k = 1
In each case we first use some martingale techniques to  factor out exponential terms tha t give 
us the correct growth rate (and here we are guided by the heuristics), and then use Varadhan’s 
lemma to show that the remaining terms do not contribute any further exponential growth. 
The spine term is simpler to deal with and is considered first.
F a c to rin g  o u t th e  sp in e  te rm
Girsanov’s theorem (see 0ksendal [46]) states th a t under the new measure Qt we have
and dW s =  dtTs +  y/atXys ds, (6-24)
which can both be substituted into the spine term  to give,
sp ine  te rm  =  e l ^° + “2 y a ds  p t  x  e foT vl ds e[VZi\ f 0T y a dW3} + [$  /0T (ys + fya) dSa]
=  e t J ( T ) - p r  x  e r t  f T [ ( r , l ) * - y * ] d s  y s d W s] + [ $  f ; ( y s + %ya) d B , ) '
Using the standard martingale
e OL V o t x  / 0T y a d W a- a 2 f *  y 2 ds
we can factor out one of the terms of the expectation:
(sp ine te rm " )  =  eatJ(T)~apT Qt (eart foly*-M )2)ds l*0T Vs d W s]+a | / 0T(ya+|ys)dSs;)
This final expectation can be dealt with by another change of measure:
where we have used the martingale
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to  change the measure from Q* to  Q“. Another application of the Girsanov theorem implies 
th at under the measure Q “ , the re-scaled process 77* satisfies (where B s is a Brownian m otion)
r. _ a
d {vl ~  (1 +  «)y) =  “  2 ^ '  ~  +  c* M ds (6-26)
w hich is to  say that 77* is an O U ( f , | )  along the perturbed path (1 +  a)y.
P u ttin g  th is all together we are left w ith a neat factorization expressed in term s of the  
re-scaled type process 77*:
Qt (spine term Q) = e^J(r)-apreaHM x ^art/^y2- ^ ) 2] ;
<  e ^ J ( r ) e a H M  x  Q a ^ e a r t / 0T[ya2 - ( 7 , ‘ ) 2] d ^  ^ ^
T he term  apr  becom es insignificant in the large deviations lim it (for which t —> 00), and 
therefore it is convenient to  remove it here.
T he m artingale techniques have now played their part, and we move on to  use Varadhan’s 
lem m a to  show  that the term (Q)“ (eQr*-foT[Ss-(77s)2]ds) decays exponentially as t —► 00.
A first application of Varadhan’s lemma
Under the measure Q f  the process rf  is an O U ( f , | )  along the perturbed path (1 +  a)y  (or 
equivalently we can say that [77* — (1 +  a )y s] is an O U ( | ,  | ) ) ,  and therefore it satisfies a large- 
deviations principle:
Theorem 6.6.2 If we use the notation rf to refer to the element (path) in C'[0,r] defined by
y*(s ) := 77s. f o r s e [ 0 , r ]  
then there is a large-deviations principle for rf with respect to the measure Q f;
• Upper bound: If C is a closed subset ofC[0,r] then
limsup t~ 1 l o g (77* <E C) < -  inf I(g, r),
t—>00 sec
• Lower bound: I fV  is an open subset ofC[0,r] then
lim inf t -1  log (77* €  V) > -  inf' I(g,r),t —► 00 g€v
where
f w 1 r 0 0 i ^
! (g,w):=J^ —  \ga + - g a - ( i  + a )(ya + - y s)J ds.
tf 9 £ C[0 >r] with g(0 ) = 0  is square-integrable along with its derivative; otherwise we define 
1(g) = 00.
Given the upper bound (6 .27) we now want to  understand the behaviour of the expectation  
term  Q f ^ e artfo for large t. Varadhan’s lem m a is a comm on way to deal w ith
expectations of th is form, and we quote the following from Dem bo and Zeitouni [12].
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T heorem  6.6.3 (Varadhan) Let (X l)t>o be a family of random variables taking values in 
the space X , and let p t denote the probability measures associated with (X t)t>o.
Suppose that the measures p t satisfy the LDP with a good rate function I  : X  —► [0 , oo], and
let (j> : X  —► R be any continuous function. Assume further that the following moment condition
holds fo r  some 7  > 1 ,
lim su p t-1  lo g E le 7^ *  1^ < 0 0 .  (6 .28)
t—* 00 L -I
Then
lim t~ l lo g E le * ^ *  1^ =  sup \4>{x) — I (x )] . 
t -  00 L J i e * L
T his powerful result w ill confirm our hopes th at the exponential will decay as t —» 00.
T heorem  6.6.4 For each a  > 0 the expectation decays exponentially to 0:
lim t _1 logQ ? (eart folys~(vi)2] d«) <  0 . (6 .29)
t —»00
For small a  we can give more precise expression of the exponential decay:
/ t \  2i
lim r 1 logQ ?(eartJ,oTh'.-fo!) lds) =
r 1 F  . t i  n 11
+  o(oi ) ,  as a  —> 0 ,- a 2 j ki ry2s ds + k2 (ys + ^ y s) 2 ds
where /ci,/c2 are strictly positive.
P ro o f: Given the large-deviations principle stated in Theorem 6.6.2, we shall be equating 
X  =  CfOjT], X 1 =  7f  and =  Q f  and have (j){rf) =  Jq[v2 — (77*)2]ds, and the moment 
condition (6.28) is satisfied because
Q “ ( e 2 a r t JoT[2/a-(T?a)2l d s )  < e 2 a r t -To y 2* d 3 '
Varadhan’s lemma then says that
lim t~ l logQtQ(eQrt-/o Ivs-iv.) l ds) =  SUp  /  (  [  a r \y 2 — z2) ds) — I ( z , t ) \ .  (6.30)
t - >0°  z € C o [0 ,t ]  I V o  '  J
Standard Euler-Lagrange techniques for maximizing the right-hand integral lead to the following 
differential equation for z:
. Q2 . q2
zs -  +  2darjZs =  (1 +  a)ys -  —  (1 +  a)ys , (6.31)
which in general will give the optimal path as a solution in terms of the given path y.
W ith the specific path (6.12) that resulted from the Harris and Git optimizations of the
large-deviations heuristics, it is relatively simple to solve (6.31) and find th a t the optimal path 
z is just a constant multiple of the path y:
zs = K ays , where K a := ^ / l ^ l O a r ^  +  (6‘32)
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Substituting for z into (6.30) we find that
lim r 1 logO“ (e“rt
=  a (l -  K \ \iJo ry2 ds (6.33)- { K a - {  1 +  a ) ) 2
and the following simple bound on K a implies that this is a negative quantity 
L em m a 6.6.5 For all a  > 0,
1 < K a < 1  +  0:.
This small lemma can be proved with simple algebra from the definition of fj,\ given at (6.13): 
we can use this to show th a t -  02/ 4 =  - 2 dr -  aOX2 < 0, from which it follows that
A - t >  7 *
(6.34)
<
1 + a  fi2x — 62/A — 2 Oar 
If we make a Taylor expansion about a  = 0: 
l4  -  62/ 4 1
< 1.
=  1 +  ka  +  k2a 2 +  o(a2) +— 92/A — 2 Oar 1 — ka
where k := - 2 ^ r--—> it follows that for strictly positive constants ki and /c2,
a ( l  — K 2) = —k ia 2 + o(a2), and (ffa -  (1 +  a ) ) 2 =  ^ a 2 +  o(a2) as a  —> 0 ,
completing the proof □
D ealing  w ith  th e  su m  te rm
Focusing on the sum term, we can again substitute for dVFs and dB s with (6.24) and immedi­
ately factor out the term J(Sk) by over-estimating:
sum  te rm  =  ^ e*J(5 fc) - ^ e r /oSfc[ ^ - ( ^ ) 2] ^ e[ ^ / o Sfc v. dWa]+[^ f 0S k (ya+%y s ) d B a) 
k — 1
< J(™)) 'Y ^ er Soh V s ~ y 2s d s e [ V Z \ f o k ya dWs] + [-^ f ^ k (ya + ^ y a) d B a]
k= 1
For the particular path y tha t we chose at (6.12), it was shown by Harris and Git [25] that
sup J(w) =  J ( t )
0<W <T
and therefore we have
su m  te rm  < etJ(r) er dS e [ ^ A / 0Sfc yadwa]+ l^  f 0S k (ya+ § y a) d B a]^
l
Proposition 4.2.10 implies th a t for 0 < a  < 1 ,
Qt (sum  te rm a ) < eQtJ(T) Qt Q T  eQrt /<f*[w2-(^i)2J yadwa]+a[ $  f 0S k (ya+%y a) d B a} ^ ,
i
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and we can transform the sum into an integral by standard techniques (see Kallenberg [26] 
for example), since the fission times on the spine form a Cox process of rate 2(rr)w + p), as 
explained in Theorem 6.4.1:
_ 2 e a t J ( T ) Q t  eartf^[y2s-(vl)2]dseoc[V^i\S^ VsdW3]+a[^ f^ (y s + ^ ys)dBs] j- ^ 2  +  .
Fubini’s theorem can be applied to this, and the transformations tha t worked on the spine term 
to give (6.27) can here too be applied to arrive at
=  2 e a t J (T'> e a 2 fow dse £  f™(ys+%y*)2 x + p]e«rt/“[y2-(i?:)a]d^  d w ^
< 2 ecxtJ{T)ea2tM x J  Q f i j r t i r f J 2 + p]eartSoly2s-(< )2]ds^ dw
We want to  take advantage of the fact tha t the terms in the integral look similar to those 
already dealt with for the spine term. A first step in this direction is to replace the random 
factor r t ^ ^ ) 2 at the front of the expectation with the deterministic r ty ^ , and since the value 
of a  will eventually be chosen and fixed the following estimate is sufficient for our purposes.
L em m a 6 .6 .6  For all a  > 0, and for all large enough t,
Jq Q ? ([ r t(v l)2 + p ] e a r t Sow [ y 2 - ( v l ) 2 ] d s ^  d w < ^  + J \ r t y 2w + p ] Q ? ( e a r t Sow [ y 2 - ( v l ) 2 } < i s ^  d w
P ro o f: Noting tha t the expectation looks something like <9/<9u>Q“ (e Qtr* /o^  1^ ? (vl)2] ds) ; we 
shall use integration by parts. From
d_
dw
it follows tha t
i > « ^ t / 0“ [y2-(,:)a]d ^  =  Q f ( a r t[y l -  (v tw)2]eartS0w[y2- ( r>ts')2]dsy  (6.35)
Q?([rt(vl)2 +p]e-artSoly2,-(yl)2]d^ =  [r f y 2 + p ]Q a^ea r t / - [ ^ - ( ^ ) 2]dsj
_ /,ea r t /o’"[y?-(j?i)a]dsV
a  dw  V /
Integration by parts now proves
| TQta ( W ^ ) 2 + p ]e “rt/;[!/»"(,,»)2ldj  dw = J \ r t y 2w +p]Q?(eartfo[y2- U ) 2}ds  ^dw
+  1  | i  _ Q “ ^eQ1~t/0r [y*-(»?s)2]d^ J .
The exponential decay proved in Theorem 6.6.4 implies lim t^0oQ “ (ea r t-/oTh/?- (T7*)2lds  ^ =  0, 
and this completes the proof □
It follows therefore tha t for all large enough t,
su m  te r m Q) < 2eatJ^ e a2tM x +  J  [rty  ^ d u;^ .
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We now make some simple over-estimates of the integral. Firstly, it is immediate tha t
Jq dyj < [H k2 + /)] ^  dw
since (sup0<u,<T y^) =  k2 . Then, for each w E [0,r], it is true by definition that 
e ^ /c H y 2- ^ ) 2! ^  < eQrt(suP0<tU<r /0'1'[v2- ( ^ ) 2]ds))
and therefore
Q f ^ea r tfowly?-(ri)2]ds^ < Q« ^ea rt(sup«- /0u'[v2- ( ^ ) 2lds) )
Since this holds for all w E [0,r] we can deduce
sup Q“ ('eQrt- ^ ^ _(^ )2]ds) < Q «/'eQ7'1(suPu' - ^ [y*_(^ )2]ds) N),
< m < T  V /  V  /0 W
which we can use to get:
[  Q“ feQrt^ [ v 2- ( ^ ) 2]d ^  du; < r  x sup Q f (eart /cH ^-fai)2] dA  |
Jo '  ' 0 <W<T '  '
< T  x (Q>“ (ea ri(SUPu' /o<’[^*~(^)2lds) ) ,
Thus we arrive at a simple upper bound for the sum term: for all a  E [0,1] and all large t, 
(sum  te rm " )  < 2eatJ^ e aHM j i  +  [rtK2 +  p]r Q f ( e art(sup-  /o” [i/2-fo:)a]d- ) )  (6.36)
A second application o f V aradhan’s lem m a
We already applied Varadhan’s lemma to the term Q“ (eQrt/or [3/2- (^ )2lds) ) and now we show 
how it can in fact deal with the more complex term Q f (eart (sup“> fo ty,~(v3) 1ds) j  without much 
more effort.
Once again the observation
Q r (e2art (supt° /ou,iys- f’?^ 2i ds) j  <  ^e2artT(suPw
shows tha t the moment condition (6.28) is satisfied and therefore from Varadhan’s lemma, 
Theorem 6.6.3, it follows that:
l i m t - 1 lo g Q ffe “r t (“ p” J'»” [!,- - <’,*)2l d*)') =  sup / ( s u p  [ "  a r[y2, -  z* \d s )  -  I ( z , r ) \ .
i - > ° °  '  '  z e C o[0 ,r] I  ' 0 < tu < r  J o  '  J
For any path z, the action functional I ( z ,w ) is non-decreasing in w and therefore
( Jo ar [v2s ~  zs] ds) ~ I ( z >T) < ( J  ocr [y2s -  z 2] ds) -  I(z,  w ) , 
and taking the supremum over w E [0, r] of both sides we deduce:
( su p /  QT^* ~ Z^ ds) _ / ^ ’r ) - sup{ ( /  a r [y2s ~ z* \ds)
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We now take the supremum of both sides over the set of paths 2 € C o[0,t ], and interchange 
the order to obtain:
sup j  (sup J  a r[y2 -  z 2] ds) - J ( z , r ) j  < s u p s u p j ^  ar [y2 -  z 2] ds) -  /(* ,« ;) j  (6.37)
=  sup supi ( /  a r[y2 -  z 2]ds )  -  I ( z , w ) \ .
0<W<T z I Vo '  J
If we compare the term
sup{(jT or[y2a - z 2] ds) -  I ( z , w) ^
with (6.30) from our first application of Varadhan’s lemma, it is clear that Euler-Lagrange 
optimization techniques will result in exactly the same optimal path for this integral, namely 
zs =  K ays as at (6.32). Furthermore, evaluating the left-hand side of (6.37) shows that we 
actually have the equality:
sup{(/ a r [ y ^~zs] ds) —/(z , r ) |  =  s u p | (sup J  a r [y 2 - z 2]d s )  -  J ( z , r ) j ,
= a ( l  ~ k I ) \ J q ry2s ds - ( K a - ( l  + a ))2 ^  (ys +  ^ y s) 2 ds ,
< 0  (and =  0 ( a 2) as a  —► 0 ).
Consequently we see th a t there is no difference in the growth rate between the remaining terms 
of the spine term and the sum term:
lim rM o g Q f  fea rt(sup“ ■/‘o” [»2-(»»:)a]d0 >) =  lim t - 1 logQ? (eart < 0. (6.38)
t—*00 \  /  t—too \  /
Concluding th e upper-bound for Zt {r)
We have shown that
Qt (spine term Q) < eatJ^ e aHM x
and since we clearly have Q “ ^eQrt o^Tl2/s -(77s)2]dsj  < Q“ ^ea rt(supt*, f0 lys-(ns) ]ds) ^  it follows 
that:
<Qt (Zt (r)a) < Qt (spine term Q) + Q t (sum  term a)
< +  2 [rt« 2 + p ]r)Q t“ (eQrt(suPu' /°,i;[3/' " (77‘)2lcls) )  +  |  J .  (6.39)
Thus
^lirn^t-1  logQ t(Zt ( r )a ) < aJ( r )  + a 2M, 
and the proof of Theorem 6.4.4 is completed. □
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